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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF SELECTED SPACE STATION CONCEPTS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this report is to document the results of a brief special

emphasis Space Station Configuration Study conducted at the Johnson Space

Center from November 2 to December 16, 1983. The objectives of the study were

as follows:

a. Define candidate Space Station configuration concepts to meet the

NASA 11eadquarters Concept Development Group (CDG) requirements.

b. Produce engineering and programmatic data on these concepts suitable

for NASA and industry dissemination.

c. Produce a data base for input to the CDG's evaluation of generic

Space Station configurations and for JSC use in the critiqae of the CDG's

generic configuration evaluation process.

This special emphasis study replesents a temporary focusing and acceleration

of a longer term in-house Space Station study, which was initiated at JSC in

early 1983 (reference i-I) and is scheduled for completion in April 1984. The

need for temporary focusing and acceleration was prompted by necessity for

developing a greater depth of understanding of candidate configurations which

existed at the time in support of program and technical planning activities

(i.e. SE&I plan and work package options). In addition, this study supports

the CDG study task II entitled "Alternate Configurations and Controllability."

It should be noted that this study is not a general Space Station

configuration study aimed toward definition of new and/or optimized Space

Station concepts. Rather, specific configuration concepts were selected at

the cut-set for _efinement of definition to meet the CDG requirements and ior
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evaluation in terms of selected criteria. Moreover, system and subsystem

selections and design approaches were based on trade-off study results from

previous studies. In some _tances, whece trade study results were not available,

decisions were made based on engineering judgment to facilitate system definition

within the study time allowed. In such instances, the decisions were noted and

identified as issues for future study. Also, some inconsistencies in data may

exist from section to section due to limited time to iterate results.

The organization of this report is arranged to present the definition and

evaluation of each of the candidate concepts on an individual stand-alone basis.

Section 2.0 provides an overview description of each configuration concept.

Section 3.0 presents functional description and evaluation of each configuration In

terms of user, crew, operation, and safety accommodatlons. Engineering and cost

evaluations are also provided in section 3.0. Section 4.0 provides more detailed

discussion of subsystem definition and section 5.0 delineates the technical and

programmatic issues identified for future study. Section 6.0 provides a listlng of

the personnel involved in this ;tudy.

1.2 BackRround

JSC has been invol_ed in Space Station study activities, both in-house and

contracted for several years. The in-house study activity was intensified

shortly after May 20, 1982, when the Space Station Task Force Croup (SSTF) was

established at NASA 8eadquarters. The systems working group of the SSTF identified

a large number of Space Station "trade studies" within the purview of the

system definition (Book 5) activity. JSC _upported these trade study activlties

by performing approximately 30 different system and subsystem studies. The



initial results of these studies have been documented in Book 5 and related

documents. To provide a means of conductin[ these studies in an organized

fashion, an in-house Space Station study statement of work (SOW) was produced

by the Space Station Project Office and was implemented by the JSC Systems

Engineering and Integration (SE&I) Panel organization.

The SOW defined a comprehensive llst of system level and subsystem level

tasks, including configuration alternatives definition and evaluation. The

SOW identified three configuration concepts for study: a modular, building

block concept such as the Space Operations Center (SOC), which had been under

study at JSC since 1979; a triangular truss structure concept (delta-truss)

previously proposed by JSC (reference 1-2) and concepts involving the use of

spent STS external tanks (ET), briefly described in reference 1-31 Detailed

study of the ET concepts were not undertaken because a brief study indicated

limited capability to meet program requirements and excessive cost for the

required unique launch system (reference I-4).

During the course of the study, another truss structure concept with the

characteristics of low aerodynamic drag with an earth oriented flight mode

was introduced. This concept was identified as the big "T" concept. In

addition, the SOW study was expanded to include definition of flight test bed

concepts that could be utilized for development testing and subsequently used

as elements of an operational Space Station.

The mission and associated system requirements initially utilized for the SOW

study were based on an early assessment of the Mission Analysis Study (MAS)

results (reference I-5). The requirements thus developed were generally

consistent with the final results of those produced by the MAS contractors;

however, when the requirements were synthesized by the M_ssions Requirements Working

Group and subsequently adopted by the CDG during May 1983, several of the

u__
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requirements were _gnlficantly more demanding than previously indicated by

most of the MAS contractors. Figure 1.2-I shows a summary comparison of the

MAS contractor, CDG and baseline in-house study requirements. Note that the CDG

requirements for crew size an_ power are roughly twice those for the MAS and

in-house baseline studies.

The special emphasis configuration study, which is the subject of this report,

utilized the same basic configuration concepts defined in the SOW study. A

major task of the study was to reslze the configurations and to rearrange and

augment elements of the configurations to meet the current Headquarters CDG

requirements shown in figure 1.2-2. In summary, the configuration concepts

selected for this study and their primary unique characteristics are outlined

below.

o Building Block (BB)

-- Built up by interconnecting of essential elements, i.e., minimum

hardware launch to orbit

-- Modules earth oriented

-- Solar arrays sun tracking

o Delta Truss

-- Rigid overall configuration

-- Area available on truss substructure for affixing hardware/mission

equipment

-- Near solar inertial flight orientation.

o Big-T Truss

-- Stiff overall configuration

-- _rea _ailable on truss substructure for affixing h2rdware/mission

equipment.

-- Modules near earth oriented



-- Gravity-gradient flight orientation

-- Minimumdrag orientation solar array (streamline), solar array semi
solar oriented.

__m -"".a,_ _ _._
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2.0 CONCEPT OVERVIEW

2.1 Su_m_ary

Three configuration concepts have been defined for evaluation in this study=

the building block, delta and the "T." Each concept emphasizes a different

_;et of design drivers.

The building block concept attempts to minimize structure and subsystem

hardware. It uses the pressurized modules a_ the structural foundation of the

station. The core station is earth-orlented and the solar arrays, mounted on

booms, are oriented toward the sun.

The delta uses a triangular truss structure for independent attachment of

station elements to maximize _igidity and enhance controllability and mission

versatility. The delta is approxJmately solar-orlented with the array,

mounted on one face of the triangle, at a constant angle to the orbit plane to

eliminate secular gravity gradient torques. Solar orientation simplifies

thermal control.

The "T" minimizes aerodynamic drag by maintaining the array parallel to the

velocity vector. It also uses a truss structure for enhanced rigidity,

element independence, and mission versatillty. The "T" is earth-oriented and

is arranged for gravity gradient stability. The solar array is approximately

twice as large as a fully sun oriented array. The CDG requirements shown in

figure 1.2-I were interpreted as requiring the module lengths, viewing

requirements, etc., as shown in figure 2.1-i for the purposes of defining

concepts for this study.
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2.2 9uildin_ Block Configuration

2.2.1 General Arrangement

The building block concept utilizes the pressurized modules as a structural

base to which the component parts of the station are attached. The

pressurized modules at IOC (figure 2.2-I) are arranged in a quadrangle for

safety and efficient internal crew movement. Electrical power generation and

conditioning, radiators and antenna_ are mounted on two booms perpendicular to

the plane of the quadrangle.

The growth configuration (flg_re 2.2-2) adds two quadrangles of pressurized

modules. Additional power and radiator components are mounted on the existing

booms.

Hangars, manipulators, add other external elements are attached to berthing

ports at the corners of the quadrangles.

2.2.2 Function/Operation

The normal attitude of the building block configuration places the pressurized

modules in the orbit plane with the long dimension of the quadrangle vertical

(see Figure 2.2-3). This _ intended to provide gravity gradient stability,

provide approach paths for the Orbiter, OMV and OTV, and permit adequate earth

and celestial viewing. Reorlentation in pitch is required for orbit reboost

because of the thruster location.

Two Orbiter berthing ports are provided. These are shown in figure 2.2-I for

IOC and 2.2-2 for the growth version. Ports are also available for

installation of temporary modules in addition to manipulators, hangars, etc.

9



2.2.3 Elements

The building block concept comprises a number of pressurized and unpressurized

modular elements, arranged as shown in figures 2.2-I and 2.2-2.

2.2.3.1 Command/Control Module (C/CM)

The C/CM is the plimary command and operations work station. It also provides

crew support in the event of functional loss of the habitation module in the

IOC phase. The C/CM is arranged as illustrated in figure 2.2-4. Berthing

mechanisms are installed at both ends. Overall length between berthing

interfaces is 264", to provide volume for avionics and contingency crew

accommodation and to maintain a standard module length for assembly

versatil_ty. One C/CM is required at IOC; a second C/CM is added in the

growth station.

2.2.3.2 Habitation Module (HM)

The HM (figure 2.2-5) is the primary location for all crew support functions,

including food, hygiene, waste management, health maintenance, sleep, and

recreation for a crew of eight. A minimal command scatic_ provides backup

capability in case the C/CM becomes unusable.

interfaces is 528", or twice that of the C/Cld.

HM and the growth station two.

Overall length between berthing

The IOC station includes one

2.2.3.3 Laboratory Module (LM)

The LM provides a pressurized facility for scientific, developmental and

production activities on the station. It includes interfaces with station

utilities such as electrical power, thermal control, data management,

co_unications and life support. It also provides structural mounting for

interior user equipment. It is built in two sizes which are structurally

identical to the C/CM and HM respectively. This permits a late choice between

i0
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Figure 2.2-3. Building Block Orientation
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the adaptability of smaller modules and the structural efficiency and internal

volume of the larger module because two short LM's can be replaced in the

confi_,iration by one long LM or vice velsa. Two short LM's ark provided in

the IOC station. Four short LM's and one long LM are added in the growth

phase. This is two small LM's in excess of the specified requirement in the

growth station; the additional LM serves to close the module quadrangles and

avoid the development of a special tunnel.

2.2.3.4 Interconnect Module (IM)

The IM (figure z.2-6) serves primarily as a means of connecting station

elements at right angles _ithout wasting valuable volume in the 14 ft.

diameter modules for side ports. The IM has six orthogonal berthing ports

that can interchangeably accommodate the Shuttle Orbiter, pressurized station

modules, manipulators, hangars, _nd other station elements. It can also be

equipped as an airlock for two crewmen. Four IM's a_c required on the IOC

station and four more on the growth version.

2.2.3.5 Lo$istics Module

The logistics module serves as a carrier for supplies and equipment brought

from earth and for products and waste mater_al to be returned, it is

structurally similar to the C/CM with a single berthing port on one end and a

rack for tanks and other external stores on the other end.

2.2.3.6 Electrical Power Unit

The electrical power generation subsystem is built in modular form to

facilitate installation. Each unit consists of solar array packages, energy

storage and conversion units, and a dedicated thermal control subsystem

capable of supplying 37.5 KW of electrical power continuously. Two units are

incl ded in the II'C configuratior: and four in the growth configuration.

20
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2.2.3.7 Boom

Two booms attached to !M's in the IOC phase provide mounting points and

two-axis or±entation fer the power system, radiators, and antennas. The

additional components for the gro,th phase are mounted on the same booms.

2.2.3.8 Manipulator

An Orbiter-type RMS mounted on a standard berthing mechanism and controlled

remotely from the C/CM is used to transport massive items from place to place

on the station a_d to assist the Orbiter RMS in station assembly and resupply.

One RMS is provided at IOC and three in the growth phase.

2.2.3.9 Vehicle Support Facilities

Vehicle support facilities include unpressurized hangars for servicing and

protected storage, propellant storage and transfer facilities, and equipment

and spares for checkout and maintenance. The IOC capability includes

provisions for one OMV. In the growth st tion, two OMV's and two OTV's can De

accommodated.

2.2.3.10 Satellite Service Structure

The satellite service structure provides structural and utilities support for

unpressurized user payloads and free flying satellites. One structure is

included at IOC, and a second is added in the growth phase.

2.2.4 S_ubsystem Distribution

The table below summarizes the location of subsystem components within the

station.

22



SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT LOCATION SUM_Y

C/CM DIM LM LOG. IM BOOM

ECLSS X X X / - -

THERMAL CONTROL X X X X / X

PROPULSION/RCS X .....

COP/M/TRACKING X / / / / )"

DATA MANAGEMENT x (X) / / / /

ELECTRICAL POWER / / / / / X

MEC[iANISMS X X X X X X

CREW ACCOMMODATIONS (X) X / / / -

GNC X iX) ....

X PRIMARY LOCATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

(X) BACKUP LOCATION OF M_%JOR COMPONENTS

/ LOCATION OF SOME MINOR COMPONENTS

- NO SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

2.2.5 Mass Properties

The estimated mass properties of the building block configuration are

summarized in the following table. Element weights include associated

subsystems. Although these estimates do not include an allowance for weight

growth, some growth can be expected to occur. This would increase the weights

and Inertias given, but would not appreciably alter the relative magnitudes of

the inertias. See figure 2.2-2 for coordinate system definition.



BUILDING BLOCK

UNIT MASS

LB. lOC

QUANTITY
GROWTH

C/CM

ILM

SINGLE LM

DOUBLE LM

IM

LOGISTICS

POWER SYSTEM

BOOM

MANIPULATOR

OMV HANGAR

0TV HANGAR

OTV PROP. TANK

SATELLITE SVC. STR.

27,700

51,300

27,700

51,300

11,300

27,700

8,050

580

2,000

3,600

7,10_

6,600

5,200

2

1

2

4

1

2

2

I

I

1

IOC GROWTH

W/O o'rv PROP.

2

2

6

1

8

1

4

2

3

2

2

1

2

WIOTV PROP.

MASS, LB

C.G., IN.

Ixx, 106

lyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

lyz

X

Y

Z

SLUG-FT 2

263,060

946.5

-0.6

1,114.1

9.316

6.769

8.392

0.047

-I .001

-I .291

571,360

950.2

-0.8

1,180.3

41.063

40.230

14.388

0.016

-1.067

-1.947

697,360

1,020.2

-0.7

1,040.2

55.925

57.262

19.054

0.023

-7.853

-I .962

24



2.2.6 Cost Overview Buildin_ Block Configuraticn

The cost of the BB configuration is $8.2 billion in 1984 dollars at IOC. The

groundru_es and assumptions on _hich this cost is based are discussed in

section 3.2.6.1. Figures 2.2.6-I and 2.2.6-2 show the breakout of the $8.2

billion for the DDT&E phase and production phase, respectively. It is

immediately evident that the majority of the cost of the program is in

"overhead" costs, such as system level and program level tasks. Approximately

75% of the DDT&E costs are in this category, contrasted to approximately 25%

for hardware development. Roughly 40% of the production costs are system and

program level costs, leavin_ approximately 60% actual hardware production.
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2.3 Delta Concept

2.3.1 General Arransement

In the delta concept, the functional elements of the station are mounted on a

large deployable triangular truss structure for maximum rigidity. One face of

the structure is covered by solar arrays. The other two faces support

radiators, power conditioning equipment, experiments, payloads, etc.

Pressurized modules are mounted on the truss opposite the solar arrays in two

parallel rows.

At IOC, the pressurized modules from a quadrangle at one end of the truss (see

figure 2.3-I). A tunnel is used to close the quadrangle.

The growth phase (figure 2.3-2) doubles the length of the solar array truss

and adds short extensions to the other two sides for rigidity and to support

power system radiators. Pressurized modules are added to the IOC set to fill

the edge of the truss

Hangars are located within the triangle to use the truss as primary structure

and the radiators as part of the hangar skin.

2.3.2 Function/Operation

The delta configuration is approximately solar oriented with the Y principal

axis (figure 2.3-I) perpendicular to the orbit plane. Gravity gradient

torques in roll and yaw are therefore nulled; pitch torque is cyclic and can

be absorbed by control moment gyros. Mass distribution is such that the Y

principal axis is approximately 20* from the Y body axis. From March to

September, the solar array is tilted toward the north to minimize the solar

angle of incidence (see figure 2.3-3). The array is oversized by 11% to

compensate partially for angle of incidence losses. At the equinox, a

posigrade maneuver is executed (A in figure 2.3-3) to place the station _n a
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transfer ellipse for orbit makeup. This maneuver may be done in increments

over several orbits. After completing this maneuver, the station is rotated

180* about the Z axis (B) and a second posigrade maneuver at C circularizes

the orbit at the required altitude. In March, the procedure is repeated. In

this way, nrblt decay is made up every six months, and thrusters are needed at

only one location on the station. Contaminatlon-sensitlve sensors can thus be

located far from the exhaust

plume.

2.3.3 Elements

The delta comprises a number of pressurized and unpressurlzed

modular elements, arranged as shown in figures 2.3-I and 2.3-2.

2.3.3.1 Command/Control Module (C/CM)

The C/CM is the primary command and operations work station. It alsc provides

crew support in the event of functional loss of the habitation module in the

IOC phase. The C/CM is arranged as illustrated in figure 2.3-4. Berthing

mechanisms are installed at both ends. Overall length between berthing

interfaces is 264", partly to provide volume for avionics and contingency crew

accommodation and partly to maintain a standard module length for assembly

versatility. One C/CM is required at IOC; a second C/CM is added in the

growth station.

2.3.3.2 Habitation Module (HM)

The HM (figure 2.3-5) is the primary location for all crew support functions,

including food, hygiene, waste management, health maintenance, sleep, and

recreation for a crew of eight. A minimal command station provides backup

capability in case the C/CM becomes unusable. Overall length between berthing

I
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interfaces is 528", or twice that of the C/CM. The IOC station includes one

HM and the growth station two.

2.3.3.3 Laboratory Module (LM)

The _? provides a pressurized facility for scientific, developmental and

production activities on the station. It includes interfaces with station

utilities such as electrical power, thermal control, data management,

communications and life support. It also provides structural mounting for

interior user equipment. It is built in two sizes which are structur_lly

identical to the C/CM and HM respectively. This permits a late choice between

the adaptability of smaller modules and the structural efficiency and internal

volume of the larger module because two short LM's can be replaced in the

configuration by one long LM or vice versa. Two short LM's are provided in

the IOC station. Two short LM's and one long LM are added in the growth

phase.

2.3.3.4 Interconnect Module (IM)

The IM (figure 2.3-6) serves primarily as a _eans of connecting station

elements at right angles without wasting valuable volume in the 14 ft.

diameter modules for vide ports. The IM has five berthing ports that can be

fitted to accommodate the Shuttle Orbiter or connect pressurized station

modules, manipulators, and other station elements. It can also be equipped as

an airlock for two crewmen. Four IM's are required on the IOC

station and four more on the growth version.

2.3.3.5 Logistics Module

The logistics module serves as a carrier for supplies and equipment brought

from earth and for products and waste material to be returned. It is
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structurally similar to the C/CM with a single berthing port on one end and a

rack for tanks and other external stores on the other end.

2.3.3.6 Electrical Power Unit

The electrical power generation subsystem is built in m_dular form to

facilitate installation. Each unit consists of solar array packages, energy

storage and conversion units, and a dedicated thermal control subsystem

capable of supplying 25 KW of electrical power continuously. Three units are

included in the IOC configuration and six in the growth configuration.

2.3.3.7 Tunnel

An 80" diameter tunnel is used to provide a closed loop of pressurized modules

at Inc. A second tunnel Is added in the growth phase to enhance internal

traffic flow.

2.3.3.8 Truss

A deploya£1e tetrahedral planar truss is used as a structural foundation for

the station. It provides mounting for pressurized modules, external

subsystems, support service facilities, and payloads.

2.3.3.9 .Manipulator

An Orbiter-type RMS mounted on a standard berthing mechanism, which can be

truss or module attached and controlled remotely from the C/CM, is used to

transport massive items from place to place on the station and to assist the

Orbiter RMS in station assembly and resupply.

One RMS is provided at IOC and three in the growth phase.

2.3.3.10 Vehicle Support Facilities

Vehicle support facilities include unpressurized hangars for servicing and

protected storage, propellant storage and transfer facilities, and equipment

41
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and spares for checkout and maintenance. Tl,e IOC capability includes

provisions for one OMV. In the growth station, two OMV's and two OTV's can be

accommodated.

2.3.4 Subsystem Distribution

The table below summarizes the location of subsystem components within the

station.

SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT LOCATION SUMMARY

C/CM HM LM LOG. IM TRUSS

ECLSS X X X / - -

THERMAL CONTROL X X X X / X

PROPULSION/RCS X .....

COMM/TRACKING X / / / / X

DATA MANAGEMENT x (X) / / / /

ELECTRICAL POWER / / / / / X

MECHANISMS X X X X X X

CREW ACCOMMODATIONS (X) X / / / -

CNC X (X) ....

X PRIMARY LOCATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

(X) BACKUP LOCATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

/ LOCATICN OF SOME MINOR COMPONENTS

- NO SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

2.3.5 Mass Properties

The estimated mass properties of the Delta configuration are summarized in the

following table. Element weights include associated subsystems. Although

these estimates do not include an allowance for weight growth, some growth can

be expected to occur. This would increase the weights and inertias given, but

would not appreciably alter the relative magnitudes of the inertias. See

figure 2.3-2 for coordinate system definition.
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DELTA

UNIT MASS

LB.

QUANTITY
IOC GROWTH

ClCM

HM

SINGLE LM

DOUBLE LM

IM

TUNNEL

LOGISTICS

POWER SYSTEM

TRUSS - IOC

GROWTH

MANIPULATOR

0MV HANGAR

0TV HANC_J_R

OTV PROP. TANK

SATELLITE SVC. STR.

27,700

51,300

27,700

51,300

10,000

1,090

27,700

5,590

10,110

15,340

2,000

4,320

8,520

6,600

2,080

IOC

1 2

1 2

2 4

- 1

4 8

I 2

1 1

3 6

I

- 1

1 3

1 1

- 1

- 1

1 2

GROWTH

W/O OTV PROP. W/OTV PROP.

MASS, LB

C.G., IN.

Ixx, 106

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

X

Y

Z

SLUG-FT 2

238,470 508,460 634,460

1,165.8 1,679.8 1,723.9

-62.8 -46.1 -36.9

573.1 554.7 565.7

13.574 27.370 27.563

14.090 59.301 60.977

8.577 48.167 49.822

-0.915 -1.407 -1.184

3.029 7.682 7.949

-2.185 -4.436 -4.381
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2.3.6 Cost Overview Delta Configuration

The cost for the Delta configuration in $8 billion in 1984 at IOC. The

groundrules and assumptions upon which this cost estimate is made is discussed

in section 3.3.6.1. The cost is virtually the same as the BB configuration.

Therefore, the differences in the concepts were offsetting in terms of costs

for all practical purposes. The costs of the truss and tunnel lements

(additive for this alternative) were offset by the deletion of the solar boom

equipment, one C/C module, and the satellite support system.

Figures 2.3.6-I and 2.3.6-2 present the breakout of the $8 billion for the

DDT&E phase and production phase, respectively. It is immediately evident

that the majority cost of the plogram is in "overhead" costs, such as system

level and program 1ovel tasks. Approximately 75% of the DDT&E cost are in

this category, contrasted to approximately 25% for hardware development.

Roughly 40% of the production costs are system and program level _rsts,

leaving approximately 60% for actual hardware production.
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2.4 Bi_ "T" ConfiBuration

2.4.1 General Arrangement

The "T" concept clusters the pressurized modules and most operational support

facilities at the !ewer end of a vertical planar truss. Solar arrays,

antennas and astronomical sensors are mounted on a horizontal planar truss at

the upper end of the vertical truss. The IOC configuration, shown in figure

2.4-I, _ncludes the complete vertical truss and half of the solar array truss.

The pre_:surized modules are grouped at one corner in a quadrangular

a_rangement.

In the growth configuration, the other half of the array truss is added at the

top of the vertical truss. The additional pressurized modules fill the bottom

edge of the vertical truss.

Hangars and other operational support facilities are mounted above the

pressurized modules, as are the thermal control system radiators. Radiators

for the electrical power system are located under the solar array truss.

2.4.2 Functlon/Operatlon

The "T" configuration is maintained in an earth-flxed attitude with the two

trusses parallel to the velocity vector (figure 2.4-3), This orientation

minimizes drag and is gravity gradient stable.

The solar array truss is rotated about the velocity vector up to 17 ° from the

horizontal to maintain at least nominal power output as Beta varies up to 52 °

(see figure 2.4-4).

Several Orbiter berthing ports are available. These and others are also

available for installation of temporary modules and payloads. Space is also

available on the truss for unpressurized payload attachment.

Orbit makeup is accomplished by thrusters mounted on the IOC C/C module.
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Contamination-sensitive instruments can therefore be mounted on the forward

edge of the array truss for a good view factor and optimum environment. Earth

sensors can be located in the pressurlzed modules if desired for calibration

purposes.

2.4.3 Elements

Ti_e "T" concept comprises a number of pressurizeo and unpressurized

modular elements, arranged as shown in figures 2.4-I and 2.4-2.

2.4.3.1 Conmmnd/Control Module (C/CM)

The C/CM is the pzimary command and operation_ work statioL. It also provides

crew support in the event of functional loss of the habitation module in the

IOC phase. The C/CM is arranged as illustrated in figure 2.4-5. Berthing

mechanisms are installed at both ends. Overall length between berthing

interfaces is 264", partly to provide volume for avionics and contingency crew

accommodation and partly to maintain a standard module length for assembly

versatility. One C/CM is required at IOC; a second C/CM is added in the

growth station.

2.4.3.2 Habitation Module (HM)

The HM (figure 2.4-6) is the primary location _or all crew support functions,

including food, hygiene, waste management, health maintenance, sleep, and

recreation for a crew of eight. A minimal command station provides backup

capability in case the C/CM becomes unusable. Overall length between berthing

interfaces is 528", or twice that of the C/CM. The IOC station includes one

HM and the growth station two.

2.4.3.3 Laboratory Module (LM)

The LM provides a pressurized facility for scientific, developmental and
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production activities on the station. It includes interfaces with station

utilities such as electrical power, thermal control, data management,

communications and life support. It also provides structural mounting for

interior user equipment. It is built in two sizes which are structurally

identical to the C/CM and HM respectively. This permits a late choice between

the adaptability of smaller modules and the structural efficiency and internal

volume of the larger module because two short LM'= can be replaced in the

configuration by one long LM or vice versa. Two short LM's are provided in

the IOC station. Four short LM's and one long 124 are added in the growth

phase.

2.4.3.4 Interconnect Module (IM)

The IM (figure 2.4-7) serves primarily as a means of connecting station

elements at right angles without wasting valuable volume in the 14 ft.

diameter modules for side ports. The IM has six orthogonal berthing ports

that can be fitted to accommodate the Shuttle Orbiter or connect pressurized

station modules, manipulators, and other station elements. It can also be

equipped as an airlock for two crewmen. Four IM's are required or the IOC

station and fou_ more on the growth version.

2.4.3.5 Logistics Module

The logistics _odule serves as a carrier for supplies and equipment brought

from earth and for products and waste material to be returned. It is

structurally similar to the C/CM with a single berthing port on one end and a

rack for tanks and other external stores on the other end.

2.4.3.6 Electrical Power Unit

The electrical power generation subsystem is built in modular form to

facilitate installation. Each unit consists of solar array packages, energy
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storage and conversion units, and a dedicated thermal control subsystem

capable of supplying 25 KW of electrical power continuously. Three units are

included in the IOC configuration and six in the growth configuration.

2.4.3.7 Tunnel

Tunnels 80" in diameter are used to provide additional egress paths from the

pressurized modules prior to full growth buildup and to improve internal

traffic flow, One tunnel is installed at IOC and a second during the growth

phase.

2.4.3.8 Truss

Deployable tetrahedral planar trusses form the structural framework of the

station. They provide mounting for pressurized modules, external subsystems,

support and service facilities and payloads. The entire tru3s is emplaced

during IOC buildup except for half of the solar array truss.

2.4.3.9 Manipulator

An Orbiter-type RMS mounted on a standard berthing mechanism, which can be

truss or module attached, and controlled remotely from the C/CM is used to

transport massive items from place to place on the station and to assist the

Orbiter RMS in station assembly and resupply.

One RMS is provided at !OC and three in the growth phase.

2.4.3.10 Vehicle Support Facilities

Vehicle support facilities include unpressurized hangars for servicing and

protected storoge, propellant storage and transfer facilities, and equipment

and spares for checkout and maintenance. The IOC capability includes

provisions for one OMV. In the growth station, two OMV's and two OTV's can be

accommodated.
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2.4.4 Subsystem Distribution

The table below summarizes the location o£ subsystem components within the

station.

SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT LOCATION SLq_MARY

C/CM HM LM LOG. IM TRUSS

ECLSS X X X / - -

THERMAL CONTROL X X X X / X

PROPULSION/RCS X .....

COMM/TRACKING X / / / / X

DATA M_NAGEMENT x (X) / / / /

ELECTRICAL POWER / / / / / X

MECHANISMS X X X X X X

CREW ACCOMMODATIONS (X) X / / / -

GNC X (X) ....

X PRIMARY LOCATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

(X) BACKUP LOCATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

/ LOCATION OF SOME MINOR COMPONENTS

- NO SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

2.4.5 Mass Properties

The estimated mass propertie_ of the "T" configuration are summarized in the

following table. Element weights include associated subsystems. Although

these estimates do not include an allowance for weight growth, some growth can

be expected to occur. This would increase the weights and inertias given, but

would not appreciably alter the relative magnitudes of the inertics. See

figure 2.4-2 for coordinate system definition.
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C/CM

TIM

SINGLE LH

DOUBLE LH

IH

TUNNEL

LOGISTICS

POWER SYSTEM

TRUSS - IOC

GROWTH

MANIPULATOR

OMV HANGAR

OTV hANGAR

OTV PROP. TANK

SATELLITE SVC. STR.

MASS, LB.

C.G., IN.

e_Kx,

lyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

lyz

106

X

Y

z

SLUG-FT 2

ItTtt

UNIT F_SS
LB. lOC

QUANTITY

27,700

51,300

27,700

51,300

11,300

1,090

27,700

11,010

8,770

14,320

2,000

3,600

7,100

6,600

2 =080

1

1

2

4

1

1

3

I

q

1

1

1

lOC GROWTH

W/O OTV PROP.

257,870

I,147.9

555,320

l ,608.1

-7.9

772.2

96.768

126.427

46.160

0.063

0.736

0.133

-17.1

769.3

46.006

47.824

9.649

-0.324

-1.167

0.139

GROWTH

2

2

4

1

8

2

1

6

w

1

3

1

2

1

2

W/OW PROP.

681,320

1,605.7

-6.5

893.2

106.672

136.334

46.246

0.060

0.545

0.249
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2.4.6 Cost Overview - Big "T" Configuration

The big "T" configuration has been costed at $8.7 billion in 1984 at IOC.

This is the most costly of the three alternative configurations. This is

primarily due to the additional truss structure, additional solar array

requirements, and more fuel cells. However, as a comparison of the costs for

all three configdrations would indicated, the difference is relatively small

(less than 10%).

Figures 2.4.6-I and 2.4.6-2 present the breakout of the $8.7 billion for the

DD&TE phase and production phase, respectively. It is immediately evident

that the majority of the cost of the program is in "overhead" costs, such as

system level and program level tasks. Approximately 75% of the DDT&E costs

are in this category, contrasted to approximately 25% for hardware

development. Roughly 40% of the production costs are system and program level

costs, leaving approximately 60% for actual hardware production.
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3.0 CONCEPT FUNCTIONS DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION

3.1 Introduction

In this study, the desirable features or evaluation criteria will be

identified and discussed, the means used to meet the requirement_ and criteria

described and judgments supported by qualitative and quantitative data (when

possible) will be made.

The criteria or desirable features were defined in terms of user

accommodations, system engineering, operations, safety, programmic features,

and technology availability. In concert with the CDG's work on the subject,

the criteria in the user accommodation and system engineering areas were

subdivided into view factors, access and clearance, arrangement versatility,

dynamics and control, and assembly and growth. An attempt was made to include

not only the basis for quantifying the configuration_ performance or required

functions such as orbit maintenance and attitude control, but also for

evaluating those feature_ which may be desirable such as compatability with

tethers for science.

Except as dictated by configuration differences, the same basic subsystem

concepts were applied to all three Space Station configurations. This

practice extended to the size, Interior provisions, and arrangements of

pressurized modules, such that differences in costs, performance, and crew and

user evaluations should be dependent primarily in the differences in the

configuration concepts. Some discussion of alternative subsystem types, and

the rationale for selection of subsystems, are contained on Section 4 of the

report.

Mthough weighting has not been assigned to these criteria, such weighting

will be necessary to obtain a quantitative overall evaluation. This step was

not considered necessary at this stage of the concept development.
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3.2 Buildin_ Block Confisuration - Evaluation

3.2.1 User Accommodations Evaluation

3.2.1.1 Viewin_

The building block Space Station configuration will provide for constant earth

viewing at a 28.5 ° inclination. Both pressurized and unpressurized areas are

provided for sensors. The pressurized areas would be for the earth sensors

so that sensor development could be possible. The unpress_rized areas are for

solar and stellar viewing and the respective sensors are located in the

s_Irrogate payload bay. This location does offer viewing flexibility, insofar

as stellar viewing frequency and orientation flexibility for both solar and

stellar. However, additional study needs to be made to determine possible

contamination due to payload bay location. It is possible to accommodate

simultaneous earth, solar, and stellar viewing with this configuration.

3.2.1.2 Power

The power supplied to the user at IOC will be 60 KW continuous and at growth

it will be 120 KW continuous°

3.2.1.3 Pressurized Volume

The pressurized volume at IOC provided to the user is two 22 foot modules.

For growth, a total of four 22 foot modules and one 44 foot module are provided,

The 44 foot module offers facility versatility in the growth phase

and the two 22 foot modules offer flexibility at IOC. However, this is an

issue; see Section 5.0.
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3.2.1.4 Crew Time

A considerable amount of the crew's time has been allucated to the user as

shown in sections 3.2.4, 3.3.4, and 3.4.4, each section pertaining to the

building block configuration, delta truss configuration, and "T" configuration

respectively.

3.2.1.5 External Attachments

A pallet attachment for the user is possible with this configuration.

3.2.1.6 Microgravity

The acceleration level at the modules that require low gravitational levels

are assumed to be 10-4 g nominal. However, the effect of the module's

distance from the station's c.g. has not been determined and needs to be

considered for each configuration.

3.2.2 Crew Accommodations Evaluation

Due to the amount of equipment and the arrangement of the floor and ceiling,

the C/C module only has the capability of having windows in one plane. It

would be deslrable to have windows capable of viewing all directions. Crew

accommodations in the module are the WCS, a minimal galley, stored focd for

eight people for 22 days and a hygiene station. The accommodations are

adequate.

If the manipulator is controlled from this module, the limited visibility will

require additional windows or video equipment and perhaps at times, EVA

crewperson to guide the manipulator.

The habitability module provides sleeping quarters, personal hygiene, medical

facilities, and a galley/wardroom. The private sleeping quarter volume is

adequate for sleeping, dressing, video training, and entertainment, grooming,

and associated activities. It is generally preferable to have the sleeping
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quarters located away from noisy equipment which would disturb a sleeping crew

person. The habitability module does not entirely succeed in doing this, for

adjacent to the sleeping quarters is the Personal Hygiene and Medical

Facility. The Personal Hygiene area contains two combinations

shower/urinal/handwash facilities and a Waste Control System (WCS). The

Medical Facility contains limited medical equipment and supplies and the

physical conditioning equipment. To make their location in the habitability

moduleacceptable, the WCSand health maintenance equipment noise level_ must

be sufficiently low to avoid disturbing a sleeping crewperson or special

accoustical isolation must be provided. The Personal Hygiene Facility coupled

with a WCS in the Command and Control Module is adequate for eight

crewpersons. The galley and wardroom provide facilities for use by eight

crewpersons simultaneously which is adequate. The wardroom area should

provide a capability for group training or entertainment.

For growtb, a second similar habitability module is added to the staticn and

the medical/physical conditioning equipment is moved to the Life Sciences Lab.

The second habitability module is adequate for the increase in crew.

The habitability module is designed to permit unimpeded passage through the

module. The module maintains a consistent heads-up orientation which is

desirable. The floor and ceiling are offset from the module walls to allow

utility equipment location. This combination renders it difficult to locate

windows in these areas and consequently there are none. (It would be

desirable to have windows which could view in all directions.)

3.2.3 Engineering

3.2.3.1 Assembly and Growth Evaluation

A preliminary launch-by-launch buildup sequence has been developed and is
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BUILDUP SEQUENCE

Con f i g ur a t i on _. I t-_ll_l_ _ I._b¢.

Launch

Habitation
Lab
Lab

_stics
OMV llangar
Manipulator
Ai rlock/ll_l

Airlo _Ckr_ral_Solar y

Energy Conv./
Storage

Habitation
Lab
Lab
Lab

Lab
_-[_'n g a r
OTV ttangar
OTV ttangar
OTV Prop. Tank
Man i 1 ator

olaf Array

EnerRy Cony./
Stora

OF PC,.3X _UA_..'I',/

Figure 3.2.3.1-1
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summarized in figure 3.2.3.1-I. This sequence is based on Orbiter payload bay

packaging that is plausible but optimistic. It is assumed that an Orbiter

docking module is carried on all flights. Where possible, all elements are

installed initially in their final locations. Exceptions are indicated in

figure 3.2.3.1-i by an arrow from the flight that launches the element to the

flight on which it is moved to its final location. Completion of IOC and

growth capabilities is denoted by heavy vertical lines.

Figure 3.2.3.1-2 illustrates the assumed packaging in the payload bay for each

launch required for IOC.

3.2.3.1.1 User Accommodation: Assembly and Growth

Preliminary inves!igation of the buildup process makes clear that the compact

arrangemert of the building block configuration leaves little latitude for

alternate element locations. When two Orbiter berthing locations are left

open, few useaSle ports remain for future, presently unidentified

applications. Within the bounds of the building block concepts, user

accommodations might be exchanged for different ones with little difficulty.

Providing additional facilities would be less easy.

3.2.3.1.2 Systems Engineerin$: _sembl7 and Growth

It is assumed that work requiring a low-gravity environment will be suspended

during any station assembly operations, and therefore that this is not a

discriminator. However, large attitude changes can be anticipated when an

Orbiter is berthed to the station; orientation-sensitive work will suffer

accordingly. One satellite service structure must be relocated during buildup

and its functJun would also be temporarily suspended at that time.

Transition efficiency also suffers from the relocations required. The IM

relocation could be eliminated but a less economical launch packaging scheme
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would probably be needed. The service structure relocation cannot readily be

avoided.

There are no elements in the early phase that are discarded in later stages.

Assembly requires the full capability of the Orbiter RMS. A second RMS or a

handling and positioning aid will be needed in some steps of buildup. EVA can

be limited to service structure and hangar assembly for IOC, but will be

required for power system installation in the growth phase. With suitable

detail design, disasembly can be handled similarly. Note that the RMS reach

analysis in section 3.2.4.2 assumes a large manipulator on the station at an

early point in the buildup in lleu of a handling and positioning aid.

Once the station is built up, any pressurized module will be very difficult to

remove and replace. In most cases, partial disassembly will be necessary.

The structural characteristics of the station will be degraded, to an extent

not yet determined, until the module is replaced.

Two ports are available at all times for Orbiter berthing, as specified in the

system requirements. Two additional ports can be used by the Orbiter but

offloading of payloads would be restricted, if possible at all. Twelve other

port_ could be used by temporary payloads but the rotating radiators will

severely limit the length of a payload at most of these ports.

3.2.3.1.3 Programmatics: Assembly and Growth

In the buildup sequence, IOC is reached after six launches. Redundancy of

essential systems is achieved after three launches and the station could be

permanently manned at that time. Lack of a logistics module would limit crew

size to that supportable by consumables stored in the C/CM and HM, and absence

of a LM would constrain the useful work that could be done. The latter

constraint is eliminated on the fourth launch. Five launches provide full IOC

except for OMV support and an on-board manipulator.
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Total deployment of the growth capability requires 15 launches in the scenario

assumed. If the OMV and OTV hang_rs can be packaged compactly enough, it may be

possible to reduce this number by one launch. Another launch might be saved if

tunnels were substituted for the two LM's in excess of the specified requirements.

Thus, it may be possible to achieve a minimum growth station in 13 launches not

counting resupply flights.

3.2.3.1.4 Safety: Assembly and Growth

The compact configuration of the building block makes it impossible to achieve

large separations between inhabited areas and hazardous areas such as the OTV

propellant storage facility. In the reference configuration, the propellant tank

is directly adjacent to a LM and is only 50 feet from an RM. By a major module

rearrangement, the distance to the RM could be increased to 90 feet. Isolatlon of

a hazardous conditions, such as a spill of a toxic substance, can be done with

little difficulty. Since there are two routes to each modules, any one can be

isolated without significant disruption of other activities.

3.2.3.2 Structural Dynamics and Control Evaluation

3.2.3.2.1 Building Block Configuration Flight Modo

The Building Block configuration (BB) has been designed to fly wlth its body axes

basically aligned with the LVLH axes (local vertical local horizontal), see figure

3.2.3-I. In this flight mode, the BB configuration is pitched in the orbit plane

to achieve a Torque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA) condition. Since the aerodynamic

and gravity gradient torque vary as a function of solar array position, iteration

to an average TEA can be quite lengtbly.

The BB configuration is rolled to place the average principal axes

perpendicular to the orbit plane. Next, the BB configuration is pitched

slightly in the orbit plane until an average TEA is obtained. TEA is
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achieved when the pitch plane gravity gradient torque is cyclic due to the solar

array being beld solar inertial while the BB configuration modules are held in a

modified LVLH attitute. A final yaw adjustment is made to null the secular

torques. Control moment ghyro's (Gl_;'s) null the resulting cyclic torques to

mairtain the flight attitude.

3.2.3.2.2 On-Orbit Disturbancews -Gravit¥ Gradient

Operation in low earth orbit (270 NM) provides exposure to significant gravity

gradient torque disturbances. These are on the order of two foot pounds. While

relatively insignificantly from a controllability point of view, the extreme time

span of the Sp_ce Station mission makes these significant drives for "cost-of-

ownership," unless the steps are taken to minimize their influence.
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3.2.3.2.3 Aerodynamic Torque Disturbance

In addition to gravity gradient torques, the aerodynamic torques can produce

secular momentum accumulation. Detailed simulation of the aerodynamic

disturbance for the BB configuration has been conducted. However, the

asymmetric effect of the diurnal atmosphere variation has been neglected for

this analysis. The BB configuration has solar inertial fixed panels which

produce significant drag forces. However, the full up BB-IOC and GROWTH

configurations have small pitch plane torque moment arms. Thus a small pitch

plane attitude alignment change cen be made to fly an average TEA.

3.2.3.2.4 Mass Properties Management

A mass properties management scheme must be employed in the Space Station

design in order to enhance the flight performance.

the BB configuration are shown below:

The mass properties for

IOC GROWTH

2.1 E 7 Slug-ft 2IXXP 1.44 E 7

I_'P .93 E 7 6.8 E 7 Slug-ft 2

IZZP 1.62 E 7 7.0 E 7 Slug-ft 2

0 * -4.2 ° _25.6 °
X

0 * -11.7 ° -10.25 °
Y

0 * -29.2 ° _2.0 o
Z

R 89.6 92 ft
X

R -. 25 - 4 ft
y

R -5.4 2.3 ft
Z

211.3K 756.8K

* Euler angles; rotate from generated axes to principal axes with rotation

order 0x, 0y, and 0 . Rx, R R cg-vector position, lXXP iYYP, IZZP• Z y, Z'

principal inertias.
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3.2.3.2.5 Momentum Storage Requirements

Momentum storage requirements are based upon the peak cyclic momentum

variations, and the attitude control system philosophy regarding the amouat of

reliance on the CMG's for attitude maneuvers and absorption of large impulsive

disturbances (i.e, mix between CMG torque impulse and RCS torque impulse).

Peak cyclic momentum storage for the BB configuration due to aerodynamics

torques and gravity gradient torques are presented below. Due to the time

available for this study, the momentum storage equipment was sized only for

the nominal flight conditions involving attitude hold.

PEAK CYCLIC GRAVITY GRADIENT MOMENTUM (FT-LB-SEC)

FLIGHT BB

MODE IOC GROWT_H

EARTH FIXED 9,000 12,500

3.2.3.2.6 Orbital Maintenance Impulse Requirements

Orbital maintenance impulse was determined using the NASA neutral atmosphere

(SP-8021) density at 270 NM and average aerod_namlc properties to compute the

drag impulse. The NASA l,eutral atmosphere is considered to be the worst

long-term atmosphere applicable to a 90-day resupply cycle. Short term

maximum ccndltions should be used for RCS engine magnitude sizing.

The disturbance simulation used a dynamic pressure of .99905E-6 ib/ft 2.

summary results for the BB configuration are shown below.

DRAG IMPULSE PER OKBIT

LB-SEC/ORBIT

Configuration

Flight Mode

Earth Fixed

BB Configuration

IOC Growth

240 480

Using the data shown above, worst case resupply propellant for altitude

maintenance was calculated and shown below. This assumes that the orbit is
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not allowed to deviate from 270 NM.

90-DAY RESUPPLY PROPELLANT FOR ALTITUDE MAINTENANCE FOR 270 NM

LBS - (NORMALIZED TO: ISP = 220 SEC.)

Configuration BB Configuration

Flight Mode IOC Growth

Earth Fixes 1,500 3,000

For the earth fixed attitude mode, the BB configuration suffers a distinct

disadvantage due to the fact that the large solar panel areas are not always

"feathered."

3.2.3.2.7 RCS Firin G Frequency

Detailed flight dynamic simulations of the BB configuration show that the

configuration can be trimmed so that there is no secular torque momentum

acculation per orbit. Thus, no RCS firings are required for CMG desaturation.

The BB configuration can achieve a minimum RCS attitude maintenance firing

frequency of once every 90 days chosen to coincide with STS resupply. This

will be particularly attractive to long term low "g" scientific experiments

and manufacturing processes. Attitude loss will be less than seven miles in

9{-days.

3.2.3.2.8 Result of BB-IOC On-Orbit FliGht Dynamics

The results of the on-orblt flight dynamics for the BB-IOC configuration in

the LVLH flight mode are shown in figure 3.2.3.2-3 through 3.2.3.2-6. Figure

3.2.3.2-2 shows the torque impulse history of the BB-IOC configuration for one

orbitc The torque impulse curve shows a slight TEA mis-trim condition of

5,000 ft-lbs-sec per orbit. Additional iterations can be made to null the TEA

imbalance. The cyclic momentum storage requirement will not change

significantly with further iterations and is approximately 9,000 ft-lbs-sec.
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The aerodynamic drag impulse history shown in figure 3.2.3.2-3 is 240 Ibs-

sec/orbit. Figure 3.2.3.2-4 shows the resultant drag force history which peak at

.054 ibs. Figure 3.2.3.2-5 shows the gravity gradient torque history whose cyclic

torque peaks at two foot Ibs. Figure 3.2.3.2-6 shows the aerodynamic torque

history which has a peak pitch torque of .13 ft-lbs.

3.2.3.2.9 Results of BB Configuration Growth On-Orbit Flight Dynamics

The results of the on-orbit flight dynamic for the BB-Growth configuration in the

LVLH flight mode are shown in figure 3.2.3.2-7 through 3.2.3.2-10. Figure 3.2.3.2-

7 shows the torque impulse history of the BB-Growth configuration for one orbit.

The torque impulse curve shows a slight TEA mistrim condition of 2,000 ft-lbs-sec

per orbit. Additional iterations can be made to null the TEA imbalance. The

cyclic momentum storage requirement will not change significantly with further

iterations and is approximately 9,000 ft-lbs-sec. The peak _torage requirements of

12,500 ft-lbs-sec occurs when the solar arrays are tilted 45 °. The aerodynamic

drag impulse history shown in figure 3.2.3.2-8 is 5,000 Ibs-sec/orbit. Figure

3.2.3.2-9 shows the resultant drag force history which peak at .13 ibs. Figure

3.2.3.2-10 shows the gravity gradient torque history whose cyclic torque peaks at

.17 ft-los. Figure 3.2.3.2-8 shows the aerodynamic torque history which has a peak

pitch torque of .75 ft-lbs.

3.2.3.2.10 Structural Dynamics and Control

The flexibility of a Space Station is analyzed because of its contribution to

internal and module interface loads. Also, excessive dynamic accelerations,

velocities, and displacements can degrade the performance of sensitive instru=ents

(or experiments) and complicate vehicle maneuvers. This section of the report

summarizes the structural dynamics of the BB concept and the effects this

flexibility has on the flight control system.
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The BB configuration was found tc have a low natural frequency with array bending

(0.07 Hz). An interesting dynamic response results from the asymmetry of the array

as attached to the station. This asymmetry creates an additional low frequency

rotation about the array axis which contributes to the already complex control

strategy necessary for this configuration.

A single axis rigid body control analysis was performed for the BB configuration

that utilized the maximum moment of inertia in the vehicle dynamics model, figure

3.2.3.2-I1. A second order model was assumed for the C_ and angular rate

dynamics. The resulting closed loop system has nearly critically damped CMG/rate

poles near the open loop values. A frequency response (Bode plot) was made to

determine the control system pass band. The BB configuration controller was found

to have bandpass to 0.6 Hz. This value is higher than the other configurations and

is attributable to the rotational inertia of this system. The higher bandpass

implies a faster time response for maneuvers.

Comparing the structural flex spectrum with the controller bandpass reveals

considerable overlap of the dynamics for

has a first bending mode at 0.07 Hz and i.

that reside inside the controller bandpass.

h subsystem. The BB configuration

#flowed by seven additional mode_

(The mode shapes that reside in

the controller bandpass are included in figures 3.2.3.2-12

through 3.2.3.2-19). The overlap in frequency response of these systems dictate

the use of sophisicated control methods. Several approaches to this control

problem have been identified. Distributed vibration control, OEX DAP

I
{
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(experimental Orbiter autopilot), and the frequency shaping autopilot are

among the most attractive solutions.

The structural dynamics of the BB configuration during intermediate buildup

stages was not analyzed at th_s time. The various stages will produce

significantly different results from the analysis of the completed version.

Depending on the buildup scenario of the BB configuration, the dynamics of

this configuration will change throughout construction and be dramatically

influenced by future module placements.

3.2.3.2.11 Summary of On-Orbit Flisht 3ynamics__

The flight dynamics of the BB configuration P_s been studied in detail for the

earth fixed (LVLH) attitude hold. Using mass and TEA trim objectives the

momentum accumulation can be reduced to zero. Propellant resupply weight of

up to 3,000 pounds for orbit maintenance does not seem to be a critical item.

L - _
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3.2.3.3 Communications and Trackin 8 Evaluation

The communication subsystem consists of hardware required to establish

communication links between the Space Station and various vehicles. Antenna

requirements :or the subsystem are essentially the sum total of those

requirements developed by considering each link separately. In this

subsection, we will develop antenna specifications for the Building Block

configuration by sequential_y describing each operating link. Information on

RF coverage, number of required antennas, type, makeup, and size of these

antenna_, and their estimated locations on the Space Station structure are

given. Also, the ease of procurement or development of such antennas is

discussed. The antenna design selected for this configuration to meet each

required link coverage was based on studies that have been done to date.

further study and evaluation could dictate alternative options that might be

more advantageous based on numbers of antennas required and development risks.

A summary of the antenna requirements for the building block configuration is

given in table 3.2.3.3-1. The antenna locations for the IOC and growth

Building Block configuration is shown in figures 2.2-_ and 2.2-2.

a. Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) link - This is an S-band link that

supports t_m-way communication between the Space Station and the Space Shuttle

Orbiter. Only one SSO is supported in IOC and two SSO's are supported in the

growth version. The coverage required is limited to the hemisphere below the

Space Station and extends to about 50 km in most directions except in a small

sector directly behind the Space Station where it extends all the way to 2000

km.
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The link is to be served with one medium gain (30 dB) phased array

antenna made up of about 500 elements and measuring about I0 feet in diameter.

The optimum location for such an antenna is somewhere on the bottom portion of

the Space Station in such a way that the lower hemisphere is visible and

unobstructed by Space Station structure elements. One choice would be a

semi-spherical conformal array mounted on the right solar array boom.

Procurement of this antenna represents routine design and

development effort if the array is passive (electronics separate from antenna

elements). However, some risk is introduced _n the development if the array

is active with monolithic deslgn (electronics combined with the antenna

elements in one package).

b. Multiple access (MA) link - This is a K-band UNK that supports

two-way communication between the Space Station and the EMU, FF, and OMV

vehicles. The coverage is divided into two parts. The far range (to 2000 km)

coverage is a 20* conical se_tor centered about the velocity vector in the

forward and aft directions. For short range, the coverage is 4 pi -

steradians to about 400 km.

Two high gain (41 dB) multi-beam phased array antennas made up of

about 16,000 elements and measuring about 28 inches in diameter each _ill

serve the far range sectors. These antennas must be mounted on the Space

Station in such a way that their broadside direction is alon_ the flight path.

On this configuration, they are located one on the side of the habitat module

and the other on the side of the lab module.

The above specification for the two high gain antennas assumed an

operating frequency in the Ka - band at about 28 GHz. There will be some

amount of risk associated with the development of such a large array antenna

(16,000 elements) in the passive mode. The risk becomes high if the array
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design is active and monolithic. The design difficulty can be reduced

considerably by moving to a lower frequency like Ku-bandwhere an array size

of about 1,000 elements will be sufficient due to lower antenna gain (30 dB)

and higher antenna efficiency.

An additional conformal antenna is needed to complete the spherical

coverage required for short range. This antenna is a mediumgain (27 DB at

Ka-band) multibeam phased array madeup of II00 elements. It has an

omnidirectional pattern in the elevation plane and mounts as a wrap-around the

left solar panel boom.

Procurement of the latter antenna represents routine development

effort if the array is passive and minimal risk if the array is active and

monalithic irrespective of whether the design frequency is in the Ka or Ku

bands.

c. Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) link - This is a dual

S/Ku-band link that supports two-way communication between the Space Station

and the TDRS satellite. The coverage required is hemispherical in the

elevation plane and forms an 80 ° sector in the azimuth plane.

The link is to be served with a dual-feed, dual-frequency

mechanically steerable parabolic reflector of nine feet diameter. This

antenna must be located on the topside of the Space Station in such a way that

the upper hemisphere is visible. On this configuration, it is located on the

right solar panel boom.

Procurement of this antenna is subject to a medium level of risk

arising from the adaptation of the two feed systems to the mechanically

steerable parabolic reflector.
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d. Tg links to FF's and OMV's - These are independent Ku-band links

relaying digital TV signals from the FF's and OMV's b_ck to the Space Station.

Two links are needed in the iOC stage increasing to six links in the growth

stage. The coverage on each link will be a 20 ° cone out to 2,000 km for far

range coverage and a hemisphere below the station extending 50 km.

Each link can best be served by high gain conformal phased arrays to

obtain a spherical coverage with minimum number of antennas. Each array will

have a diameter of about four feet. On this configuration, one spherically

conformal array per link would be used in IOC and mounted on the solar panel

boom while in growth a new link would require two arrays with one mounted on

the top user module and the other on the bottom user module.

The antenna arrays for the TV links represent high risk development

items due to the large number of elements that would be involved in the

design.

e. Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) link - This is a K-band llnk

supporting two-way communication with the OTV vehicle in the growth

configuration only. The coverage is a full sphere with a maximum radius of

I00 km.

The link can be served by a pair of medium gain phased array

antennas each covering one hemisphere. The size of each array is 400 elements

at Ka-band frequenc V and measures about five inches in diameter. The

placement of these antennas on the Space Station is as follows: one antenna

is located on the top surrogate payload bay and the other on the bottom

surrogate payload bay.

The development of the array pair presents no risk if the array is

passive. Minimum risk res,,_- the array is active.
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f. Tracking Links

Four links will be used to provlde Space Station position and attitude

information, and to provide relative position and velocity information on

other Space Colony vehicles and objects within specified volumes of concern.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) SatelliLe Constellation Link is an L-band

receive-only navigation and =racklng link. The Space Station GPS antenna must

be able to receive code tracking information from a group of four satellites

simultaneously. The antenna coverage concists of a 160 ° cone centered about

the Space Station local vertical.

The link would be satisfactorily served by a low gain

omnidirectional antenna. This antenna must be mounted on the Space Station in

such a way that most of the upper hemisphere is clearly visible. On this

configuration, it is mounted on the left solar panel boom.

Procurement of such an antenna is routine, and there is no

development risk involved.

A Shuttle Rendezvous Radar llnk will be completed by a transponder

onboard the Space Station. Two transponders and two omnidirectional antennas

will be used for this llnk.

Rendezvous radar links will be used to maintain continuous position

and velocity data on vehicles that are approaching the Space Station during

the implementation of flight plans which involve docking. Similar position

and velocity data will be provided for vehicles that are departing, and are

within a specified range of concern. Two antennas, directed force and aft

along the velocity vector, will be used for this function; each antenna is

expected to be approximately three feet in diameter.

Multiple veblcle tracking will be accomplished by Search and Track

Radars which will maintain updated position information on vehicles at
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distances as great as 2,000 km. A minimum of two antennas will be used for

this purpose, to provide coverage of the fore and aft directions along the

velocity vector. A maximum of four antennas will be used to provide complete

coverage of a specified volume around the Space Station.

3.2.3.4 Elements/Utilities Interfaces and Mechanisms

3.2.3.4.1 General

All major elements of the building block concept are assembled using the

standard berthing interface. Solar arrays aLld primary radiator elements are

mounted on a large boom which is joined to the station through a standard

berthing interface. The boom incorporates two rotary joints which provide

full 360 ° rotation about the boom axis and + 52 @ pivoting perpendicular to the

boom axis. Electrical power and thermal control fluid and vapor loops must

cross these rotary joints.

3.2.3.4.2 Berthing Mechanism

Berthing involves use of a manipulator to achieve final closure of t_o

spacecraft or assembly elements, thereby insuring relatively small

mlsalignments and contact velocities. Contact energy attenuation requirements

are low and alignment guides are shorter than would be required for docking

operations. The berthing interface comprises alignment guides, structural

latches, a telescoping pressure tunnel, retract/extend actuators, utilities

interconnect provisions and supporting structure (see figure 3.2.3.4-i).

Four alignment guides are incorporated to provide 90 ° indexing for station

elements. Guide length of 5.75" will accommodate expected mlsalignments for

berthing operations. The manipulator, aided by the alignment guides and other
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sensors as requirL_, brings the interfaces within the envelope of the combined

capture/structural latches. Operation of these eight latches, locate8 on the
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alignment guides, completes the structural mating of the interface. The

structural latches are sized to carry the full pressure load and ali

dynamically induced loads across the interface. Within the 15" length of the

berthing mechanism, a six inch stroke of the mating interface will be provided

by three pairs of electromechanlcal actuators. After structural mating is

accomplished, these actuators will be fully extended.

The telescoping pressure tunnel, show_ in figure 3.2.3.4-2, is extended by

independent small electromechanical actuators. The tunnel concept

incorporates redundant pressure seals and a complete set of tunnel elements

may be extended from either side of the interface.

Several concepts for utilities interconnects have been proposed. The concept

most favored iL to accomplish manual connection of all safe utilities within

the pressurized environment using provided jumper hardware. Connection of

thermal control freon loops must be executed outside the habitable volume.

Automatic extension and connection of thermal control fluid and vapor lines

either through openingE in the alignment guides or outside the alignment

guides appears feasible but design has not been accomplished. The size and

type of utilities interconnects which must cross the berthing interface

between modules are shown in table 3.2.3.4-I. Other than the freon lines, all

connections will be within the pressurized environment.

Unberthing is accomplished by disconnecting utilities, withdrawing the

pressure tunnel, and releasing the structural latches. If the element is

attached at both ends, all involved berthing interfaces may be retracted,

providing one foot clearance on each end for lateral removal. It may be

necessary to provide temporary interconnects for some utilities, notably

thermal control, if an element is removed for a significant time.
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3.2.3.4.3 Boom Mechanisms

The large booms which support the solar arrays and major radiator elements are

attached to the station proper through the standard berthing interface. To

achieve optimum orientation, solar arrays and radiators are mounted outboard

of rotary jollies which provide two degrees-of-freedom relati_Te to other

station elements. The power storage and conditioning modules are also mounted

outboard so that only AC power and freon liquid and vapor lines must be

brought across the rotary joint interfaces.

The inboard joint provides + 52 ° pivoting perpendicular to the boom axis.

Flexible couplings should be adequate for both electrical power and thermal

control system transfers. The outboard joint provides 360 ° rotation about the

boom axis. As this joint will be nonreversing, it is necessary to transfer

utilities through the drive mechanism itself. Electric power will be

transferred through inductive coupling of coils built into rotating and

stationary parts of the mechanism. A conceptu_ sketch showing transfer of

fluids through the rotary joint may be seen in figure 3.2.3.4-3. The

inductive coupling and mechanical drive element=_ are not s_own for clarity.

Detailed design of the mechanical and electrical power transfer concepts has

not been accompilshed. Both should be somewhat more straightforward than the

fluid transfer.

3.2.3.4.4 Station Wiring Concept

Figure 3.2.3.4-4 iliustratea a wiring concept for power distribution from the

boom mounted solar arrays to the various elements of the building block

configuration. DC power is delivered from the solar arrays to the Power

Conditioning Modules (PCM) through two pairs of #2 wire with two pin

connectors at each end as shown. The power is converted at this point to

three phase 400 VAC and routed from the PCM to a rotary transformer contained
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within the boom rotary joint. Out of the rotary transformer, power goes t_ a

distribution switching box which provides four dlstr_butlon busses. The four

distribution busses are routed through contactless connectors in the standard

berthing interface, to all modules and elements requiring power. Adjacent

modules may be disconnected or a module may be removed without interrupting

power to the remaining modules. Two distribution busses serve as supply

busses at any time. Redundancy is provided by switching to the other pair of

distribution busses at the distribution switching box. For growth, similar

connections are made and voltage is increased from 400 VAC to 800 VAC to avoid

an increase in wire size.

3.2.3.4.5 Thermal Transport Concept

Figure 3.2.3.4-5 illustrates a plumbing concept for a redundant thermal bus

system which services the various modules. Liquid and vapor busses are

precharged and come up attached to the exterior of the module structure.

After the modules are joined at the berthing interface, the thermal busses

must be connected. Automatic connection is preferred but verification of

connections may require either EVA or sophisticated verification systems. The

building block configuration tends to accommodate this type of series

connection. If a module is to be removed without interrupting service to the

remaining modules, a bypass system must be installed as is indicated for the

liquid bus. A bypass would also be required for one of the vapor busses.

3.2.3.4.6 Manipulator Systems

The Space Station manipulator will be the standard Orbiter R_q unless further

evaluation of the assembly process establishes the need for greater reach

capability. The RMS shoulder will be mounted to a berthing interface

mechanism modified to accommodate RMS power and control utilities only.
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Through the berthing interface, the manipulator may be stationed at any

available berthing port.

The growth configuration will add two additional manipulator systems identical

to the first.

3.2.3.4.7 Hangar and Satellite Servicing Mechanisms

The OMV and 0TV hangars and the satellite servicing facility will be attached

to the station using the standard berthing interface. Each of these

facilities will include simple beam structures representative of the Orbiter

PLB longerons and keel. Lightweight Orbiter payload retention fitti::gs will

be provided to mate with already present trunnlons on the OMV, OTV, and large

satellite elements.

Utilities will be brought to the service/storage facilities through the

berthing interface, as for modules.

The OMV and OTV hangar doors will bc provided with conventional hinge, latch

and drive mechanisms. The satellite servicing facility does not include

dcors.
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3.2.3.5 Thermal Control - Evaluation

3.2.3.5.1 Introduction

Engineering evaluation considerations during this study were:

o Vehicle thermal environment (i.e. view factors, blockage, heat fluxes)

o Radiator area requirements

o Orbiter impacts

o Design complexity

o Verification complexity

o Surface contamination sensitivity

o Hardware commonality

o Technology status

The following discussions will present a system overview and will access how

well the SOC vehicle configuration satisfies these factors.

3.2.3.5.2 System Overv _w

The candidate Active Thermal Control Subsystem (ATCS), schematically

illustrated by Figure 3.2.3.5-I, is a hybrid design concept that maximizes the

use of local thermal control for individual station modules and satisfies the

remaining thermal control requirements with a centralized system. Each

station module will contain a heat collectio_L and transport system similar in

function to the Shuttle Orbiter cabin design (i.e., a pumping system, col,J-

plates, heat exchangers, plumbing lines and flow control valves). These

individual staton module systems wil_ be integrated with a central transport

system. In addition, each station module will have heat pipe space radiators

(operating at about 70°F) integrated with the module meterold protection

shield. The size of these radiators will vary from module to module depending

on surface area availability considering docking ports, windows, thermal

blockage, etc.
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When waste heat in a station module exceeds its thermal capacity, the excess

heat will be transferred to a central collection and transport circuit for

delivery to a central deployed radiator attached to the solar array boom.

Also, a separate high temperature radiator (operating at about 160°F) will be

attached to the solar array boom to reject electrical power system waste heat

from the regenerative fuel cells and electrolysis units. Eecause the central

transport circuit (or "thermal bus") uses a two-phase worZing fluid that

transfers heat by evaporation and condensation rather tfan by sensible heat

changes of a single phase coolant, it operates at a constant temperature over

the entire length of the loop. Furthermore, this "thermal bus" is capable of

transporting large thermal loads over long distances with pumping requirements

that are very small compared to single phase fluid systems. Table 3.2.3.5-i

summarizes the IOC weight and power estimates for the candidate ATCS concept.

A vehicle thermal system design which Judiciously applies thermal coatings,

vacuum type insulations, isolators, and heaters will be selected for those

systems and elements which are not integrated into the ATCS. The system will

be selected to minimize the addition of electrical heat for thermal control

purposes. The systems which appear to require such a design at this time, are

the communications (antennas), propulsion, remote manipulator, and control

moment gyros. Heaters in these systems will eliminate thermostats and their

inherent failure modes by using sensors to feed software logic for heater

control.

An insulation/coating system will be selected for the habitable areas and

power generation systems which complements the active heat rejection systems.

Insulations and coatings will be applied to unpressurized areas such as the

satellite service structure and OMV and OTV hangars in order to bound the

thermal environments within the payloads design envelopes, while minimizing
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Table

STATION ELEMENT

C/C 1

C/C 2

LAB 1

LAB 2

HAB 1

LOG I

SOLAR ARRAY BOOM

TOTAL

3.2.3.5-I. IOC Active Thermal Control

Subsystem Characteristics

WEIGHT (LBS)
. m , , , =,

DRY WET

1,345

1,345

2,621

1,803

2,452

485

6,683

16,734

1,465

2,945

2,002

2,591

514

6,943

17,925

POWER

0.33

0.33

0.89

0.52

0.33

0.06

0.51

2.97

(KW)
i
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operation of the payload thermal/control systems and station poker

requirements.

Virtually all elements of the BB configuration receive direct solar energy and

will require surface treatments with low solar absorption to emissivity ratios

to limit stluctural temperatures and heat leak into the element. This

requires the application of paints and films since this cannot be achieved

with treated metal surfaces. Surface property degradation is discussed in

section 4.2.2.3.

A lightweight high performance multi-layer insulation system of up to 20

layers, approximately 0.25 pounds per square foot, similar to that of the

Shuttle Orbiter, is envisioned. The insulation weights for the BB-IOC an4

growth versions are 4,119 and 10,800 pounds, respectively.

Local protection from RCS engines plume heating will be required. The extent

of the protection and its impact on design will depend on engine firing

requirements.

The propellant tanks of the monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system will be

individually mounted on the command module and each will be maintained within

temperature limits through passive thermal control. For the hot environment,

each tank (3.5 foot diameter) will be maintained below its upper temperature

limit by use of insulation and an appropriate coating. For the cold

environment, each tank and the fuel distribution system will he maintained

above its lower limit by the use of insulation and heaters. The heater

wattage needed for this purpose is shown in table 3.2.3.5-2.

Preliminary design indicates that the 25 pound thrusters will be placed in

clusters of 12 thrusters each and will be mounted on the command module next

to the propellant tanks. Passive thermal control of the thrusters and their

feedlines will be achieved through insulation of the cluster and the use of
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heaters for the engines and lines. Heater wattage needed is shown in table

3.2.3.5-2.

The thermal control heaters for the propulsion system are sized based on a

50% duty cycle.

TABLE 3.2.3.5-2

PROPULSION SYSTEM HEATER REQUIREMENTS

TANKS & FUEL DISTRIBUTION THRUSTERS & FEEDLINES

CONFIGURATION # TANKS TOTAL AREA HEATERS # THRUSTERS HEATERS

FT WATTS WATTS

BB - lOC 8 308 862 24 960

BB - GROWTH 16 616 1724 24 960

The passive thermal control design of the antennas is similar to that of the

Orbiter Ku-band antenna. Each electronics box will be of minimal thickness

with the electronics mounted directly to a cold plate radiator located on the

large face of the box. The box will be covered with silvered teflon with an

absorptance/emittance (_/_)= .13/.8 The radiator area for each electronic

box and internal heat generation for each different type of antenna is shown

in table 3.2.3.5.-3. Also shown in this table is the heater wattage needed in

each electronic package to keep the electronics above their minimum

temperature.

The heater wattage needed to maintain _he gyros, gimbals, and comparator of

the S/Ku-band steerable dishes above their minimum temperatures are shown also

in table 3.2.3.5-3. The heaters for maintaining minimum temperature_ are

sized based on a 50% duty cycle. Antenna heater operation will only occur

when the antenna is off two hours or more.

o
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3.2.3.5.3 Technical Evaluation

3.2.3.5.3.1 Thermal Environment

The BB configuration Space _tation configuration orbits in a gravity gradient

?tabilized, earth-oriented attitude. This results in constant terrestrial

thermal fluxes incident on the structural elements with somewhat cyclical

solar and albedo incident energies.

Various segments of the module surfaces will be sunlit throughout the day

portion of the orbit with increasing areas being sunlit with higher beta

angles. It has been proposed that essentially all of the module surface

(except for windows and external equipment) be covered by body-mounted

radiators in order to _educe the size of the deployed, planar radiators.

Therefore, it is assumed that high performance (low(_/_) ratio) thermal

coatings will be required for all surfaces used to reject heat, These

coatings should be refurbishable or replaceable with minimal operational

impact.

In order to assess the worst case incident thermal flux levels, analysis was

accomplished with the SOC configuration orbiting with a solar Beta angle of

52 °. Orbital average incident flux levels are shown in figure 3.2.3.5.-2.

As can be seen, solar and albedo fluxes are relatively high on the modules but

are quite low on the deployed radiators. The low flux levels on the radiators

occur because they are assumed to remain edge to the sun throughout the

orbit. This presupposes that the booms on which the radiators are located

will be rotated to maintain the inertial pointing capability of the solar

arrays as well as providing for minimal incident thermal fluxes on the

radiators. This rotation would then imply the utilization of a fluid swivel

or slip ring through which the working fluid could transfer therma] energy.
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Spa_e viewing factors are given in figuce 3.2.3.5-3. These factors may appear

somewhat low, but take into account the full module circumference instead of

only a preferred segment for body-mounted radiator lo_atlon. The deployed

planar surface radiators are active on both s_des so one side will have

approximately 25% of its space viewing blocked by the station modules and

structure with the other side having a somewhat better view.

If full surface body-mounted radiators are used on the modules, thermal

interaction could be significant between radiators of different temperatures

with good views of one another. This becomes more of a problem if the view to

space is limited by other structure such as the hot sunlit solar arrays. All

of these influences must be factored into an accurate assessment of radiator

heat rejection capability.

The IOC and growth versions of the BB configuration will have quite different

thermal characteristics. Some modules which have a good view to space at !OC

will have that view reduced significantly by the addition of subsequent

structural components. These reduced heat rejection capabilities at the

modular level must be compensated for during the growth buildup phase. This

would suggest that thermal load sharing between modules exist and/or that a

greater load be assumed by the deployed radiators.

3.2+3.5.3.2 Radiator Areas

Radiator area requirements initially were defined for body-mounted radiators

integrated with station module meteoroid protective shields to determin_ heat

rejection capabilities from each station module. In general, the

effectiveness of the body-mounted radiators is significantly reduced by

blockage effects from surrounding vehicle elements as discussed in section

3.2.3.5.3_-2. As a result, although most of the cylindrical station module

walls are available, body-mounted radiators can only reject about 30-35% of
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the ._tation total waste heat as summarized in Table 3.2.3.5-4.

Deployed radiator panels were sized to reject the balance of the vehicle waste

heat not ancommodated by the body-mounted radiators. In order to reduce orbit

environment _eat loads on these two-sided deployed panels and thus reduce area

requirements, the radiators are mounted to the solar array boom to maintain an

"edge-to-sun" attitude. For IOC, two-sided deployed radiators with a total

radiating a, ea of 5,346 ft 2 are required. This total includes 1,237 ft 2 of

high temperature radiator (160°F average) to reject the electrical power

system waste heat. The total two-slded deployed radiating area increases to

10,043 ft 2 for the growth station which includes 2,473 ft 2 for the power

system. The aforementioned radiators were sized to reject the total vehicle

waste heat load. Past studies have shown that the use of a thermal storage

phase change material can further reduce area requirements when large

temperature transients are encountered. These transients normally result from

widely varying environmental heat fluxes and/or internally generated vehicle

waste heat. For this study, the power system radiators were selected to

illustrate the potential application of thermal storage.

Because of the difference in day/night times and the difference in

efficiencies between the fuel cell modules and the electrolysis modules, the

night time heat load for the power system is much greater than the day time

heat load. As mentioned, if part of the night tlme heat can be stored in a

phase change material for rejection during the day time, the power system

radiator acea can be reduced further. One candidate for a phase change

thermal storage material for the regenerative fuel cell heat rejection system

is Barium Hydroxide Octahydrate. Its density is 136 ib/ft 3, melting point is

172°F, and latent heat is 129 btu/ib.
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Preliminary analysis shows that the use of 429 lb. of this phase change

material would reduce the required remote radiator area by about 50%.*

Required radiator area and capability and applied heating loads without and

with thermal storage are shown in figures 3.2.3.5-4 and 3.1 .3.5-5

respectively. Although the weight of the phase change material and associated

h_rdware will probably be equivalent to the radiatoc weight reduction, other

design considerations such as view factors and blockage may swill favor the

use of thermal storage material. In addition, a thermal storage approach

permits a non-articulated radiator to be a viable station option.

(* Power system waste heat characteristics used in the thermal storage

evaluation were not the same as used in the final radiator sizes documented

earlier; however, the general conclusions reached and relative savings

demonstrated are valid.)

3.2.3.5.3.3 Orbiter Thermal Control Impacts

While the Shuttle Orbiter is docked to the station, heat rejection from the

Orbiter radiators is reduced about 15% due to blockage from surrounding

station elements. This reduction is considered acceptable since the Orbiter

probably will be powered down the majority of the time.

There are no additional Orbiter thermal control impacts that can be identified

at this time.

3.2.3.5.3.4 Desi6n Complexity

The primary design complexity involves the deployed radiator and its

associated launch packaging boom/contact heat exchanger dep]oyment radiator
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construction, and activation. Since ic is desired to maintain an

"edge-to-sun" attitude for the deployed radiator panels, a glmbal system will

be required.

3.2.3.5.3.5 Verification Comflexity

Component level verification should follow that _f previous programs with the

possible exception of llfe cycle tests. Items which fall into this category

are insulations, coatings, heater system components, and fluid distribution

system components. These tests with the possible exception of the heat

pipe-based "thermal bus" and heat pipe radiators, do not appear to be any more

complex than those of past programs.

The question of 1_rlfication Complexity in the thermal area arises from

verification of the integrated thermal control design of the Space Station.

The recommended approach is to baseline ground thermal testing of typical

elements and interfaces based on design commonality (to the ullest extent

possible) supplemented by Orbiter in-bay or deployed testing of items

requiring unique environments such as heat pipe radiators. Testing during the

Space Station buildup would be limited to checkout type tests.

Since the thermal verification approach is not highly configuration dependent,

additional discussion iq presented in section 4.2.2.7

3.2.3.5.3.6 Surface Contamination

A high probability of thermal control surface degradation exists 13 a result

of the close proximity of RCS engines to station modules. Most surface

treatments are expected to exhibit and require low solar absorptivities which

will increase as a result of plume impingement.

The distance from RCS engines to radiators and solar panels should minimize
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contamination of these surfaces. However, detailed analyses are required to

determine acceptability.

3.2.3.5.3.7 Commonality

Within Space Station - Though each module in the BB configuration will

experience somewhat different thermal environments and blockage of space

viewing, the degree of TCS hardware commonality between the modules should be

high. However, there must be some tailoring of the body-mounted radiator

location on each module to account for poor view factors to space. Since

these view factors would change from IOC to growth versions, a trade must be

made to determine the efficiency of radiator placement on each module. As a

result, design commonality would be degraded to some degree.

Thermal insulation and coating characteristics will be similar from module to

module. However, as mentioned previously, tailoring of thermal coatings,

along with proper radiator placement may be required to balance the heat

loads. RCS modules and antenna packages are assumed, at this preliminary

stage of design, to share common thermal control elements with the primary

vehicle TCS.

Commonality with platform - A free-flying platform would have a high degree of

TCS commonality with the BB Space Station. Since high performance thermal

coatings and fluid swivels will have been developed for the station, redesign

would probably not be required for the platform. Likewise thermal control

hardware existing for the station (insulation, cold plates, heat exchangers,

heat pipes, heaters, etc.) can be scaled for the appropriate thermal load.

3.2.3.5.3.8 Technology Assessment

The only technology development item peculiar to the Building Block is the

need for a deployed radiator mechanism and the associated fluid swivels and
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gimballing system. With the exception of fluid system featuz_s, much of this

technology can be shared with the electrical power system. The on-going

OAST-sponsored thermal technology program is discussed further in section

4.2.2.8.

3.2.3.6 Power Evaluation

3.2.3.6.1 Introduction

The Power System consists of three subsystems: Energy Conversion Subsystem

(ECS), Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS), and Power Management and Distribution

Subsystem (PMAD). For the Building Block configuration, the power system was

designed to supply an average of 75 KW at IOC and 150 KW for the growth

station. The system was designed with the following groundrules:

I. Ten year operational llfe was a design goal for the various

components.

2. A modular buildup scheme was used where practical.

3. Module changeouts were permitted to achieve the I0 year operational

llfe of the components and the extended life of the station.

4. EVA was minimized for buildup but was not prohibited.

5. A two hour period was baselined for an emergency energy storage

sizing criteria. This would allow for the loss of one complete charging

cycle.

6. A two axis control system was assumed to maintain the arrays

perpendicular to the solar vector at all times.
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3.2.3.6.2 System Overview

The power system for this configuration will consist of a deployable planar

silicon solar array, regenerative fuel cell modules for energy storage, (ESS),

the P_D components, and associated thermal control elements. The solar array

consists of large area silicon cells welded to a flexible kapton substrate, to

form blankets. The array will be supported by an "Astromast,, type structure.

This system will be deplo/able and retractable with individual ORU's mounted

on a boom and strongback structure as shown in figure 3.2.3.6.2.1. The

ESS/PMAD module and thermal control radiators will also be mounted on this

same structure. This is done to minimize the transfer of electricity and

fluids across the moveable joints.

A breakdown of the weights is presented in table 3.2.3.6.2.1. As shown, the

there will be approximately 11,202 ibs. suspended on the boom at IOC and

18,168 ibs. on the boom when the growth statino is achieved. This will result

in a significant portion of the total moment-of-lnertia for the station being

located at the arrays. Two requirements are unique to the building block

configuration.

I. The ECS solar array will have to provide its own structure.

2. The ECS solar array will have to provide a method of orienting itself
to the sun.

Concepts for deploying and folding the solar array structure are shown in

figures 3.2.3.6.2-2 and 3.2.3.u.2-3 respectively. This concept has several

features which must be mentioned. First, the array and mast can be separated

from the boom and strongback. This is important to allow for growth and

replacement. Second, the boom can and will be segmented to allow for

packaging. Finally, the strongback can be expanded, to accommodate growth. A

weight breakdown of the array and structure is shown in table 3.2.3.6.2-2.
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Table 3.2.3,6.2-i.

Solar Arra_ IECS)

lOC

Growth

Regenerative Fuel CelI (ESS)

IOC

Growth

PMAD

Utility Module

Command/Control Module

_abitat Module

Logistics Module

Laboratory Module

Building Block Configuration

Power System Characteristics

Weight (Ibs)

6,656

13,312

Weight (Ibs)

4,336

8,672

Weight (Ibs)

1,332

646

362

221

372

Area (ft2)

16,396

33,792

Volume (ft3)

13.64

14.08

6.70

3.53

6.56
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TABLE 3.2.3.6.2-2

ARRAY WEIGHT SUMMARY

(FOR 37.5 KW BUS POWER/8,500 FT

(PER RESOURCE MODULE)

BLANKET WEIGHT @ 0.27 LB/FT

(INCLUDES CELLS, COVERGLASS, ETC.)

ORIENTATION MECH#_ISM/DRIVE

ASTROMAST

TENSION/GUIDE WIRE SYSTEM

DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM

TIP FITTING

OUTBOARD SUPPORT BEAM

LOCKING LEVER

COVER

CONTAINER ASSEMBLY

MISC. HARDWARE

SUBTOTAL (CANISTER & OUTBOARD)

STRONGBACK

MAIN BOOM (70')

TOTAL (INCLUDING ALL STRUCTURE)

2,295 LB

25

414

56

52

12

19

19

59

108

25

3,084

86

158

3,328 LB/RESOURCE MODULE

FOR 75 KW BUS POWER, 3,328 LB x 2 ffi6,656 LB
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For this configuration, the ESS/PMADmodule and the radiators will be located

on the boom. This was done to minimize the fluid transfer problems from =he

ESS/PMADmodule to the radiators. Also, this will provide an orientation

method for the radiators, since in general they need to be perpendicular to

the solar array. Since the array in this configuration is perpendicular to

the solar vector at all times, it represents the minimumsize.

3.2.3.6.3 Technical Evaluation

The following items should be considered for the Building Block approach:

I. Use of a two axis control system minimizes the solar array area for a

given desired bus power.

2. The solar array system must provide its own structural support;

significant development will be required in this area.

3. The array pointing system will require two gimbals per wing and a

control system that is basically free of station interference. While this

will be complex, it offers the maximum flexibility for the station, i.e.,

station attitude will not be significantly constrained by the array system.

Some estimates show that up to 25% of the total ECS cost could be for the

support/orientation elements.

4. With this configuration future developments such as GaAs concentrator

arrays or solar dynamic systems could be adapted to fit the boom support

system.

5. This configuration will require that electrical power be transferred

across moving joints. This will dictate the use of either slip rings, roll

rings, or rotary transforms and in this size range, i.e., 25 KW to 150 KW, none

of these is state of the art.
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6. The ESS/PMAD module is located on the boom to minimize the distance

over which the array power must be transmitted and to locate it close to the

thermal control radiators which eliminates the need for a flexible fluid

joint.

7. The length of the boom will be dictated by a combination of shadowing

and plume impingement considerations.

8. The natural frequency of the ECS will become a major design driver

for the control system.

9. Initial boom design will dictate the ultimate growth capability.

Growth beyond this limit will require additional supporting structure.

I0. Since the entire power system is mounted externally, all hardware

maintenance will require EVA's or large module changeout.
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3.2.4

3.2.4.1

Operational Accommodation Evaluation

Configuration Design Considerations

3.2.4.[.I Separation from the Space cation

Figure 3.2.4.1-1 also illustrates the "building block" IOC. This

configuration has two ports, one being located on the positive velocity

vector, with the second port located in the out-of-plane (Hbar) direction.

This implies implementation of the separation and return procedures developed

for the angular momentum and velocity vectors.

As is the case with the "T" configuration, plume impingement on the solar

arrays may be excessive. The initial burn separating the docked vehicle from

the port is either out-of-plane or in the velocity vector direction. A radial

burn follows I0 minutes later in both cases. The length of the solar arrays

is approximately 117 feet extending in the out-of-plane direction. The

out-of-plane sequence places the separating vehicle about I00 feet away at the

initiation of the radial burn indicating a possibility for significant plume

impingement on the arrays. This is clearly evident in figure 3.2.4.1-2.

Although the figure is drawn showing the Orbiter and its VRCS jets, the

situation would be similar for an OMV or OTV. The same scenario exists for a

separation along the velocity vector. The boom length (about 80 feet) of the

array and the "central" location of the port on the velocity vector may help

to alleviate some of the impingement of the arrays. However, in either

situation, the modules will be in the plume flowfield as shown in figure

3.2.4.1-3. This problem could be eliminated by waiting lo_ger before

executing the radial burn. This would place the separation vehicle further

away at the time of radial burn, thereby lessening the amount of solar array

area subject to impingement.
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A. "T" IOC

(Veloci ty-vector Approach )

B. "Delta" IOC

(Inertial Approach)

C. "Building Block" IOC
(Out-of-plane Approach)

D. "Building Block" IOC

(Velocity-vector Approach)

Figure 3.2.4.1-i. Orbiter Overhead Window View During
Final Approach to Space Station
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3.2.4.1.2 Return to the Space Station

The return profile necessitated by the out-of-plane docking port (on the Hbar)

in somewhat undesireable. This follows directly from the comments presenteJ

in section 4.11 regarding the positive closing rate that may be present in am

out-of-plane approach. The second por_ located on the velocity vector lends

itself to the positive Vbar approach quite readily. The concerns with plume

impingement are the same as those mentioned during the separation sequence and

should be referred to here. With regard to the scenario of simultaneously

docked Orbiters, the port locations appear to be designed such that clearance

will not be a problem.

3.2.4.2 RMS Reach Capability

An integral subsystem of the Space Station will be one or more manipulators

remotely operated and used to perform a variety of operations. Some of the

more critical requirements of a station manipulator will be station assembly,

module removal, OMV/OTV berthing in the hangar area, deployment of the OMV/OTV

from the hangar area, as an aid to OMV, OTV and satellite servicing, and

possibly as an aid to Orbiter/station berthing. The analysis conducted in

support of this document emphasized the use of the current Shuttle RMS to the

maximum extent possible for assembly of =he Building Block concept. A

"special" station manipulator was considered only for those operations which

exceeded the reach capability of the Shuttle RMS.

|
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The RMS/statlon manipulator analysis was performed using the RMS Desk Top

Planing Simulation (RPS) developed for RMS mission planning activities and

used to define RMS payload handling capabilities and procedures for STS

missions. The program was updated and modified to include the Building Block

configuration as well as a generalized manipulator in the sense that the

length of the manipulator booms can be varied to accommodate larger reach

envelopes than the current RMS. The number of active joints can be reduced

and the booms shortened so that a Handling and Position Aid (HPA) type of

mechanism can also be accurately simulated.

The manipulator analysis included herein, is based on a kinematic model of the

RMS in that no rigid or flexible body dynamics are included. This limitation,

however, does not invalidate the feasibility of using the RMS for station

assembly since all modules handled are within the weight and inertia limits

verified for standard RMS operations. The study results are based on the

current RMS control algorithms and software and verify the reach capability as

well as the maneuver path for both the RMS and the station manipulator. The

simulatlon also checks for singularities and joint reach limits. In summary,

all maneuvers studied for the Building Block configuratlcn assembly sequence

should be valid with the exception of possible crew visibility constraints.

RMS operator eye-point and CCTV views can also be generated using the RPS

simulation, and these results will be reported in future documentation.

In performing the kinematic analysis to assess the RMS capability to remove

station modules from the Orbiter payload bay and assemble the station, the

following assumptions were used.

I. Port and starboard RMS's are available

2. Once the C/C module and an interface module are mated, all remaining

construction using the Orbiter RMS's will be accomplished with the Orbiter
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firmly docked to the Space Station.

3. Grapple fixture location and orientation are identical on all modules

of the same type.

4. Payload bay locations consider only RMS ch capability and not

Orbiter c.g. restrictions.

Figures 3.2.4.2-I through 3.2.4.2-7 illustrate an assembly sequence for the

IOC version of the Building Block configuration. Each figure represents a

"snapshot" of the entire maneuver that was performed on the RPS simulation to

verify the RMS reach capability, that the entzre maneuver path was free of RMS

singularities, and that reach limits were not encountered. Each figure label

reads as follows:

B- FI A-- I

Configuration.----J

Flight Number

Component Identifier

Trajectory STep

The component identifier appears only in labels where more than one component

to be assembled is manifested in the cargo bay for that flight. The

trajectory step refers to the sequenced "snapshots" of the RMS configurations

during a specific maneuver.

Flight one carries to orbit the first C/C module and the first Interface

Module (IM) with a solar array. The assembly sequence shown in figure

3.2.4.2-I uses a port and starboard RMS to deploy and mate these two modules.

The combination is then docked to the Orbiter and the solar array deployed.

Figure 3.2.4.2-2 shows the Flight 2 assembly sequence once the Orbiter is

docked to the IM. The port RMS can adequately maneuver the habitability

module from the Orbiter bay to its docked position on the IM as shown in the
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Figure 3.2.4.2-I. Building Block Assembly - C/C
module and interface module 159
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Figure 3.2.4.2-2. Building block assembly -
Habitat Module 160
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Figure 3.2.4.2-3. Building Block Assembly - Interface

Module and Station Manipulator 161
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Figure 3.2.4.2-4, Building Block Assembly - Interface

Module/Solar Array
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Figure 3.2.4.2-5. Building Block Assembly - Lab

Module and Logistics Module
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Figure 3.2.4.2-6. Building Block Assembly - Second
Lab Module and Second C/C Module
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Figure 3.2.4.2-7. Building Block Assembly - Interface

Module and OMV Hunger
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steps of the figure.

Figure 3.2.4.2-3 represents Flight 3 in which an interface module and the

Station Manipulator (SM) are brought up. The interface module is placed on

the open end of the C/C module and the station manipulator is placed on an

out-of-plane port of this interface module. With upper and lower arm boom

lengths of 45 feet each, the station manipulator has adequate reach capability

to assist in the completion of the station assembly.

Flight 4 docks =he interface module containing the second solar array to the

habitability module as shown in figure 3.2.4.2-4 using the station

manipulator.

Flight 5 which is illustrated in figure 3.2.4.2-5 utilizes the station

manipulator and the port RMS for this assembly sequence. The first lab module

is docked using the port RMS. The station manipulator maneuvers the logistics

module to the interface module located between the C/C and habitability

modules as shown in the figure.

The second lab module and second C/C module are brought up on flight 6 and

docked to the station using the station manipulator and illustrated in figure

3.2.4.2-6. The remaining IM and OMV hangar carried on flight 7 can be

maneuvered into their proper location using the station manipulator. This

final assembly sequence completes the "race track" and is shown in figure

3.2.4.2-7.

3.2.5 Safety Accommodations

The safety accommodations provided for the IOC (Initial Operational

Configuration) Phase (Phase I) were used for the basic concept evaluation

since this was considered the most critical with respect to crew safety. The

addi=ional volume available during Phase IV increases the time of reaction
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to a leak to approximately 85 minutes (see section 3.2.5.5).

comments are applicable to both Phase I and Phase IV.

Otherwise, the

3.2.5.1 General

The Building Block Configuration appears to satisfy the broad crew safety

requirements. This assumes that the design and operational constraints

specified in Space Station Configuration Books 3 and 6 are implemented during

continued station development and operation.

3.2.5.2 All Habitable Modules (Habitat, Laboratories, Interface and C/C)

Egress Capability

Dual egress paths from each module are incorporated.

3.2.5.2.1 Logistics Module

Book 3 Systems Requirements and Characteristics specifically exempts the

logistics module from the "two or more entry/egress paths." The logistics

module has only one egress path, the risk to a crewmember occupying this

volume during the occurrence of an accident forcing evacuation of the volume

could probably be reduced to an acceptable level by proper locat_n of

equipment, adequate materials control, elimination of potential ignition

sources, and maintenance of adequate traverse clearance during operations in

the module.

3.2.5.3 Enclosure of High-Pressure or Hazardous Fluid Tanks

The logistics module will be divided into a pressurized section and an

unpressurized section. High pressure and hazardous flulds will be transported

in the unpressurized section to avoid the possibility of fluids propagating

into other modules or cause overpressurization of one or more modules, The

separation distance of variou_ tanks has not been defined.
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3.2.5.4 Isolation of Modules after Accident Occurrence

One problem that arises from the provision of dual egress routes from a

habitable module is the complexity of the process of sealing off that module

after such things as a spill of a toxic fluid. This suggests the desirability

of a self-contained environmental control circulation system for modules such

as the laboratories to minimize the potential for cross-contamination of

modules while the hatches at each end of the contaminated module are being

closed.

3.2.5.5 Reaction Time after Occurrence of a Leak

The Safety Division position, with respect to hatch management, is that all

hatches should be normally open to create ease of transit from module to

module, reduce the wear on hatch mechanisms, prevent hatch opening

difficulties because of small pressure differentials, and maintain the maximum

volume for bleed down in case of a leak. Of these reasons, the last is

probably most significant, considering the large number of sealing surfaces

and the increased potential for a leak. In the IOC configuration of the

Building Block, a rough calculation of the time to react to the occurrence of

a leak equivalent to a one-inch diameter hole would be 60 plus minutes,

assuming a 95 percent efficient orifice, an occupancy of 25% solids in the

station, and a reduction of pressure from 14 to 9.1 psia. If a leak detector

sufficiently accurate to determine the module containing the leak is

available, this should allow adequate time to react to _he occurrence by

evacuating and sealing off the affected module.

3.2.5.6 EVA Operations

The antenna locations are apparently such that radiation hazards to EVA

crewmembers are minimal, but some Reaction Control System (RCS) package

locations may require thruster deactivation during EVA. The system geometry
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should allow ready design and implementation of adequate EVA traverse and work

station retention mechanisms.

3.2.5.7 Repair and Reactivation of Modules after an Accident

Adequate airlock provisions are provided to allow Intervehicular Activity

(IVA) sui=ed reentry into a module that has been isolated because of an

accident to perform necessary repair or reconfiguratir;L to permit continued

use of the module.

3.2.5.8 Mul__le Orbiter Docking Ports

The ability to dock with a_d access the Orbiter from various volumes of the

Space Station is acceptable.

3.2.6 Costs

3.2.6.1 Groundrules and Assumptions

The following groundrules and assumptions were used in the cost analysis for

the Building Block configuration:

o The Space Station Cost Model (SSCM) developed by Planning Research

Corporation (PRC) was used to develop hardware and system level costs.

o The concept was treated as one work package.

o The IOC configuration only was costed.

o No learning was assumed.

o No explicit reserve was included.

o No STS flight costs were included

o Subsystem costs were allocated to the modules on the basis of weight.

o Costs are expressed in millions of 1984 constant year dollars. Since

SSCM outputs costs in 19825, the inflation adjustment was made using the N_SA
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R&D inflation index (I.175 for 1982 to 1984 dollars).

o Program level costs (including fee) were included using the Code B

factors.

o Complexity factors cu_idered to be 1.0 except the following:

o Closed loop ECLS was costed using the open loop ECLS CER with 1.6

complexity factor. Factor based on CDG trade study.

o Berthing and docki_g adapter used a 0.8 complexity factor and used

the ASTP adapter as an analogy.

o Complexity factor of 0.6 used for fuel cell based on JSC analysis.

o GSE complexity factor of 0.8 was used, based on CDG cost estimate.

3.2.6.2 Presentation of Results

Figure 3.2.6-I presents the results of the SSCM for the Building Block

approach. The model computes the DDT&E and the first unit costs. The costs

shown are for one of each Space Station module or element (i.e., hab module,

boom array, etc.) Therefore, figure 3.2.6-I does not show the total cost of

the station.

Figure 3.2.6-2 presents the DDT&E and First Unit Costs after being spread to

the different modules. The three parts to this figure present cost spreads by

module for DDT&E, Production, and total costs. As with the previous figure,

the costs shown for the production phase are for the first unit of each of the

modules.

Figure 3.2.6-3 presents the summary of the costs by quantities and types of

modules that comprise the IOC configuration. The first two cost columns recap

the totals found in figure 3.2.6-2 for DDT&E and Production (First Unit). The

third cost column is the total production costs taking into account the

quantities of each module or element. The final column is the total of the

DDT&E and Production costs and is therefore, the total of the Space Station at

IOC.
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ORIC *L_L_ [':;;[

OF PGOR QJALiTY

INFLFACTOR:

_UBSYSTEM

FIGURE 3.2.6-I

SPACESTATIONCOSTMODEL

1.175 FY84St (INMILLIONS)

BLD6BLOCKCONCEPT

D&D D&D TOTAL PROD TOTAL

WEISHT CBPLI COST UNITS COST COST

STRUCTURE 561.9 620.1 1182.0

..CUBE IB96 1.00 60.7 4.00 52.1 I12.8

_YLIN1)ER 264! 1.00 73.2 15.00 237.7 310.8
,.EHOCAP q31 l.O0 40_6 12.00 102.5 143.1
..SECO_'Y 23001 l.O0 277.4 1,45 71.6 349.0
,.DOCKADAPT 600 O.BO 10.3 12.0_ 15.8 26.1
..BECTHADAPT 600 0.80 10.3 28.00 _.B 47.1
• .CIt_LI liECH IB12 1.00 6B.O 3._ 91.2 159.2
..AECH'I_S 905 1.00 21.5 3.26 12.6 34.0
THERIW. 5JO! 1.00 I05.2 3.6q 132.2 237._
6 N i C 159.0 147.4 306,4

..ELECI"ROe_ICS 78 1.04} 116.8 6,92 90.4 207.2
..CB6 _0 1.00 40.3 6,00 45,0 85.2
.._6 TORO 1_ 1.00 2.0 6.00 12.0 14.0
I_ 1223 1.00 8.2 2.22 4.7 12.9

POWER 98.8 1B5.9 284.7
..SOLAR(KW) _.3 1._ 26.3 2,00 107.8 134.1
..BAH 0 1.00 O.O 1._ 0.0 0.0
• .HST,_6 H8 1.00 15.3 12.93 18.1 33.5
..FUEL CELl. 1680 0.60 57.1 4,00 60.0 117.1
COMBi DATA 3212 1.00 197.2 4.64 171.5 368.7
E_SS 5_ 1._ 249.5 3.80 222.7 (72.2
CREWPR_ 1808 1.00 39.2 _,86 _.0 69.2
THRUPUT 0 0._ 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0

HOWSUBTOT_ 1419.1 1514.5 _33.6

1.00 1215.0 0.0 1215.0
1._ 165.6 1.64 167.2 332.8
1.00 603.0 0.0 603.0
0.80 471.8 0.0 471.8
1.00 328.2 1,64 112.0 440.2

1.00 242.6 1.64 139.9 382.5

4445.3 1933.5 6378.8

SYSTESTH])_

IWST,ASSY,EC/O
SYSTESTOPNS
6R 5PTEOICI
SYSEW_ & IWT
PROSMGMT

SYSTOTAL.

P

_4

PRO6SPT (141)
HSTt INT (5%)
FEE {811)

PRO6TOTAL

622.3
253.4
425.7

5746.7

270,7 8%,0
110.2 363.6
165.2 610.8

2499.6 B246._
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SUBSYSTEM

FIG. 3.2.6-2A

COSTSUIIIW_Y-BLIS BLOCK

DDTEPHASE OF pC;C'R C+',-,"++-;;

5UBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF B4 $$)

TOTALS E/C HAB LAB INI ML BAI OMV SSS L_

STRUCTURE 561 65 104 60 7b 55 48 37 75 41

..PRESSURIZED 175 24 43 24 30 30 0 0 0 24

..SECONDARY 277 39 59 31 16 16 24 19 60 16

..DOCK& BERTH 21 I I 5 6 6 0 O 0 I

.._CH'ISMS 89 1 1 1 24 3 24 IB 16 1

THERMAL 105 24 13 57 0 0 11 0 0 0

B N t C IS+ 11 2 2 6B 77 O 0 0 0

..ELECTRONICS 117 9 2 2 55 50 0 0 0 0

..CH6 40 0 0 0 13 27 0 0 0 0

..MA6 IOROUERS 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS 8 0 0 0 0 B 0 0 0 0

POWER 99 5 3 4 0 0 @5 0 0 2

..SOLARARRAY 26 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0

..BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

..COMB& REG IS 5 3 4 0 0 2 0 0 2

..FUEL CELL 57 0 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0

COMM & DATA 197 B5 23 16 3 3 62 4 I 1

ECLSS 250 92 77 29 0 0 0 0 0 52

CREWPROV 39 3 35 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

THROU6HPUT 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0

..................................................

SUBTOTAL 1418 284 257 1@9 147 ,a? 206 41 77 96

SYS TESTHDWE 12!5 _ ? ,c_,0 144 12b 122 176 66 82J_

INT,ASSY_&C/O Ibb 33 30 20 17 17 24 5 9 II
SYS TESTOPN a03 121 10q 72 62 bO B7 18 33 41

BR SPTEQBT 472 95 85 56 49 47 &8 14 25 32

SYS ENGR& INT 32B bb 5q 39 34 33 48 IO tB 22

PRO@_MT 243 49 44 29 25 24 35 7 13 16

TOTAL 4444 891 804 528 460 445 64S 129 240 _I02

PROGSPT (14%)

MOT & INT (5%)

FEE (8%)

TOTAL

622 125 113 74 64 62 90 18 34 42
25S 51 46 30 26 25 37 7 14 17

426 85 77 51 44 43 62 12 23 29

5745 1151 1039 683 595 576 834 167 310 390
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FIG. 3.2.6-2B

COST SUMMARY-BLDG _LOCK

FIRST UNIT - PROD PHASE

ORIGt,"_ _L :"-

OF pOOR QL,:,_,Th"

SUBSYSTEM

SUBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF 84 $$)

TOTALS CIC MAB LAB IM; AIL BAI OMV SOS LOG

STRUCTURE 412 63 114 64 38 34 9 12 21 57

..PRESSURIZED 269 49 9_ 49 13 13 0 0 0 49

..SECONDARY 50 7 IO o 3 3 4 3 11 3

..DOCK& BERTH 29 3 3 5 8 B 0 0 0 3

..MECH'ISMS b5 4 4 4 15 II 5 9 I0

THERMAL 75 IB ia 31 I 0 8 0 0 I

G N _ C 74 8 ! I 33 32 0 0 0 0

..ELECTRONICS 46 2 I i 25 17 0 0 0 0

..CMO 23 0 0 0 8 15 0 0 0 0

..MAGTORQUERS b b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

POWER 95 3 3 3 0 0 84 0 0 2

..SOLARARRAY 54 0 0 0 0 0 54 0 0 0

..BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

..COND& REB 12 ; 3 _ 0 0 0 0 0 2

..FULLCELL 30 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0

COMM& DATA 96 40 14 12 I 2 21 4 I I

ECLSS 147 52 48 24 0 0 0 0 0 23

CREWPROV 24 3 19 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

THROUBHPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SUBTOTAL 926 186 214 137 74 70 _

SYS TESTHOWE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

INT,ASSY,&C/O ' _ _'LO_ _, 24 15 B B 13 2 2 9

SYS TESTOPN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OR OPT EQMT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SYS ENGR & INT 68 14 16 10 5 5 9 I 2 b

PROGMGMT 8a 17 20 13 7 6 11 1 2 8

TOTAL 1182 _'" ==•J_ 274 1,J 94 89 15e 20 2B 108

PROG SPT (14%)

MOT & INT (5;[)

FEE (B&)

,OT,LUNIT

I&5 33 38 24 13 13 22 3 4 15

67 Ia Ib I0 5 5 9 i 2 6

I13 23 26 17 9 9 15 2 3 10
....................................................

1528 307 354 226 121 116 _ __0_ 26 36 140

im
o
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FIG. 3.2.6-2C

COST SUmmARY-BLDGBLOCK

DDTE+ FIRSTUNIT

._F i_ "

SUBSYSTEM
SUBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF B4 $$)

TOTALS CIC HAM LAB IMI AlL BA! OMV SSS LOG

STRUCTURE 97] 127 218 124 114 89 57 49 96 99

•.PRESSLRIZEO 443 72 140 72 43 43 0 0 0 72

..SECCNDARY 327 46 69 36 IB IB 28 22 70 19

•.DOCKI BERTH 50 4 4 10 14 :4 0 0 0 4

•._ECH'ISMS 154 5 5 5 30 13 29 27 26 4

THERMAL 180 42 29 BB I 0 19 0 0 I
BN&C ",7

._3 19 3 3 lOT lOB 0 0 0 0

•.ELECTRONICS 162 II 3 3 O0 67 0 0 0 0

• . CM6 63 0 0 0 21 42 0 0 0 0

..MAG TCROUERS B B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS I0 0 0 0 0 I0 0 0 0 0

POWER 104 B 5 7 l I 169 0 0 4

•.SOLARARRAY BO 0 0 0 0 0 BO 0 0 0

•.BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

•.COND& REB 27 B 5 7 I I 2 0 0 4

..FUEL CELL B7 0 0 O 0 0 B7 0 0 0

COIIe& DATA 293 125 37 28 4 4 82 8 2 3

ECLSS 397 14,3 125 53 0 0 0 0 0 75

CREW PROV 63 6 54 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

THROUGHPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

...................................

S'J?TO.AL 2343 470 471 306 220 212 32B 57 99 181

SYS TEST HOWE i215 243 220 144 12& 122 176 35 66 82

INT,ASSY,&C/O 268 54 $4 35 25 24 38 7 II 21

SYS TESTOPN 603 121 109 72 62 60 87 18 )3 41

6R SPT EQMT 472 95 85 56 49 47 6B 14 25 32

SYS Er,6R& INT 397 BO 75 49 39 3S 57 II 19 29

P_D6M6mT T2B 66 64 41 32 31 4b 9 15 24
..................................................

TOTAL b626 112B I07B 703 $54 $35 BOl 150 26B 410

r_u_ c:- t_44i

FEE (B:I

TOTAL
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FIG. 3.2.6-3

BLDGBLOCKCONFIGURATION

COSTSUMMARYBY MODULE

Ok F _, L -: ..... "-. ;._i

MODULE DDTE

FY8455 (INMILLIONS)

UNIT PROD TOTAL

CMD & CNTRL 284 186 372 bSb

HAG MOD 257 _.4 214 471

LAB MOD 169 _'_ _7..... 4 443

I/FMOD 147 74 147 294

A;l. MOD 142 70 140 282

SOLARBOOM 206 122 244 450

HANGAR 41 16 16 57

BAT SFT SYS 77 _ _ 99

LOG MOD g6 85 85 181

_O4bHOW SUBTOT6L 1418 926 1514 _ "

_Y_ TEST HDW _ : 0
T r ,IN,.ASov,C/O iJ6 102 !b7 "'"JJJ

SYS TESTOPN bO3 0 0 60_

GR SPT EQMT 472 (_ (i 472

SYS ENG & INT _28 b8 I12 440

IM,.)_4_PRO6 MGMT _ " S= "" 382
........................

SYS r_, . ' _ 19_3,u,.L 444A 1_8, 0377

PROG 5PT 822 IO5 271 893

MGT & INT 253 67 !IO _b3

FEE 426 I13 185 611
.........................

PROG TOTAL 5745 1528 2499 8244

._4mmr
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3.3 Delta Truss Configuration Evaluation

3.3.1 User Accommodations Eva"uation

3.3.1.1 Viewin__

The delta truss Space Station configuration will provide for earth view from a

pressurized area only on the _un side of the earth. This would be sufficient

for most, but not all, earth sensor development. The orbit inclination would

again be 28.5 °.

The unpressurized sensors for solar and stellar viewing _ould be located along

the solar cell truss with the stellar sensor at a 90 ° angle to the solar

vector. The viewing flexibility i_ limited in viewing frequency of a specific

target. However_ it is possible to accommodate simultaneous earth, solar, and

stellar viewing with this configuration.
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3.3.1.2 Power

Th_ power supplied to the user at IOC will be 60 KW continucus and at growth

it will be 120 KW continuous.

3.3.1.3 Pressurized Volume

The pres3urized volume at IOC provided to the user is two 22 foot modules.

For growth, a total _ four 22 foot modules are provided with one 44 foot

module. The 44 foot module offers facility versatility in the growth phase

and the two 22 foot modules offer flexibility at IOC. However, this is an

issue; see Section 5.0.

3.3.1.4 Crew Time

A considerable amount of the crew's time has been allocated to the user as

shown in sections 3.2.4, 3.3.4, and 3.4.4, each section pertaining to the

building block configuration, delta truss configuration, and "T" configuration

respectively.

3.3.1.5 External Attachments

A pallet attachment for the user is possible with this configuration.

3.3.1.6 Microgravity

The acceleration level at the modules that require low gravitational levels

are assumed to be 10-4 g nominal. However, the effect of the modules distance

from the station's c.g. has not been determined and needs to be considered for

each configuration.
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3.3.2 Crew Accommodations Ew_luation

Due to the amount of equipment and the arrangement of the floor and ceiling,

the C/C module only has the capability of having windows in one plane. It

would be desirable to have windows capable of viewing all directions. Crew

accommodations in the module are the WCS, a minimal galley, stored food for

eight people for 22 days and a hygiene station. The accommodations are

adequate.

If the manipulator is controlled from this module, the limited visibility will

require additional windows or video equipment and perhaps at times, EVA

crewperson to guide the manipulator.

The habitability module provides sleeping auarters, personal hygiene, medical

facilities, and a galley/wardroom. The private sleeping quarter volume is

adequate for sleeping, dressing, video training, and entertainment, grooming,

and associated activities. It is generally preferable to have the sleeping

quarters located away from noisy equipment which would disturb a sleeping crew

person. The habitability module does not entirely succeed in doing this, for

adjacent to the sleeping quarters is the Personal Hygiene and Medical

Facility. The Personal Hygiene area contains two combination_

shower/urinal/handwash facilities and a Waste Control System (WCS). The

Medical Facility contain_ limited medical equipment and supplies and the

physical conditioning equipment. To make their location in the habitability
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module acceptable, the WCS and health maintenance equipment noise levels must

be sufficiently low to avoid disturbing a sleeping crewperson or special

accoustical isolation must be provided. The Personal Hygiene Facility coupled

with a WCS in the Command and Control Module is adequate for eight

crewpersons. The galley and wardroom provide facilities for use by eight

crewpersons simultaneously which is adequate. The wardroom area should

provide a capability for group training or entertainment.

For growth, a second similar habitability module is adaeJ to the station and

the medical/physical conditioning equipment is moved to the Life Sciences Lab.

The second habitability module is adequate for the increase in crew.

The habitability module is designed to permit unimpeded passage through the

module. The module maintains a consistent heads-up orientation which is

desirable. The floor and ceiling are offset from the module walls to allow

utility eq_lipment location. This combination renders it difficult to locate

windows in these areas and consequently there are none. (It would be

desirable to have windows enciKciing the module.)

The "delta" size and configuration has the following disadvantages:

o About one-third of the view from any module is blocked by

structure/solar arrays/other module. It is desirable to be able to view in

all directions from a module.

o _ EVA crew person to reach the critical systems equipment on the "top

fo the delta" must traverse considerable distance. This is not a decisive

factor; however, it does add to the work, time, and complexity of the EVA.

The existing manipulator system is only 50 feet in length. To reach all areas

of the station will require:

o The development of a new manipulator

o Moveable manipulator
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o Numerous manipulators

3.3.3 Engineering Evaluation - Delta Truss

3.3,3.1 Assembly and Growth Evaluation

Two preliminary launch-by-launch sequences have been developed and are

summarized in figures 3.3.3.1-I_Ia. The first sequence divides the truss into

three sections, each of which is launched simultaneously with the energy

conversion, storage, and solar array equipment. In the second sequence, the

entire IOC truss is launched on the first flight. These sequences are based

on Orbiter payload bay. These sequences are based on Orbiter payload bay

packaging that is plausible but optimistic. It is assumed that an Orbiter

docking module i3 carried on all flights. All elements are installed

initially in their final locations. ComD]etlon of IOC and growth capabilities

is denoted by heavy vertical lines. Figure 3.3.3.1-2 illustrates the assumed

packaging in the payload bay for each launch in the first sequence developed

for IOC. Figure 3.3.3.1-3 illustrates the payload bay packaging for the first

launch of the second sequence and the power module layout required to enable

this sequence.

3.3.3.1.I User Accommodation: Assembly and Growth

The delta provldes substantial versatility in accommodations for users. The

truss has large non-dedicated areas that are useable for most unpressurized

payloads. It would also be posslhle to place additional pressurJzed modules

along the sides of the truss, although radiators would have to be relocated.

The order in which facilities are added is also relatively unconstrained after

the first few launches.
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3.3.3.1.2 Systems En_ineerin6: Assembly and Growth

It is assumed that work requiring a low-gravity ellvironment will be suspended

during any station assembly operations, and therefore that this is not a

discriminator. However, an earth orientation may be necessary while an

Orbiter is berthed to the station depending on momentum storage capacity. If

this is the case, operations requiring large amounts of power may be

interrupted.

Transition efficiency is high. In the buildup scenario used, no element

relocations are necessary.

There are no elements in the early phase that are discarded in later stages.

Assembly will require the full capability of the Orbiter RMS. A second RMS or

a handling and positioning aid will be needed in some steps. Note that the

RMS reach analysis in section 3.3.4.2 assumes a large manipulator on the

station an an early point in the buildup in lieu of a handling and positioning

aid. Substantial EVA and/or RMS operations will be necessary primarily for

joining the truss sections in the first launch sequence or for in_tallation of

the power equipment to the existing truss in the second launch sequence, Both

these functlons appear possible with the joining of tcuss sections being

judged the more difficult. It is noted that joining truss sections is

required in either scenario in the growth phase.

Removal of a module does not affect the structural characteristics of the

station. If the pressure loads between modules are carried through the truss,

removal is a simple process of disconnecting internal and external umbilicals,

closing hatches, and depressurizing and retracting the intermodule connectors.

If the loads are carried directly between modules, the task may be more

difficult depending on the design of the connectors.
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BUILDUP SEQUENCE

Configuration DELTA, IOC Truss in 3 launches
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Cmd. ICon trc I 7J,
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Lab _ Iv w_ _JI J
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Figure 3.3.3.1-i
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Configuration DELTA,

Launch
L_md./Control
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tS1617181£ZO
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Figure 3.3.3.1-1a
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Two Orbiter berthing ports are available at IOC and four in the growth

configuration. Sixteen other ports are available for logistics modules and

other temporary payloads, since each IH has five ports.

3.3.3.1.3 Programmaties: Assembly and Growth

The first buildup sequence reaches IOC in seven launches. Redundancy of

essential systems is reached in three launches after which the station could

be permanently manned. Lack of a LM or logistics module would limit both crew

size and useful activity. The fourth launch supplies both of these modules

and the station could do useful work from that time. The second buildup

sequence, in which the entire truss is launch at one time, would still require

three launches before permanent manning but reaches IOC In six.

The reference scenario requires 15 flights to reach ful3 growth capability.

The alternate buildup scheme could reduce this by one flight Efficient

hangar design and packaging might save another flight. Full capability might

therefore be achieved in 13 launches.

3.3.3.1.4 Safety: Assembly and Growth

As configured (see figure 2.3-2), the O1"/ propellant storage facility is

located very near the inhabited modules. This location was sel_cted for its

proximity to the station center of mass to minimize moment of inertia

variations. Alternative locations appear possible but less desirable.

Isolation of a hazardous condition, such as a spill of a toxic substance, can

be done with little difficulty. Since there are two routes to each module,

any one can be isolated without significant disruption of other activities.
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3.3.3.2 Structural Dynamics and Control Evaluation

3.3.3.2.1 Delta Flight Modes

The Delta truss configuration has been designed to fly primarily in a solar

inertial flight mode; however, it can also fly in the earth fixed flight mode

(LVLH). See figure 3.3.3.2-I. The solar array is currently sized for the

solar inertial flight mode. Electrical power produced in the earth fixed

flight mode (LVLH) would be approximately 55% of the power produced in the

primary flight mode. The prime use of the LVLH mode is during orbit

maintenance. The RCS engines are located only on one end of the module

string, thus for Hohmannorbit transfers the station needs to fly in a earth

fixed mode. There also maybe user requirements that can be easily met with

an earth fixed flight mode.

In the solar inertial flight mode, the Delta flies with its Y principal axes

perpendicular to the orbit plane (see figure 3.3.3.2-I) and with the solar

array aligned to minimize _ cosine power loss by rotation about the

Y-principal axis. The solar array slze is increased to _ccount for _ cosine

loss. The mass properties of the Delta growth result in a principal axes that

is approximately 24 ° from the plane of the solar array, and the mass

properties of _he Delta IOC results in a principal axes that is approximately

20 ° from the plane of the solar array. The Delta flight orientation yaws 180 °

every sun season (every time the sun crosses the plane of the equator-twice a

year to maximize power generation.

The Delta can also fly in an earth fixed (see f_gure 3.3.3.2-2) LVLH mode

rolled to correct the solar _ misalignment. In this flight mode, the Delta is

pitched in the orbit plane to achieve a TEA. The CMG's c,ntrcl the resulting

cycle torque disturbances. This mode is used for orbit maintenance since the

RCS engines are co-located on one side of the Delta.
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3.3.3.2.2 On-Orbit 9tsturbance - Gravity Gradient

Operation in low earth orbit (270 NM) provides exposure to significant gravity

gradient disturbances. These are on the order of 70-_foot-pounds for the Delta

Space Station. While relatively insignificant frora a controllability point of

view, the extreme time span of the Space Station mission makes these

significant drives for "cost-of-obmershtp," unless steps are taken to minimize

their influence.

3.3.3.2.3 Aerodynamic Torque Disturbance

In addition to gravity gradient torques, the aerodynamic torques can produce

secular momentum accumulation. Detailed s_ulatton of the aerodynamic

disturbances for the Delta configuration has been conducted. However, ;:he

asymmetric effect of the diurnal atmosphere variation has been neglected for

this analysis. In the earth fixed mode, the large areas of the solar arrays

are never directly exposed to the free molecular flow parttcule velocity fgr

the Delta, hence, only effects of the modules and truss edges are involved.
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3.3.3.2.4 Mass Properties Management

A mass properties management scheme must be employed in the Space Station

design in order to enhance the flight performance.

Adjust Delta mass properties such that the I principal axes is approximatelyyy

20 ° from the plane of =he solar array. The mass properties for the Delta in

both the IOC and growth stages are show_ below:

IOC GROWTH

IXXP 1.6 E 7 2.82 E 7 slug-ft 2

IYYP 1.7 E 7 8.32 E 7 slug-ft 2

IZZP .77 E 7 6.96 E 7 slug-ft 2

0 * 21.8 ° 23.9 °
Pc

0 * 25. I° _ 95 °
y

0 * 4.3 ° 0 o
g

R * 39.0 67 3 ftX

R * -8.7 -4 7 fty

R * 22.3 21.4 ftz

Wgt 258.6K 662.0K lbs

* Euler angles, rotate from geometric axes to principal axes with rotation

order 0x, Oy, and 0 . Rx, Ry and R are center of mass vector. IXXP, IYYP,Z • Z

IZZP are the principal inertias.
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3-3.3.2.5 Momentum Storage Requlrements

Momentum storage requirements are based upon the peak cyclic momentum

variations, and the attitude control syst,_m philosophy r6garding the amoun_ of

reliance on the CMG's for attitude maneuvers and absorption of large impulsive

disturbances (i.e, max between CMG torque impulse). Peak cyclic momentum

_torage due to the gravity gradient is presented below.

Due to the time available for this study, the momentum storage requirements

was sized only for the nominal flight conditions involving attitude hold.

PEAK CYCLIC GRAVITY GRADIENT MOMENTUM (FT-LB-SEC)

Flight Delta

Mode IOC Growth

Inertial 9,000

Earth Fixed 13,000
36,000

25,000

3.3.3.2.6 Orbital Maintenance Impulse Requirements

Orbital maintenance impulse was determined using the NASA neutral atmosphere

(SP-8021) density at 270 NM and average aerodynamic properties to compute the

drag impulse. The NASA neutral atmosphere is considered to be the worst

long-term atmosphere applicable to a 90-day resupply cycle. Sb_rt term

maximum conditions should be used for RCS engine magnitude sizing.

The disturbance simulation used a dynamic pressure of .99905E-6 ib/ft 2.

Sugary results for the three configurations are shown below:
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DRAG IMPULSE PER ORBIT

(LB-SEC/ORBIT)

Configuration

Flight Mode IOC

Inertial 240

Earth Fixed 120

Delta

Growth

385

120

Using the data shown above worst case resupply propellant for altitude

maintenance was calculated and reported in the table below. This assumes that

the orbit is not allowed to deviate from 270 NM.

90-DAY RESUPPLY PROPELLANT FOR ALTITUDE MAINTENANCE

FOR 270 NM

LBS - (Normalized to:

Configuration

Flight Mode

Inertial 1,500

Earth Fixed

Isp = 220 sec)

Delta

IOC Growth

2,900

750 750

3.3.3.2.7 RCS Firing FreRuency

Detailed flight dynamic simulations of the Delta configuration shows that the

Delta configuration can be trimmed so that there is no secular torque momentum

accumulation per orbit. Thus, no RCS firing are required for CMG

desaturation. The Delta configuration can achieve a minimal RCS altitude

maintenance firing frequency of once every 90-days chosen to coincide with STS

resupply. This will be particularly attractive to long term low "g"

scientific experiments and manufacturing processes. Altitude loss will be

less than seven miles in 90-days.
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3.3.3.2.8 Results of On-Orblt Flight Dynamics for Delta IOC

The results of the on-orbit flight dynamics ,)f the Delta IOC solar inertial

mode are shown in figures 3.3.3.2-3 through 3.3.3.2-8. Figure 3.3.3.2-3

inertial torque impulse history of the Delta-lOC for one orbit. The torque

impulse curves show no secular components at the end of an orbit. The cyclic

momentum storage requirement is 9,000 ft-lbs-sec. Figures 3.3.3.2-4 shows the

resultant aero force drag impulse history for one orbit. The total drag

impulse per orbit is 240 sec. Figure 3.3.3.2-5 shows the resultant drag force

history which peaks at about .053 ibs. Figure 3.3.3.2-6 shows the gravity

gradient torque history which peaks at 15 ft-lbs. Figure 3.3.3.2-7 shows the

aerodynamic torque history which has a peak pitch torque of 4.3 ft-lbs.

Figure 3.3.3.2-8 shows the resultant torque history which has a peak pitch

torque of 19.5 ft-lbs.

3.3.3.2.9 Results of On-Orbit Flight D_,amic for Solar Inertial Flight Mode

The results of the on-orbit flight dynamic of the Delta IOC solar inertial

mode are shown in fiugres 3.3.3.2-9 through 3.3.3.2-14. Figure 3.3.3.2-9

shows inertial torque impulse !istory of the Delta growth for one orbit. The

cylic momentum storage requirement is 36,000 ft-lbs secs. Figure 3.3.3.2-10

shows the resultant aero drag impulse history for one orbit. The total drag

impulse per orbkt is 380 sec. Figure 3.3.3.2-11 shows the resultant drag

force history which peaks at about 0. I ibs. Figure 3.3.3.2-12 shows the

gravity gradient torque history which peaks at 70 ft-lbs. Figure 3.3.3.2-13

shows the aerodynamic torque history which has a peak pitch torque of 8.0

ft-lbs. Figure 3.3.3.2-14 shows the resultant torque history which has a peak

pitch torque of 76.0 ft-lbs.
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3.3.3.2-10 Results of the On-Orblt Flight D_rnamics of the Delta Growth /arth

Fixed Flight Mode (LVLH

The TEA flight condition was achieved for the Delta by flying the Delta at

different pitch attitudes and iterating to a resulting equilibrium comdition.

The results of the on-orbit flight dynamics are shown figures 3 3.3.2-15

through 3.3.3.2-16. The torque impulse curve shown in figure 3.3.32-15 shows

no secular components at the end of an orbit. The cyclic momentum storage

requirement is 25,000 ft-lb-sec. The aerodynamic drag impulse is shown in

figure 3.3.3.2-16 and is 120 ibs-seconds per orbit. The gravity gradient

torque vector with respect to the body axes is a constant equal to (20.5,

-1.77, 2-ft-sec) ft-lbs. The aerodynamic torque vector with respect to the

body axes is constant and equal to (-17, -1.48, .05) ft-lbs.

3.3.3.2.11 Structural Dynamics and Control

Finite element modeling was used to analyze the truss and module structure of

the Delta Space Station concept (figure 3.3.3.2-17). The triangle

configuration utilizes the stiffness benefits of the truss coupled with the

inherent structural stability of the three bar link. The solar inertial

pointing array guarantees that the natural frequency penalties caused by

excessive array areas are minimized. These features result in a first mode

frequency (array bending) of 4 Hz. The module placement allows for multiple

attachment to the truss along the entire length of the module structure,

increasing module flex frequencies.

A single axis rigid body controller was designed and analyzed for the Delta

Space Station. Vehicle dynamics were modeled using the largest rotational

inertia properties. A second order model for the CDG's and angular rate was

assumed. The resulting closed loop system has nearly critically damped

CMG/rate poles near the open loop values. Frequency analysis was accomplished
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using the Bode plot. The Delta exhibited time response faster than the

Streamlined "T", but slower than the BB Configuration. The time performance

is directly accountable to the rotational inertia employed in the vehicle

dynamics model. The frequency response indicates controller authority to 0.4

Hz. The flex analysis shows the first flex mode at 4 Hz giving this system an

order of magnitude separation between controller passband and structural

dynamics. These results indicate that simple rigid body control system

designs may suffice for the Delta configuration.

The structural dynamics of the Delta Space Station during intermediate buildup

stages was not analyzed at this time. The triangle, with its single launch

truss system, is a dynamically stable configuration during the construction

phase. Similar to the "T" concept, once the truss is in place, the addition

of modules will not degrade the system dynamic response.

The results of this study indicate the advantages of truss systems as the

primary structure of Space Stations. The trusses allow a stable platform of

large dimension while retaining adequate dynamic characteristics. The

triangle demonstrated the highest natural frequency and structural stability

of the three configurations studied.

The relative flexibilities of various station concepts are analyzed because of

its known impact on system maneuvering performance and attitude control

capability. These are not the only flexibility concerns on the station

system. Experiments that require pointing accuracy will require isolation

systems that are impacted by system flexibility; the more flexible the

platform (Space Station), the more demanding the requirements of the

isolation. In addition, for experiments in large flexible space structures

(antennas, etc._ the more flexible the test platform, the more complicated the

experiment since test article math models must include high order models of
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the platform.

3.3.3.2-12 Su.nary of On-Orbit Fli_Ft Dynamics

The flight dynamics of the three proposed Delta configurations have been

studied in detail for two flight modes:

I. Solar inertial attitude hold

2. Earth fixed (LVLH) attitude hold

Using mass properties management to control the system inertlas and TEA trim

adjustment, the momentum accumulation can be reduced to zero for both flight

modes. Propellant resupply weight of up to 2,400 ibs. for orbit maintenance

does not seem to be a critical item.

From the structural dynamics standpoint, the triangle concept is clearly the

most dynamically efficient Space Station candidate. The triangle possesses a

substantial stlffnees ,truss) and minimal array size and weight.

4W"

3.3.3.3 Co-,-unicatlons Evaluation

The communication subsystem consists of hardware required to establish

communication links between the Space Station and various vehicles. Antenna

requirements for the subsystem are essentially the sum tDtal of those

requirements developed by considering each llnk separately. In this

subsection, we will develop antenna specifications for the delta truss

configuration by sequentially describing each operating llnk. Information on

RF coverage, number of required antennas, type, makeup and size of these

antennas, and their estimated locations on the Space Station structure are

given. Also, the ease of procurement or development of such antennas is

discussed.

The delta truss configuration rotates to keep one face always pointing toward

the sun. In its local coordinate system, the coverage associated with each
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link is for all practical purposes, a full sphere. This wide coverage is in

contrast to the limited one that usually results in the configurations which

are gravity gradient stabilizeds. Hence, the number of antennas required to

serve a given link in the delta truss would be larger than that required to

serve the same link in the other two configurations because we simply have a

lot more space to cover. However, to reduce the number of antennas on the

Delta truss, it may be possible to use the more complex conformal arrays with

spherical geometry which may also require special mounting techniques

depending on their locatioo on the Space Station. Alternatively, if a

stabilized platform is provided with the delta truss, be used for the mounting

of antennas, then the number of antennas may be reduced.

In the following discussion ofindlvidual links operating with the delta

truss, the coverage is assumed spherical on every llnk and thus, antennas are

specified accordingly. The antenna design selected for this configuration to

meet each required link coverage was based on studies that have been completed

to date. Further study and evaluation could dictate alternative options that

might be more advantageous based on numbers of antennas required and

development risks.

A summary of the antenna requirements for the Delta truss is given in Table

3.3.3.3-I. The antenna locations for the IOC and growth Delta truss

configuration is shown in figures 2.3-I and 2.3-2.

a. Space Shuttle Orbter (SSO) link - This is a S-band link that supports

two-way communication begween the Space Station and the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

Only one SSO is supported in IOC and two SSO's are supported in the growth

version.
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The link is to served by three medium gain (30 dB) phased array

antennas. Each array is made up of about 500 elements and measures about I0

feet in diameter. Two antennas are located on the vertex lines running from

the front triangle to the back triangle. A third antenna is located on the

underside of the habitat module.

The procurement of these antennas represent routine design and

development effort if the arrays are passive (electronics separate from

antenna elements). However, some risk is introduced in the development if the

arrays are active with monolithic design (electronics combined with the

antenna elements in one package).

b. Multiple access (MA) llnk - This is a K-band llnk that support

two-way cammunlcation between the Space Station and the EMU, FF, and OMV

vehicles.

Three high gain (41 dB) multibeam phased array antennas made up of

about 16,000 elements and measuring about 28 inches in diameter each will

provide the required spherical coverage. They are located on the Space

Station as follows. Two antennas are positioned along the vertex lines

running from front triangle to the back triangle next to the solar array. A

third antenna is located on the underside of the command/control module.

The above specification for the three high gain antennas assumed an

operating frequency in the K -band at about 28 GRz. There wiil be medium

amount of risk associated with the development of such a large array antenna

(16,000 elements) in the passive mode. The risk becomes high if the array

design is active a_d monolithic. The design difflculty can be reduced

considerably by moving to a lower frequency llke Ku-band where an array size

of about 1,000 elements will be sufficient due to lower antenna gain (30 dB)

and higher antenna efficiency.
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c. Tracking and Data Re]ay Satellite (TDRS) link - This is a dual

S/Ku-band link that supports two-way communication between the Space Station

and the TDRS satellite.

The link to be served with three dual-feed, dual-frequency

mechanically steerable parabolic reflectors of nine feet diameter. Two dishes

are located along the vertex lines connecting front and back triangles and

adjacent to the solar array. The third dish is located on the underside of

the habitat module #I.

Procurement of the parabolic reflector antennas required on this

link is subject to a medium level of risk arising from the adaptation of the

two feed systems to the mechanically steerable parabolic reflector.

d. TV links to FF's and OMV's - These are independent Ku-band links

relaying digital TV signals from the FF's and OMV's back to the Space Station.

Two links are needed in the IOC stage (6 antennas) increasing to six links in

the growth stage (18 antennas). The coverage on each llnk will be a 20 ° cone

out to 2,000 km for far range coverage and a hemisphere below the station

extending 50 km.

Each link can best be served by high gain conformal phased arrays to

obtain a spherical c_verage with minimum number of antennas. Each array will

have a diameter of about four feet. The antennas for the first three TV links

are spaced along the sides of the front triangle; those for the last three TV

links are spaced along the sides of the back triangle.

The antenna arrays for these TV links represent high risk

development items due to the large number of elements that would be involved

in the design.

e. Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) llnk _ This is a K-band link

supporting two-way communication with the OTV in the growth configtration

B_
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only. The coverage is a full sphere with a maximum radius of I00 km.

The link can be served by a group of three medium gain phased array

antennas each covering one-tHird of the sphere. The size of each array is 400

elements at Ka-band frequency and measures about five inches in diameter. The

placement of these antennas on the Space Station is as follows: two antennas

are located along the vertex lines connecting front _nd back triangles on

either side of the solar array. The third _ntenna is located on the underside

of the lab module (the one adjacent to the habitat module).

The development of the three array antennas presents no risk if the

array is passive. Minimum risk results if the array is active.

f. Trackln 5 Links

Four links will be used to provide Space Station position and attitude

information, and to provide relative position and velocity information on

other Space Colony vehicles and objects within specified volumes of concern.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) Satellite Constellatlon Link is an L-band

recelve-only navigation and tracking link. The Space Station GPS antenna must

be able to receive code tracking information from a group of four satellites

simultaneously. The antenna coverage consists of a 160 ° cone centered about

the Space Station local vertlcai2

The link would be satisfactorily served by a low gain

omnidirectional antenna. This antenna must be mounted on the Space Station in

such a way that most of the upper hemisphere is clearly visible. On this

configuration, it is mounted on the left solar panel boom.

Procurement of such an antenna is routine, and there is no

development risk involved.
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A Shuttle Rendezvous Radar link will be completed by a _r;u_sponder

onboard the Space Station, Two zransponders and t_o _<_nidtrectional antenna_

will be used for this [ink.

Rendezvous radar [inks will be used to maintain continuous position

and velocity data on vehicles that are approaching the Space Station during

the implementation of flight plans which involve docking. Similar pasition

and velocity data will be provided for vehicles that are departing, and are

within a specified range of concern. Two antennas, directed force and aft

along the velocity vector, will be used for this function; each antenna is

expected to be approximately three feet in diameter.

Multiple vehicle tracking will be accomplished by Search and Track

Radars which will maintain updated position information on vehicles at

distances as great as 2,000 km. A minimum of five antennas will be used for

this purpose, to provide coverage of the fore and aft directions along the

velocity vector. A maximum of four antennas will be used to provide complete

Coverage of a specified volume around the Space Station.

3.3.3.4 Elements/Utilities Interfaces and Mechanisms Evaluation

3.3.3.4.1 General

The central structural element of the delta truss configuration is the open

triangular structure formed by joining three flat tetratruss platforms. The

modules, solar arrays, radiators, servicing facilities, utilities and other

elements are attached to the truss structure. The modules are joined using

the strl, ctural and mechanical elements of the berthing interface mechanism as

described for the building block configuration, but the proximity of the truss

structure to the modules offers options on routing of utilities.

Much of the mechanical systems and interface study effort has focused on
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assembly of major station elements and on concepts for utilities wiring and

plumbing. A major objective is to develop concepts which are compatible with

manipulator operations and minimize EVA requirements. In some cases, more

detailed design activity will be required to fully establish practical levels

of manipulator versus EVA operations. For example, concepts for placement of

station electrical wiring using the manipulator appear practical, but limited

use of EVA for mating of connectors may avert the need for development of

sophisticated mechanisms for that limited purpose. There is a need for more

specific trade studies of EVA versus manipulator activities as well as

continued evaluation of manipulator capability and complexity of manipulator

operations versus capability of assembly mechanisms.

3.3.3.4.2 Berthin 8 Mechanism

Berthing involves use of a manipulator to achieve fina_ closure of two

spacecraft or assembly elements, thereby insuring relatively small

misalignments and contact velocities. Contact energy attenuation requirements

are low and alignment guides are sho_ter than would be required for docking

operations. The berthing interface comprises alignment guides, structural

latches, a telescoping pressure tunnel, retract/extend actuators, utilities

interconnect provisions and supporting structure. See figure 3.3.3.4-I. Note

that the delta configuration incorporates three guides to provide 120 °

indexing for station elements. Guide length of 5.75" will accommodate

expected misalignments for berthing operations. The manipulator, aided by the

alignment guides and other sensors as required, brings the interfaces within

the envelope of the combined capture/structural latches. Operation of these

six latches, located on the alignment guides, completes the structural mating

of the interface. The structural latches are sized to carry the full pressure

load and all dynamically induced loads across the interface. Within the 15"
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length of the berthing mechanism, a 6" stroke of the mating interface will be

provided by three pairs of electromechanical actuators. After structural

mating is accomplished, these actuators will be fully extended.

The telescoping pressure tunnel, shown in figure 3.3.3.4-2, is extended by

independent small electromechanical actuators. The tunnel concept

incorporates redundant pressure seals and a complete set of tunnel elements

may be extended from either side of the interface.

Truss mounting of the modules may greatly modify the requirements for the

berthing interface. If modules can be berthed first to the truss attachment

structure, the module to module interface can be simplified. Further, the

truss attachment may reduce the loads across the berthing interface, thereby

reducing structural requirements. These effects could not be evaluated in

sufficient depth to warrant changing the baseline berthing mechanism at this

time.

The size and type of utilities interconnects which must cross the berthing

interface are shown in table 3.3.3.4-I. Utilities may be routed through the

berthing interface in the same manner as for the building block

configurations. Alternately, the close proximity of th truss structure

provides the option of installing some utilities busses on the truss

structure, with independent parallel connections to the modules. This is a

natural choice for thermal control since the freon fluid and vapor busses must

be located outside the modules and the system is necessarily plumbed with this

parallel structure. The advantage of truss mounting the main supply busses is

that a module may be removed without interrupting service to the remaining

modules. Concepts for truss mounting of the electrical power and thermal

transport busses are described in the following section.
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3.3.3.4.3 Truss Mounted Utilities Interfaces

The solar arrays and Power Conditioning Modules (PCM) are installed on the

upper truss surface. Figure 3.3.3.4-3 illustrates a concept for power

distribution to the various modules. DC power is delivered from the solar

arrays to the PCM's with two pairs of #4 wire with two connectors at each end

as shown. At this point, the power is converted into three phase 400 VAC and

four distribution busses are routed from each PCM down near the base of the

truss structure where the modules are located. These 4 busses are connected

to a main distribution four bus system which is attached to and encircles the

truss structure. Each module is then connected to these main distribution

busses. Each module will contain four distribution busses for redundancy.

Only two busses will be activated as supply busses at a given time. All

connections within the AC power distribution circuit will be made with

contactless (inductive) connectors. Installation of the power distribution

system need not involve stringing wire. Prior JSC study efforts proposed use

of cable trays which could be attached to the truss elements with simple

push-on clamps. Cable runs longer than the Orbiter PLB could be accommodated

with folding cable tray assemblies. Many details remain to be worked, but

placement of the power distribution system using the manipulator does not

appear impractical. EVA may be more attractive for connecting the various

elements.

Details of the thermal transport concept are less well developed. Freon fluid

and vapor busses must be connected from the truss mounted radiators to the

various modules. Schematically, the concept is the same as for power

dictr_bution. Fluid and vapor lines will be routed from the radiators to main

busses which are attached to and encircle the truss structure near the

locatio_ of the modules. Each module will be independently connected to the
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main busses, therefore, removal of a module will not interrupt service to the

other modules. A typical module connection arrangement is shown in figure

3.3.3.4-4. Precharged line segments will be mounted to the truss structure

and connected to form the thermal transport system. Use of tubing trays which

easily attach to the truss structure may simplify the placement process but

many connections must be made and verified. Significant EVA, or manipulator

assisted EVA, may be required.

3.3.3.4.4 Element-to-Truss Attachment

Large elements must be attached to the truss structure at the nodes, where

significant loads can be tolerated. The nodes will be designed to accept

quick operating push in (pip pin) connectors and more sophisicated connectors

capable of withstanding higher tensile loading. For low mass items such as

cable trays, simple push on clamps which attach directly to the truss elements

(approximately two-lnch diameter tubing) may be adequate.

Each special truss attachment requirement must be worked in detail. Prior JSC

studies identified several practical attachment concepts, including multiple

tripod arrangements for attaching modules (or the OTV). For this study, a

tripod module attachment scheme was evaluated for the purpose of weight

estimation. Four tripods are employed, with each of the 12 legs attached to a

truss node. Four lightweight retention fittings, which interface with the

standard trunnions used to mount the module in the PLB, are attached to the

upper ends of the tripods. Estimated weight for this concept is 0.5% of the

attached module weight, so an attachment weight penalty of 0.5% of the weight

of all elements attached to the truss was assessed.

The number of nodes available for attachment is quite limited, so detailed

design of attachment concepts will be an important process, and one which may

influence slight modifications in station element placement.
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Certain nodes are exposed in the packaged condition of the truss. These nodes

are ideal for attachment, prior to deployment, of one or more manipulator

grapple fixtures to facilitate assembly.

3.3.3.4.5 Maniyulator Systems

The Space Station manipulator will be the standard Orbiter RMS unless further

detailed evaluation of the assembly process establishes the need for greater

reach capability. The RMS shoulder will be mounted to a berthing interface

mechanism modified to accommodate RMS power and ocntrol utilities only.

Through the berthing interface, the manipulator may be 3rationed at any

available berthing port. A special manipulator berthing port will be mounted

to the side truss structure in optimum position to support station assembly

and to service the O_ 9angar. The growth configuration includes two

additional manipulators identical to the first. A second special manipulator

berthing port will be added at the opposite end of the side truss structure in

position to service added hangar elements. The third manipulato_ will be

stationed at a lower berthing port for use in the satellite servicing area.

3.3.3.4.6 Hangar and Satellite Servicing Mechanisms

The OMV and OTV hangars will be constructed inside the triangular truss

structure. The satellite servicing area, located beneath the modules,

comprises beams attached to the truss structure. The beams, representative of

the Orbiter PLB longerons and keel, will incorporate lightweight Orbiter

payload retention fittings which mate with standard t_unnion fittings on large

satellite elements. The OMV and OTV hangars will include similar beam

assemblies.

Utilities will be brought to the service/storage facilities from the main

utilities busses, as for modules.
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The OMV and OTV hangar doors will be provided with conventional hinge, latch,

and drive mechanisms. The satellite servicing area does not include doors.

3.3.3.5 Thermal Control Concept Evaluation

3.3.3.5.1 Introduction

Engineering evaluation considerations during this study were:

Vehicle thermal environment (i.e., view factors, blockage, heato

fluxes)

o

o

Radiator area requirements

Orbiter impacts

o Design complexity

o Verification complexity

o Surface contamination sensitivity

o Hardware commonality

o Technology status

The following discussions will present a system overview and will assess how

well the delta vehicle configuration satisfies these factors.

3.3.3.5.2 System Overview

The candidate Active Thermal Control Subsystem [ATCS), schematically

illustrated by figure 3.3.3.5--I, is a hybrid design concept that maximizes the

use of local thermal control for individual station modules and satisfies the

re_ainlng thermal control requirements with a centralized system. Each

station module will contain a heat collection a_d transport system similar in

function to the Shuttle Orbiter cabin design (i.e., a pumping system,

coldplates, heat exchangers, plumbing lines and flow control valves). These

individual station 2odule systems will be integrated with a central transport
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system. In addition, each station module will have heat pipe space radiators

(operating at about 70°F) integrated with the module meteroid protection

shield. The size of these radiators will vary from _odule to module depending

on surface area availability considering docking ports, windows, thermal

blockage, etc.

When waste heat in a station module ex-eeds its thermal capacity, the excess

heat will be transferred to a central collection and transport circuit for

delivery to a central truss-mounted deployed radiator attached immediately

above the station modules. A separate high temperature radiator (operating at

about 160°F) will be attached to the truss near the solar array to reject

electrical power system waste heat from the regenerative fuel cells and

electrolysis units. Because the transport circuit (or "thermal bus") uses a

two-phase working fluid that transfers heat by evaporation and condensation

rather than by sensible heat changes of a single phase coolant, it operates at

a constant temperature over the entire length of the loop. Furthermore, this

"thermal bus" is capable of transporting large thermal loads over long

distances with pumping requirements that are very small compared to single

phase fluid systems. Table 3.3.3.5-I summarizes the IOC weight and power

estimates for the candidate ATCS concept.

A vehicle thermal system design which judiciously aFplies thermal coatings,

vacuum type insulations, isolators, and heaters will be selected for those

systems and elements which are not integrated into the ATCS. The system will

be selected to minimize the addition of electrical heat for thermal control

purposes. The systems which appear to required such a design, at this time,

are the communications (antennas), propulsion remote manipulator, and control
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Tab]e 3.3.3.5-1. lOC Active Therma] Contro]
SubsystemCharacteristics

STATION ELEMENT

C/C I

LAB 1

LAB2

HAB 1

L_ 1

MODULE*

TRUSS

POWER
SYSTEM
TRUSS**

TOTALS

WEIGHT (LBS)

DRY WET

1,345

2,62!

1,803

2,452

485

6,113

3,057

1,465

2,945

2,002

2,591

514

6,243

3,187

i l

18,947

i

POWER (KW)

0.33

0.89

0.52

0.33

0.06

0.22

0.16

2.51

*TRUSS-MOUNTED RADIATORS AND ASSOCIATED TRANSPORT SYSTEM LOCATED
ADJACENT TO STATION MODULES.

**TRUSS-MOUNTED RADIATORS AND ASSOCIATED TRANSPORT SYSTEM LOCATED
ADJACENT TO SOLAR ARRAY.
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moment gyros. Heater_ in these systems will eliminate thermostats and their

inherent failure modes by using sensors to feed software logic for heater

control.

An insulation/coating system will be selected for the habitable areas and

power generation systems which compliments the active heat rejection systems.

Insulations and coatings will be applied to unpressurized areas such as the

satellite service structure, OMV and OTV hangars in order to bound the thermal

environments within the payloads design envelopes thereby minimizing operation

of the payload thermal/control systems and station power requirements.

The solar inertial orientation of the delta configuration and the solar

shading provided _v the solar panels provides an opportunity to apply thermal

surface treatments with the potential for minimal degradation and

refurbishment. Treated metal finishes (alodined or anodized) can be selected

with a wide range of eanlssivities (0. i0 to 0.72) for those surfaces which do

not receive direct solar energy. Some controls and dynamics approaches being

considered will result in long term solar exposure on portions of the station

elements. These elements, such as the radiators, will require low solar

ab_orptivlty (_) and high emissivity (_) coatings which cannot be achieved

with the treated metals since the absorptivity tends to increase with

emissivity.

The insulation system is envisioned as similar to the high performance

multilayer insulation design applied to the Orbiter vehicle except having as

many as 20 layers of organizally coated aluminized film as opposed to the I0

layers in the Orbiter design. This would result in a weight of approximately

0.25 pounds per square foot including mesh separators, attachments, venting

provisions, and cover material. The insulation weight for the delta IOC and

growth configurations are 5,300 and 12,425 pounds respectively.
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Local protection from RCS engines plume heating will be required. The extent

of the protection and its impact on design will depend on engine firing

requirements.

The propellant tanks of the monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system will be

individually mounted on the command module and each will be maintained within

temperature limits through passive thermal control. For the hot environment,

each tank (3.5 foot diameter) will be maintained below its upper temperature

limit by use of insulation and an appropriate coating. For the cold

environment, each tank and the fuel distribution system will be maintained

above its lower limit by the use of insulation and heaters. The heater

wattage needed for this purpose is shown in table 3.3.3.5-2.

Preliminary design indicates that the 25 pound thrusters will be placed in

clusters of 12 thrusters each and will be mounted on the command module next

to the propellant tanks. Passive thermal control of the thrusters and their

feedllnes will be achieved through insulation of the cluster and the use of

heaters for the engines and lines. Heater wattage needed is shown in table

3.3.3.5-2.

The thermal control heaters fo_ the propulsion system are sized based on a

50% duty cycle.

TABLE 3.3.3.5-2

PROPULSION SYSTEM HEATER REQUIREMENTS

TANKS & FUEL DISTRIBUTION

CONFIGURATION

THRUSTERS & FEEDLINES

# TANKS TOTAL AREA HEATERS # THRUSTERS HP_ETERS

FT WATTS WATTS

- IOC 8 308 862 24 960

_- GROWTH 12 462 1293 48 1,920
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The passive thermal control design of the antennas is similar to that of the

Orbiter Ku-band antenna. Each electronics box will be of minimal thickness

with the electronics mounted directly to a cold plate radiator located on the

large face of the box. The box will be covered with silvered teflon with an

absorptance/emittance (_/_)= .13/.8 . The radiator area for each electronic

box and internal heat generation for each different type of antenna is shown

in table 3.3.3.5.-3. Also shown in this table is the heater wattage needed in

each electronic package to keep the electronics above their minimum

temperature.

The heater wattage needed to maintain the gyros, gimbals, and comparator of

the S/Ku-band steerable dishes above their minimum temperatures are shown also

in table 3.3.3.5-3. The heaters for maintaining minimum temperatures are

sized based on a 50% duty cycle. Antenna heater operation will only occur

when the antenna is off two hours or more.
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3.3.3.5.3 Technical Evaluation

3.3.3.5.3.1 The_.____alEnvironment

The Delta Space Station configuration orbits in an attitude with the solar

array inertially pointed towards the sun. This results in the majority of the

station structural elements being shaded from the sun by the solar array

throughout the orbit. As a consequence of this, thermal coating performance

(solar absorptance/infrared emittance) of :hese shaded elements need not be

optimal. However, modules and radiators in close proximity will exchange heat

through radiation so IR optical properties would be tailored to properly

balance the system.

Orbital average incident thermal flux levels at Beta = O* are shown for the

delta configuration in figure 3.3.3.5.2. Analysis was accomplished at the 0 °

Beta due to previous studies having shown that increased Beta angles, up to

52°,.did not appreciably alter incident flux level averages for this

configuration. Quantities for the moaules are indicative of the flux levels

on the areas where body-mounted radiators would likely be placed; that is, on

50% of the module circumference away from the trusswork. Fluxes given for the

hangar are for the exposed ends only.

As shown, flux levels on most elements are relatively low, enhancing the

capability for waste heat rejection. However, one co_mand/control module will

have a large amount of incident solar flux impinging on a portion of its

surface, so a low (4/_) thermal coating would be required.

Average form factors to space, usin E the previously mentioned assumptions, are

shown in figure 3.3.3.5-3. The difference between these factors and a factor

of 1.0 gives an indication of the amount of blockage a surface receives from

other structures. The high view factors indicated in figure 3.3.3.5-3, along

with low environmental thermal fluxes, imply little blockage and good
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capability for heat rejection to space for exposed radiator areas.

Since body-mounted radiators are assumed to be encompassing only the most

favorable 50% of a module surface, sensitivity to interaction with othe_

modules and structure is reduced, especially with a "thermos bottle" type

insulation system. Placement of planar radiators on the truss surface implies

single-slded heat rejection, though some backside heat rejection may be

desirable from the module radiators to maintain the hangar internal

temperature within a required range.

Areas internal to the Delta truss structure will be thermally influenced by

the back surface of the solar array which will be operating at approximately

150°F to 170°F during the sunlit portion of the orbit. The array should cool

to -75°F during the night portion.

During buildup of the delta configuration, the solar arrays should be placed

to shade the modules and deployed radiators from the sun in order to prevent

excessive incident thermal fluxes. If this is done, the IOC and growth

versions of the station should have similar thermal characteristics.

3.3.3.5.3.2 Radiator Areas

Radiator area requirements initially were defined for body-mounted radiators

(integrated with station module meteoroid protective shields) to determine

heat rejection capabilities for each station module. In general, the

effectiveness of the body-mounted radiators is excellent since blockage from

surrounding vehicle elements is almost nonexistent as discussed in paragraph

3.3.3.5.3.1. However, it was assumed that 50% of the cylindrical station

module wall area was not available for radiators due to interfacing structure

with the truss. As a result, body-mounted radiators reject about 30% of the

station total waste heat as summarized in Table 3.3.3.5-4.
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Truss-mounted one-slded radiator panels were sized to reject the balance of

the vehicle waste heat not accommodated by the body-mounted radiators. For

IOC, truss-mounted radiators wit_1 a total radiating area of 3,641 ft 2 are

required to reject the balance of the station module heat loads. A separate

set of truss-mounted radiators (operating at about 160°F) are located near the

solar array to provide electrical power system heat rejection. Area

requirements for the power system radiators are 1,325 ft 2
• For the growth

station, the truss-mounted radiators for the station modules increase to

6,216 ft 2 and to 2,639 ft 2 for the power system•

The aforementioned radiators were sized to reject the total vehicle waste heat

load. Past studies have shown that the use of a thermal storage phase change

material can further reduce area requirements when large temperature

transients are encountered. These transients normally result from widely

varying environmental heat fluxes and/or internally generated vehicle waste

heat. For this study, the power system radiators were selected to illustrate

the _otentlal application of thermal storage.

Because of the difference in day/nlght times and the difference in

effic_cncles between the fuel cell modules and the electrolysis modules, the

night time heat load for the power system is much greater than the day time

heat load. As mentioned, if part of the night time heat can be stored in a

phase change material for rejection during the day time, the power system

radiator area can be reduced further. One candidate for a phase change
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thermal storage material for the regenerative fuel cell heat rejection system

is Barium Hydroxide Octahydrate. Its density is 136 lb/ft 3, melting point is

172°F, and latent heat is 129 btu/Ib.

Preliminary analysis shows that the use of 394 lb. of this phase change

material would reduce the required remote radiator area by about 50%*.

Required radiator area and capability and applied heating loads w_thout and

with thermal storage are shown in figures 3.3.3.5-4 and 3.3.3.5-5

respectively. Although the weight of the phase change naterial and associated

hardware will probably be equivalent to the radiator weight reduction, other

design considerations such as view factors and blockage may still favor the

use of thermal storage material. In addition, a thermal storage approach

permits a non-artlculated radiator to be a viable station option,

(* Power system waste heat characteristics used in the thermal storage

evaluation were not the same as used in the final radiator sizes documented

earlier; however, the general conclusions reached and relative savings

demonstrated are valid.)
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3.3.3.5.3.3. Orbiter Thermal Control Impacts

Potential Orbiter thermal design impacts exist for the main landing gear dump

valve and strut actuators for all docked attitudes on the delta configuration.

The Orbiter attitudes are currently constrained to prevent exc, eding the lower

pwerformance limit of -35°F for these components. A preliminary pre-entry

heater design exists which would eliminate the constraint.

While the Shuttle Orbiter is docked to the station, heat rejection from the

Orbiter radiators is reduced about 15% due to blockage from surrounding

station element_. This reduction is considered acceptable since the Orbiter

probably will be powered down the majority of the time.

3.3.3.5.3.4. Design Complexity

The primary design complexity involves the launch packaging on-orbit

construction and activation of the truss-mounted radiators. This operation

will require RMS to:

I. Remove radiator contact heat exchanger modules and radiator elements

from the Orbiter payload bay

2. Install contact heat exchanger modules on the station truss,

3. "Plug in" radiator elements into the contac_ heat exchanger. EVA

support probably will be required to make final fluid llne connections.

3.3.3.5.3.5 Verification Complexity

Component level verification should follow that of previous programs with the

possible exception of life cycle tests. Items which fall into this category

are insultatlons, coatings, heater system components, and fluid distribution

system components. These tests with the possible exception of the heat pipe

radiators do not appear any more complex than those of past programs.

The question of verification complexity in the thermal area arises from
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verification of the integrated thermal control design of the Space Station.

The recommended approach is to baseline ground thermal testing of typical

elements and interfaces based on design commonality (to the fullest extent

possible) supplemented by Orbiter in-bay or deployed testing of items such as

heat pipe radiators requiring unique environments. Testing during the Space

Station buildup would be limited to checkout type tests.

Since the thermal veri_icatlon approach is not highly configuration dependent,

additional discussion is presented in the Subsystem Definition Section,

section 4.2.

3.3.3.5.3.6 Surface Contamination

Contamination of thermal control surfaces resulting from RCS engine plume

impingement and other effluent sources can be accommodated in the thermal

system design and selection of materials. As discussed previously, the Delta

configuration provides the potential for material selectior with minimum

dependence on solar absorptivity properties and which in most cases woald

require a high emissivity valve. In general, contamination tends to increase

the emissivity. The location of the solar panels and radiators with respect

to the RCS system appears to provide adequate protection.

3.3.3.5.3.7 Delta TCS Commonality

o Within Space Station

The delta Space Station configuration is an inherently symmetrical structure

with the habitat and lab modules being arranged symmetrically about one apex.

This results in similar thermal environments being imposed on both strings of

modules when averaged over the Beta angle cycle throughout an orbital year.

This similitude of external influences permits a design of the thermal control

subsystem that will be closely replicated from module to module. The primary

D
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variables will be the amount of internal equipment requiring thermal zontrol

and the consolidated heat load to be rejected from each module.

Most modules will use the same hardware architecture for passive (coatings,

insulation) and active (heat acquisition, transport, utilization, rejection)

thermal control. The possible exceptions to this will be the command control

medules which are not mounted adjacent to a planar truss surface and which

have higher incident solar flux. A dedicated, deployed radiator would not be

feasible at their location so the thermal load must be assumed by other

modules or be transported to a radiator location on one of the truss faces.

The impact of this would be dependent upon the amount of load-sharing

capability or thernlal bus utilization that was designed into the system

initially.

Power system thermal control elements will also experience similar thermal

environments so the TCS design will be duplicated as the power requirements

expand. Design duplication will in general, also be inherent in the TCS of

antennas and RCS engine moduels.

o Commonality with platform

Specific thermal control system hardware components (insulation, cold plates,

heat exchangers, radiators, etc) from the delta Space Station could readily be

incorporated into a free-flylng platform. Basic thermal bus architecture

would also remain the same or similar if the platform were to require a large

thermal control capacity. The greatest divergence from the Space Station TCS

would be in heat rejection. If a module concept i- utilized in the platform,

module-mounted radiators would most probably be used. However, a deployed

auxiliary radiator surface may be required to be articulated, depending upon

the platform orbital attitude. If the articulation of radiators is required,

a fluid swivel or thermal slip ring, which is not requisite for delta Space
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Station heat rejection must be developed.

The utilization of high performance thermal coatings could be more critical on

the platform than on the d=lta station. This is assuming that the platform is

not oriented inertially towards the sun and is not the same configuration as

the station, thereby allowing greater solar impingement on associated

structural elements. The d_gree of thermal coating performance is dependent

upon the actual platform configuration and orbital attitude.

3.3.3.5.3.8 Technology Assessment

No vehicle unique technology requirements were identified. The on-golng OAST

sponsored thermal technology program is furthe_ discussed in section 4.2.2.8.

3.3.3.6 Power System Evaluation

3.3.3.6.1 Introduction

The Power System consists of three subsystems: Energy Conversion Subsystem

(ECS), Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS), and Power Management and Distribution

subsystem (PMAD). Foc the Delta Truss configuration, the power system was

designed to supply an average of 75 KW at IOC and 150 KW for the growth

station phase. The system was designed with the following groundrules:

I. Ten year operational life was a design goal used for the various

components.

2. A modular buildup scheme was used where practical.

3. Module changeouts were permitted to achieve the I0 year operational

llfe of the components and the extended life of the station.

4. EVA was minimized for buildup but was not prohibited.

5. A two hour period was baselined for a._ emergency energy storage

sizing criteria, This Jot u allow for the loss of one complete charging

cycle.
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6. Some off axis pointing was allowed to account for the flight attitude

of the truss. As a result, the arra_ size was increased by approximately 10%.

3.3.3.6.2 System Overview

The ECS solar array for the delta truss will occupy one face of the triangle.

The array will be attached to the truss which provides structural support.

The array will be launched in a box-like container, attached to one edge of

the truss, and then deployed. The blanket will be attached to the face of the

truss. The initial truss area only accommodates enough solar array to satisfy

IOC power requirements. Additional truss will be added to accommodate the

solar array area necessary to satisfy the growth station power requirements.

The ESS/PMAD module will be located at one edge of the truss adjacent to the

array. It will be attached so that the thermal control radiators can be

mounted on one side of the module. Since the station is solar oriented, the

array and radiators are fixed in a single posicion. The PMAD equipment is

located in this module and only high voltage, high frequency AC power is

transmitted to the other parts of the station. The basic arrangement is

illustrated in figure 3.3.3.6.2-I.

A breakdown of the weights is shown in tabie 3.3.3.6.2.-I. It was assumed

that the truss weight is not chargeable to the ECS solar array.

The delta truss configuration provides a very convenient installation location

for the solar array. With this configuration =he mast will not be utilized.

However, a mechanism will be provided to deploy the array (a cable/pulley

arrangement may be used). The other parts of the array are common to all

configurations, i.e., the box, blanket, wire guides, etc. (see figure

3.3.3.6.2-2. Also, some means of attaching the blanket to the truss will have

to be developed. This should not be a major problem but will have to be

considered.
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Table 3.3.3.6.2-1.

SOLAR ARRAY (ECS]

IOC

Growth

REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL (ESS)

IOC

Growth

PMAD

ESS/PMAD Module

Habitat Module

Logisi;cs Module

Laboratory Module

Command/Control Module

Delta Truss Power System Characteristics

Weight (Ibs) Area (ft2)

5,469 18,229

10,937 36,458

Weight (Ibs)

3,967

7,933

Weight (lbs)

210

362

221

372

1,978

Volume (ft3)

1.34

6.70

3.53

6.56

23.64
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The delta wlll not always fly with the array perpendicular to the solar vector

and therefore, the size was increased by roughly !0%. This was done to

minimize the control propellants required and to allow more freedom in c.g.
control.

Fromonly a solar array perspective, the truss provides a very convenient

structure for mounting a solar array.

4V"

3.3.3.6.3 Technical Evaluation

The following items should be considered for the delta truss configuration:

I. The array for this design will be about 10% larger than for a totally

solar oriented station.

2. Since there are no moving joints, the structure associated with the

array will be minimized. Note that there will be no moving electrical or

fluid joints.

3. This configuration would be very compatible with a solar dynamic

system that might be available in the future. The truss might also serve as a

mounting platform for GaAs concentrator arrays. However, concentrator arrays

require precise solar orientation of ± 2°.

4. The arrays are located such that shadowing and plume impingement

problems should be minimized.

5. The power will be transmitted approximately 125 feet from the

ECS/PMAD module to the station modules. Thls cable will have to be installed

after the truss is erected.

6. If the station were to fly in a gravity gradient mode, then some

power would still be available.

7. The ESS/PMAD module is located adjacent to the array to minimize the

distance that the DC power must be transmitted.

8. Since all the power system components are mounted externally, EVA's

will probably be required for module changeout.
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9. The ESS composed of RDC's does not comply with the man-rated

redundancy specification until the third ESS/PMAD module is installed.

3.3.4 Operation Evaluation

3.3.4.1 CGnfiguration Design Considerations

3.3.4.1.I Separation from the Space Station

The location of the docking ports (2) on the 1OC of the Delta Space Station

are illustrated in figure 3.2.4.1-i. The solar inertial attitude utilized by

the delta requires that its solar arrays always face the sun. The separation

sequence described in section 4.11, when applied to the velocity and radius

vectors, represents a sequence entirely feasible for the delta configuration.

The only specific requirements is that time mu_t be allowed for the delta to

rotate such that its ports are on or near the one of the two respective axes

prior to initiation of the sequence.

3.3.4.1.2 Return to the Space Station

The return scenario to the inertially stabilized delta configuration may be

accomplished using any of the _pproach techniques described in section 4.11.

However, the farmost choice would be the inertial approach. Also, allowing

for sufficient rotation of the delta station and its ports would make

approaches along _he velocity or radius vectors feasible as shown in figure

3.3.4.1-I. However, this would imply additional timing and lighting

constraints.

Additional concerns may arise from the delta configuration due to the two

ports being located essentially side by side. If two vehicles are to be

docked simultaneously to the station, clearance may become a problem during

the separation or approach for the last of the two vehicles to leave to

arrive. Placing the two vehicles in a "nose-to-nose" orientation may

alleviate the problem. Al_o, the capability to rotate the ports may be
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desirable. However, in the case of a single vehicle leaving or arriving at

the station, clearance from the station itself does not appear to be a

problem.

3.3.4.2 RMS Reach Capability

An integral subsystem of the Space Station will be one or more manipulators

remotely operated and used to perfrom a variety of operations. Some of the

more critical requirements of _ station manipulator will be station assembly,

module removal, OMV/OTV berthing in the hangar area, deployment of the OM_.'/OTV

from the hangar area, as an aid to OMV, OTV, and satellite servicing, and

possibly as an aid to Orbiter/statlon berthing. The analysis conducted in

support of this document emphasized the use of the current Shuttle RMS to the

maximum extent possible for assembly of the delta concept. A "special"

station manipulator was considered only for those operations which exceeded

the reach capability of the Shuttle RM_.

The RMS analysis was performed using the _MS Desk Top Planing (RPS) developed

for RMS mission planning activities and used to define RMS payload handling

capabilities and procedures for STS missions. The program was updated and

modified to include the delta configuration.

The manipulator analysis included herein, is based on a kinematic model of the

RMS in that no rigid or flexible body dynamics are included. This limitation,

however, does not invalidate the feasibility of using the RMS for station

assembly since all modules handled are within the weight and inertia limits

verified for standard RMS operations. The study results are based on the

current RMS control algorithms and software and verify the reach capability as

well as the maneuver path for the RMS. The simulation also checks for

singularities and joint reach limits. In summary, all maneuvers studied for

the Delta configuration assembly sequence should be valid with the exception
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of possible crew visibility constraints. RMS operator eye-point and CCTV

views can also be generated using the RPS simulation, and these results will

be reported in future documentation.

In performing the kinematic analysis to assess the RMS capability to remove

station modules from the Orbiter payload bay and assemble the station, the

following assumptions were used.

I. Truss structure is assembled prior to module deployment.

2. Port and starboard RMS's are available

3. Once the C/C module and an interface module are attache_ to the

truss structure, all remaining construction using the Orbiter RHS's will be

accomplished with the Orbiter firmly docked to the Space Station.

4. Grapple fixture location and orientation are identical on all

modules of the same type.

5. Payload bay locations consider only RMS reach capability and not

Orbiter e.g. restrictions.

The similarity in the module arrangement G, the Delta configuration to that of

the blg "T" results in essentially the same assembly scenario as described in

section 3.4.4.2 for the big "T." The only e_ception is that preliminary

analysls indicates there Is no single location available for a station

manipulator (SH) such that the logistics module, the last two interface

modules and tunnel can be maneuvered into place. In general, the reach

analysis of a station manipulator on the Delta configuration is complicated by

the double truss arrangement forming the sides of the Delta to which the

modules are attached. Future analysis will attempt to define an optimum

single location for the SM which can accommodate station assembly and

operations.
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3.3.5 Safety Accommodations

The safety accommodations provided for the IOC Phase (Phase I) were used for

the basic concept evaluation since this was considered the most critical with

respect to crew safety. In the growth phase, volume available increases the

time of reaction to a leak of approximately 1.0 hours (see paragraph 3.3.5.5).

Otherwise, the comments are applicable to both Phase I and Phase IV.

3.3.5.1 General

The Delta truss configuration does not appear to present any constraints to

meeting the requirements for crew safety, assuming the requirements speclfled

in Books 3 and 6 of the Space Station Configuration documents are observed.

3.3.5.2 All Habl able Modules (Habitat, Laboratories, Interface and C/C)

E_ress Capabili_.__

Dual egress paths from each module are incorporated. A backup command and

control facility will be in the Habitat Module.

3.3.5.2.1 Logistics Module

Book 3 Systems Requirements and Characteristics specifically exempts the

logistics module from the "two or more entry/egress paths." The logistics

module has only one egress path, the risk to a crewmember occupying this

volume during the occurrence of an accident forcing evacuation of the volume

could probably be reduced =u an acceptable level by proper locatlon of

equipment, adequate materials coptrolp elimination of potential ignition

sources, and maintenance of adequate traverse clearsnce during operations in

the module.
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3.3.5.3 Enclosure of High-Pressure or Razardous Fluid Tanks

The logistics module will be divided into a pressurized section and an

unpressurized section. High pressure and hazardous fluids will be transported

in the unpressurized section to avoid the possibility of fluids propagating

into other modules or cause overpressurlzation of one or more modules. The

separation distance of various tanks has not been defined.

3.3.5.4 Isolation of Modules after Accident Occurrence

One problem that arises from the provision of dual egress routes from a

habitable module is the complexity of the process of sealing off that module

after such things as a spill of a toxic fluid. This suggests the desirability

of a self-contained environmental control circulation system for modules such

as the laboratories to minimize the potential for cross-contamination of

modules while the hatches at each end of the contaminated module are being
closed.

3.3.5.5 Reaction Time after Occurrence of a Leak

The Safety Division position, with respect to hatch management, is that all

hatches should be normally open to create ease of transit from module to

module, reduce the wear on hatch mechanisms, prevent hatch opening

difficulties because of small pressure differentials, and maintain the maximum

volume for bleed down in case of a leak. Of these reasons, the last is

probably most significant, considering the large n,,mber of sealing surfaces

and the increased potential for a leak. In the IOC configuration of the

Delta, a rough calculation of the time to react to the occurrence of a leak

equivalent to a one-lnch diameter hole would slightly less than 30 minutes,

assuming a 95 percent efficient orifice, an occupancy of 25% solids in the

station, and a reduction of pressure from 14 to 9.1 psia. If a leak detector
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sufficiently accurate to determine the module containing the leak is

available, this should allow adequate time to react to the occurrence by

evacuating and sealing off the affected module.

3.3.5.6 EVA Operations

The RCS package locations were not specified and no evaluation of their effect

on EVA operations was possible. The structural approach should be readily

adaptable to the provision of EVA traverse and work station restraints.

3.3.5.7 Repair and Reactivation of Modules after an Accident

Adequate airlock provisions are provided to allow Intervehicular Activity

(IVA) suited reentry into a module that has been isolated because of an

accident to perform necessary repair or reconfiguration to permit continued

use of the module.

3.3.5.8 Multiple Orbiter Docking Ports

The ability to dock with and access the Orbiter from various volumes of the

Space Station is acceptable.

3.3.6 Cc_t Evaluation

3.3.6.1 Oroundrules and Assumptions

The following groundrules and assumptions were used in the cost analysis for

the Delta conflguratlno:

o The Space Station Cost Model (SSCM) developed by Planning Research

Corporation (PRC) was used to develop hardware and system level costs.

o The concept was treated as one work package.

o The IOC conflgutation only was costed.

o No learning was assumed.

o No explicit reserve was included.
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o No STS flight costs were included

o Subsystem costs were allocated to the modules on the basis of weight.

o Costs are expressed in millions of 1984 constant year dollars. Since

SSCM outputs costs in 19825, the inflation adjustment was made using the EASA

R&D inflation index (1.175 for 1982 to 1984 dollars).

o Program level costs (including fee) were included using the Code B

factors.

o Complexity factors considered to be 1.0 except the following:

o Closed loop ECLS was costed using the open loop ECLS CER with 1.6

complexity factor. Factor based on CDG trade study.

o Berthing and docking adapter used a 0.8 complexity factor and used

the ASTP adapter as an analogy.

o Complexity factor of 0.6 used for fuel cell based on JSC analysis.

o GSE complexity factor of 0.8 was used, based on CDG cost estimate.

3.3.6.2 Presentation of Results

Figure 3.3.6-I presents the results of the SSCM for the Delta approach. The

model computes the DDT&E and the first unit costs. The costs shown are f_r

one of each Space Station module or element (i.e., hab module, boom array,

etc.) Therefore, figure 3.3.6-I does not show the total cost of the station.

Figure 3.3.6-2 presents the DDT&E and First Unit Costs after being spread to

the different modules. The three parts to this figure present cost spreads by

module for DDT&E, Production, and total costs. As with the previous figure,

the costs shown for the production phase are for the first unit of each of the

modules.

Figure 3.f.6-3 presents the summary of the costs by quantities and types of

modules that comprise the IOC c_nfiguration. The first two cost columns recap
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SUBSfSTEM

FIG. 3.3.6-2A

COSTSUMMARY-DELTACONCEPT

DOTEPH..SE

SUBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF 84 SS)

TOTALS CIC HAS LAB IMI Aft. TRS OMV TNL LOG

STRUCTURE 576 69 III 63 78 56 73 39 44 43

•.PRESSURIZED 2!9 24 43 24 30 30 0 0 44 24

•.SECONDARY 257 43 65 34 17 17 43 21 0 18

.._DCK& BERTH 21 I I 5 6 6 0 0 0 I

..MECR'ISMS BO 1 I I 24 3 31 18 0 I

THERMAL 105 24 I) 57 0 n II 0 0 0

6 N & C 159 II 2 2 bB 77 0 0 0 0

..ELECTRONICS 117 9 2 2 55 50 0 0 0 0

..CMG 40 0 0 0 13 27 0 0 0 0

..MAGTORQUERS 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

POWER 95 5 3 3 0 0 81 n 0 2

..SOLARARRAY 24 _ 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0

..BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

..CONO& REG 14 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 2

..FUELCELL 57 0 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0

COMM & DATA 197 B9 24 17 3 3 57 4 0 I

ECLSS 250 g2 77 29 0 0 0 0 0 52
CREWPROV 3_ 3 35 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

THROUGHPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SUSTOFAL 1429 301 264 171 149 136 ,.2 43 44 98

SYS TEST HOWE I189 251 220 142 124 113 185 36 37 82

INT ASSY,&C/O ial 34 30 19 17 15 25 5 5 II

SYS TEST DPN 587 124 log 70 61 56 91 IB IB 40

@R SPT EQMT 468 99 87 56 49 44 73 14 15 32

SYS ENGR & INT 327 69 60 39 34 31 51 I0 I0 22
PROG_GMT _ '

_4, 51 45 29 25 23 38 7 7 17
..................................................

TOTAL 4401 928 814 527 458 419 685 132 137 302

PRO6 SPT {14X)

RBT & IWT (5%)

FEE (BZ)

TOTAL

616 130 114 74 64 59 96 IB 19 42
_c

.J1 53 46 30 2b 24 39 B 8 17

421 89 78 50 44 40 66 13 13 29

5690 1200 1053 681 592 541 885 171 177 391
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FIG. 3.3.6-2B

COSTSUNDRY- I)ELTACONCEPT

FIRSTUNIT - PROD PHASE

{_ .',

: /

SUBSYSTEM

SUBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF B4 $$)

TOTALS C/C HAB LAB IMI AIL TRS OMV TWL L06

STRUCTURE 407 63 114 64 38 34 16 11 9 57

..PRESSURIZED 278 49 96 49 13 13 0 0 9 49

..SECONDARY 44 7 11 6 3 3 8 4 0 3

..DOCK _ BERTH 2g 3 3 5 8 8 0 0 O 3

..MECH'ISMS 56 4 4 4 14 11 8 8 O 3
THERMAL BO 18 16 31 1 O 21 0 O 1

G N & C 74 8 1 1 33 32 0 0 0 0

..ELECTRONICS 46 2 1 1 25 17 O 0 0 0

..CM6 23 0 0 0 8 15 0 0 0 0

..RAG TOROUERS 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS 2 2 O O 0 O 0 0 0 O

POWER 71 3 3 3 O O 60 0 O 2

..SOLARARRAY 45 O 0 0 0 0 45 0 O 0

.,BATTERIES 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 O 0

..COND& RE6 11 3 3 3 0 O 0 0 0 2

..FUEL CELL 15 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0

COl'lfl& DATA 91 40 14 12 I 2 18 4 O 1
ECLSS 147 52 48 24 O 0 0 0 O 23

CREWPROV 24 3 19 2 0 O 0 0 O O

THROUGHPUT 0 O 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0
..................................................

SUBTOTAL 905 189 215 137 73 6B 114 15 9 85

SYSTESTHOWE 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O O

INT,ASSY,&C/O 100 2[ 24 15 8 7 13 2 I 9
SYSTESTOPN 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 0

fir SPTEGMT 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0

SYSENBR& INT 6B 14 I6 10 5 5 9 1 1 6

PRO6RBIIT 84 17 20 13 7 6 11 I [ O

TOTAL 1156 241 275 175 93 86 146 19 12 108

PRO6SPT (14%)

MGT & INT (5%)

FEE (8&)

TQTALUNIT

162 34 38 25 13 12 20 3 2 15
66 14 16 i0 5 5 B 1 1 6

111 23 26 17 9 B 14 2 I 10
....................................................

1494 311 355 227 121 112 IB9 24 16 140
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FTG. 3.3.6-2C

COST SUMMARY-DELTACONCEPT

DOTE + FIRST UNIT

i."

SUBSYS COST (MILLIONSOF 84 $1)

SUBSYSTEM TOTALS CiC HAS LAB IN! AIL TR$ ONV TNL L06

STRUCTURE 983 132 225 127 116 91 89 _ 54 104)

• .PRESSURIZED 497 72 140 72 43 43 0 0 54 72

..SECONDARY 301 50 76 40 20 20 51 24 0 20

..D_K & BERTH _ 4 4 10 14 14 0 0 0 4

• .BECH'ISI15 135 5 5 5 38 13 38 26 0 4

THERMAL 193 42 29 88 1 0 _2 0 0 l

G N & C 233 19 3 3 lOl 108 0 0 0 0

•.ELECTRONICS 162 II 3 3 80 67 0 0 0 0

..CM6 63 0 0 0 21 42 0 0 0 0

..nAG TDROUERS 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RCS I! II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

POWER 166 8 6 6 0 0 142 0 0 4

• .SOLARARRAY 69 0 0 0 0 0 69 0 0 0

..BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

..CONO& REG 25 8 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 4

..FUEL CELL 72 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0

COMM& DATA 289 129 3B 28 4 4 74 8 0 3

ELSS 397 143 125 53 0 0 0 0 0 75
CREWPROV 63 6 54 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

THRO_HPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
..................................................

SUBTOTAL 2334 490 480 308 222 203 337 5B 54 183

SYSTESTHOWE 1189 251 220 142 124 113 185 _ 37

IWT,ASSY,&CIO 262 55 54 35 2'5 23 38 6 6 20

SYSTESTOPN 587 124 109 70 61 56 91 18 Ig 44)

fir SPT EOHT 468 99 87 56 49 44 73 14 15 32

SfS ENGRi INT 394 83 76 49 39 36 59 II 1| 29

PEOGM@BT 325 68 64 42 32 29 48 9 8 24

TOTAL
5557 1169 1089 702 551 505 831 151 149 410

P_D6SPT (14Z) 77B 164 152 98 77 71 116 21 2! 57.45

BGT & INT (5%) 317 67 62 40 31 29 47 9 8 23.39

FEE (8Z) 532 112 104 67 53 48 BO 14 14 39.29

TOTAL 7184 ;511 140B 908 713 65_ 1074 195 192 530
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FIG. 3.3.6-3

DELTACONFiBURATION
OF i'L.,.L., Q .......

COSTSUMMARYBYMODULE

OTY MODULE DOTE
FY8455 (IN MILLIONS)

UNIT PROD TOTAL

CMD£ CNTRL 301 189 189 490

HADMOO 264 215 215 480
LAB NOD 171 137 275 446

!IF NOD 149 73 146 2_

AlL NOD 136 68 135 271

TRUSS 222 114 343 565

HAN_R 43 15 15 59

TUNNEL 44 ? 9 54

L06 NOD 98 85 85 183

HDMSUBTOTAL 1429 905 1411 2334

SYSTESTHDM 1189 0 0 1189

IMToASSY,C/O 161 100 15b 318
SYSTESTOPN 587 0 0 587

6R SPTEORT 468 0 0 468

SYSEN6 _ INT 327 68 105 432

PRP,6ffGRT 241 84 130 371
.......................

SYSTOTAL 4401 11_ 1803 6204

PRO6SPT 616 162 252 869

M6T_ INT 251 66 103 354
FEE 421 111 173 594

PRODTOTAL 5690 1494 2331 8021
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the totals found in figure 3.3.6-2 for DDT&E and Production (First Unit). The

third cost column is the total production costs taking into account the

quantities of each module or element. The final column is the total of the

DDT&E and Production costs and is therefore, the total of the Space Station at

lOC.
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3.4 "T" Configuration Evaluation

3.4.1 User Accommodation Evaluation

3.4.1.1 Viewin_

The "T" Space Station configuration will provide for constant earth viewing at

a 28.5" inclination. It is like the BB configuration in that the pressurized

lab will always be earth oriented. It is llke the delta truss configuration

in locating the unpressurlzed sensors for solar and stellar viewing along the

solar cell truss. The viewing frequency for stellar is again limited for a

specific target. However, it is possible to accommodate simultaneous earth,

solar, and stellar viewing with this configuration.

3.4.1.2 Power

The power supplied to the user at IOC will be 60 KW continuous and at growth

it will be 120 KW continuous.

3.4.1.3 Pressurized Volume

The pressurized volume at IOC provided to the user is two 22 foot modules.

Fo. _rowth, a total of four 22 foot modules are provided with one 44 foot

module. The 44 foot module offers facility versatility in the growth phase

and the two 22 foot modules offer flexibility at IOC. However, this is an

issue; see Section 5.0.
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3.4.1.4 Crew Time

A considerable amount of the crew's time has been allocated to the user as

shown in sections 3.2.4, 3.3.4, and 3.4.4, each section pertaining to the

building block configuration, delta truss configuration, and "T" configuration

respectively.

3.4.1.5 External Attachments

A pallet attachment for the user _s possible with this configuration.

3.4.1.6 Microgr@vity

The acceleration level at the modules that req,lre low gravitational levels

are assumed to be I0 -4 g nominal. However, the effect of the modules distance

from the station's c.g. has not been determined aud needs to be considered for

each configuration.
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3.4.2 Crew Accommodations Evaluation

Due to the amount of equipment and the arrangement of the floor and ceiling,

the C/C module only has the capability of having windows in one plane. It

would be desirable to have windcws capable of viewing all directions. Crew

accommodations in the module are the WCS, a minimal galley, stored food for

eight people for 22 days and a hygiene station. The accommodations are

adequate.

If the manipulator is controlled from this module, the limited visibility will

require additional windows or video equipment and perhaps at times, EVA

crewperson to guide the manipulator.

The habitability module provides sleeping quarters, personal hygiene, medical

facilities, and a galley/wardroom. The private sleeping quarter volume is

adequate for sleeping, dressing, video training, and entertainment, grooming,

and associated activities. It is generally preferable to have the sleeping
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quarters located away from noisy equipment which would disturb a sleeping crew

pcrson. The habitability module does not entirely succeed in doing this, for

adjacent to the sleeping quarters is the Personal Hygiene and Medical

Facility. The Personal Hygiene area contains two combinations

shower/urinal/handwash facilities and a Waste Control System (WCS). The

Medical Facility contains limited medical equipment and supplies and the

physical conditioning equipment. To make their location in the habitability

module acceptable, the WCS and health maintenance equipment noise levels must

be sufficiently low to avoid disturbing a sleeping crewperson or special

accousti=al isolation must be provided. The Personal Rygleme Facility coupled

with a WCS in the Command and Control Module is adequate for eight

crewpersons. The galley and wardroom provide facilities for use by eight

crewpersons simultaneously which is adequate. The wardroom area should

provide a capability for group training or entertainment.

For growth, a second similar habitability module is added to the station and

the medlcal/physical conditioning equipment is moved to the Life Sciences Lab.

The second habitability module is adequate for uhe increase in crew.

The habitability module is designed to permit unimpeded passage through the

module. The module maintains a consistent heads-up orientation which is

desirable. The floor and ceiling are offset from the module walls to allow

utility equipment location. This combination renders it difficult to locate

windows in these areas and consequently there are none. (It would be

desirable to have windows encircling the module.)

The big "T" size and configuration has the following disadvantages:

o About one-third of the view from any module is blocked by

structure/solar arrays/other module. It J_ desirable to be able to view in

all directions from a module.
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o _ EVAcrewperson to reach the critical systems equipment on the "top

of the T" must traverse considerable distance. This is not a decisive factor;

however, it does add to the work, time, and complexity of the EVA.

The existing manipulator system is only 50 feet in length. To reach all areas

of the station will require:

o The development of a newmanipulator

o Moveablemanipulator

o Numerousmanipulators

3.4.3.1 Assembly and Growth Evaluation

A preliminary launch-by-launch buildup sequence has been developed and is

summarized in figure 3.4.3.1-I. This sequence is based on Orbiter payload bay

packaging that is plausible but optimistic. It is assumed that an Orbiter

docking module is carried on all flights. Where possible, all elements are

installed initially in their final locations. Exceptions are indicated in

figure 3.4.3.1-I by an arrow from the flight that launches the element to the

flight on which it is moved to its final location. Completion of IOC and

growth capabilities is denoted by heavy vertical lines. Figure 3.4.3.1-2

illustrates the assumed packaging in the payload bay for each launch required

for IOC.

3.4.3.1.1 User Accommodation: Assembly and Growth

The "T" provides substantial versatility in accommodations for users. The

truss has large non-dedicated areas that are useable for most unpressurized

payloads. It would also be possible to place additional pressurized modules

along the sides of the truss, although radiators would have to be relocated.

The order in which facilities are added is also relatively unconstrained after

the first few launches.
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3.4.3.1.2 S_stems Engineering: Assembly and Growth

It is assumed that work requiring a low-gravity environment will be suspended

during any station assembly operations, and therefore that this is not a

discriminator. The principal inertia axes will shift when an Orbiter is

berthed but no enough to have a major impact on power input.

Transition effic_ency is fairly good. One IM must be relocated in the

reference buildup scheme.

The energy storage unit on the first launch contains cryogenic oxygen and

hydrogen to supply minimal power until a solar array is launched on the second

flight, venting or storing the excess water produced. It subsequently

functions as a regenerative fuel cell with gaseous reactants. Subsequent

energy storage units are launched with gaseous reactants. There are no

elements in the early phase that are discarded in later stages.

Assembly will require the full capability of :he Orbiter RMS. A second RMS or

a handling and positioning aid will be needed in some steps. Note that the

RMS reach analysis in section 3.4.4.2 r_sumes a large manipulator on the

station at an early point in the buildup in lleu of a handling and positioning

aid. Substantial EVA will probably be necessary, primarily for joining of

truss sections and installation of equipment. Deploying a _russ section and

joining it to an existing truss appears possible but difficult.

Removal of a module does not affect the structural characteristics of the

station. If the pressure loads between modules are carried through the truss,

removal is a simple process of disconnecting internal and external umbilicals,

closing hatches, and depressurizing and retracting the intermodule connectors.

If the loads are carried directly between modules, the task may be more

difficult depending on the design of the connectors.
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TwoOrbiter berthing ports are available at IOC and four in the growth

configuration. Twenty-four other ports are available for logist_cs modules

and other temporary payloads, since each IM has six ports.

3.4.3.1.3 Program_atlcs: Assembly and Growth

The reference buildup scenario achieves IOC in seven launches. Sufficient

critical system redundancy for permanent manning is reached in four launches.

At this point, crew size is limited by the lack of a logistics module but an

LM provides facilities for useful work.

Full growth capability is reached in 15 launches. Efficient hangar design and

packaging could reduce thls by one flight so that full capability might be

achieved in 14 flights.

3.4.3.1.4 Safety: Assembly and Growth

The OTV propellant storage facility is located about 65 feet from the

inhabited modules although an alternative arrangement places it about 40 feet

away. A separation of up to 150 feet can be provided, if desired, with

minimal impact on station function.

Isolation of a hazardous condition, such as a spill of a toxic substance, can

be done with little difficulty. Since there are two routes to each module,

any one can be isolated without significant disruption of other activities.

3.4.3..2 Structural Dynamics and Control Evaluation

The "T" configuration Is designed to fly in the LVLH mode (see figure

3.4.3.2-I). In that flight mode the "T" is pitched in the orbi_ plane to

achieve a TEA condition. The CMG's control the resulting cyclic torque

disturbances. The TEA flight condition is achieved by flying the "T" at

different pitch attitudes and iterating to a resultant equallbrlum condition.
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3.4.3.2.2 _ Orbit Disturbances

Operation in low earth orbit (270 NM) provides exposure to significant gravity

gradient torque disturbances. These are on the order of 5C-foot pounds. While

relatively insignificant from a control1_bility point of view, the extreme time

span of the Space Station mission makes these significant drivere for "cost-of-

ownership," unless steps are taken to minimize their influence.

3.4.3.2.3 Aerodynamic Tor_q_ Disturbance

In addition of gravity gradient torques, the aerodynamic torques can produce

secular momentum accumulation. However, the asymmetric effect of the diurnal

atmosphere variation has been neglected for this analysis. In the earth fixed

mode, the large areas of the solar arrays are never directly exposed to the free

molecular flow particle velocity for the "T"; hence, only effects of the modules
and

truss edges a_e involved for these configurations.

3.4.3.2.4 Mas_____sProperties Management

Mass propertles _nagement scheme must be employed in the Spe_e Station design in

order to enhance the flight performance. The mass properties should be _djusted so

that at the TEA condition the geometric axis aligns with the LVLH; this will reauce

the overall drag forces. The mass properties for the "T" are shown below:
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BIG "T"

IOC Growth

IXXP _.04 E 7 19.5 E 7 slugs-ft 2

I.vYp 8.2 E 7 14.2 E 7 slugs-ft 2

IZZP 2.4 E 7 5.5 E 7 slugs-ft 2

0 * -I0 ° .87 °
X

0 * -5.7 ° -8 °
Y

0 * 0 ° .57 °
Z

R 33.1 79.1 ft
X

R 03.75 -1.29 ft
Y

R 45.8 42.3 ft
Z

Wgt 308.K 702.5K

* Euler angels; rotate from geometric axes to principal axes with rotation

order 0 , 0 , and 0z. R Ry, R center of mass center IXXP, IYYP, IZZP,
prinzip_l i_ertias, x, z

3.4.3.2.5 Momentum Storage Requirements

Momentum s_orage requirements are based upon the peak cyclic momentum

variations and the attitude control system philosophy regarding the amount of

reliance on the CMG's for attitude maneuvers and absorption of large impulsive

disturbances (i.e., mix between CMG torque impulse and RCS torque impulse).

Peak cyclic momentum storage for the "T" configuration due to aerodynamic

torque and gravity gradient are presented below. Due to the time available

for this study, the momentum storage equipment was sized only for the nominal

flight conditions involving attitude hold.

Flight Mode IOC Growth

Earth Fixed 4,500 Ft-lbs 6,000 Ft-lbs
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3.4.3.2.6 Orbital Maintenance Impulse Requirments

Orbital maintenance impulse was determined using the NASA neutral atmosphere

(SP-8021) density at 270 NM and average aerodynamic properties to compute the

drag impulse. The NASA neutral atmosphere is considered to be the worst

long-term atmosphere appiicable to a 90-day resupply cycle. Short term

maximum conditions should be used for RCS engine magnitude sizing.

The disturbance simulation used a dynamic pressure of .99905E-6 ib/ft 2.

Summary results for the three configurations are shown below:

DRAG IMPULSE PER ORBIT

(LB-SEC/ORBIT)

Flight Mode IOC Growth

Earth Fixed 113 95

Using the data shown above, worst case resupply propellant for altitude

maintenance was calculated and is presented below. Assuming that the orbit is

not allowed to deviate from 270 NM.

90-DAY RESUPPLY PROPELLANT FOR ALTITUDE MAINTENANCE FOR 270 NM

LBS - Normalized to: ISP = 220 sec.

Flight Mode IOC Growth

Earth Fixed 700 590

3.4.3.2.7 RCS Firing Frequency

Detailed flight dynamic simulations show that the "T" configuration can be

trimmed so that there is no secular torque momentum accumulation per orbit.

Thus, no RCS firing are required for CMG desaturation. The "T" configuration

can achieve a minimum RCS attitude maintenance firing frequency of once every
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90-Oays choser: to coincide with STS resupply. This will be particular3y

attractive to long term low "g" scientific experiments and manufacturing

processes. Attitude loss wiii be less than three miles in 90-days.

3.4.3.2.8 Results of On-Orbit Flight Dynamics for the "T" IOC

Th_ results of the on-orbit flight dynamics are shown in figures 3.4.3.2-2

t_rough 3.4.3.2-4. The torque impulse history curves shown in figure

3.4.3.2-2 show that equilibrium was not quite reached. (ITY = 6,600

ft-lb-sec/Orbit). The cyclic momentum storage requirement is 4,500 ft-lb-sec

will not change significantly if further iterations are made. The aerodynamic

drag impulse history shown in figure 3.4.3.2-3 is 113 Ib-sec/orbit.

3.4.3.2.9 Results of On-Orbit Fli_ht Dynamics for the "T" Growth

The results of the on-orbit flight dynamics are shown in figures 3.4.3.2-5

through 3.4.3.2-6. The torque impulse history curves in figure 3.4.3.2-6 show

that equilibrium was not quite reached (IT¥ = 2,000 ft-lb-sec/orbit). The

cyclic momentum storage requirement is 6,000 ft-lb-sec and will not change

significantly, in further iterations, the aerodynamic drag impulse history

shown in figure 3.4.3.2-5 is 95.0 ib-sec/orbit. Figure 3.4.3.2-6 shows the

torque impulse history imbalance if the "T" is flown with its geometric axes

aligned with the LVLH.

3.4.3.2.10 Structural Dynamics and Control

A NASTRAN finite element model of the big "T" (figure 3.4.3.2-7) was created

to aid in the structural dynamic analysis. This configuration utilizes the

structural truss concept. Deployable or erectable trusses have many

attractive features for the Space Station structural subsystem. The section

depths of 8-10 feet enhance the structural bending stiffness which results in

higher overall system model frequencies. The Streamlined "T" and the Delta
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concepts both utilized this technology to achieve a significant improvement in

natural frequency over the BBC. The fundamenta_ mode for the Streamlined "T"

is array bending at 0.45 Hz. The dynamic behavior of this system is penalized

by the large amount of non-structural mass associated with the over-sized

solar array. The additional geometric dimensions and increased distributed

array mass caused by the inefficient array pointing subtract from the

structural advantages of the truss. In addition, the structural details of

the hinged interface have not been given adequate design attention to

speculate on the compliance of this system. In this analysis, the hinged

interface was locked so that analytical attention could be focused on the

array size trade. A hinged interface between the module support truss and the

array support truss may contribute to an additional low frequency pendulum

mode where the truss systems move relative to each other. This mode would be

a candidate for active control system damping. Module placement for this

concept is an improvement on the BB design by allowing multiple attachment

opportunities along the length of the modules.

For the Streamlined "T" configuration, a single axis control system was

developed that utilized the maximum rotational inertia for the vehicle

dynamics model. Second order models were used for the CMG and angular rate

dynamics. The resulting closed loop control system exhibited nearly

critically damped CMG/rate poles near the open loop values. Controller

bandpass was determined from the frequency response analysis (Bode plot). The

Streamlined "T" showed the slowest time response which is attributable to the

rotational inertia of this system. In frequency this translate to a smaller

bandpass; in this case, 0.28 Hz. Comparing this value with the structural

analysis that indica_j a first array bending mode at 0.45 Hz, a marginal

separation between the flex spectrum and the controller bandpass is observed.
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A rigid body type control system sbould be suitable for this configuzation,

although some filtering may be required due to the close proximity of the bending

frequencies to the bandpass frequency.

The structural dynamics of the streamline "T" during intermediate bulldup stages

was not analyzed at this time. The various stages will produce significantly

different results from the analysis of the completed versions.

This concept, with its large truss areas, will change modal frequencies and shapes

during construction to the IOC configuration. However, once established, the

growth of the "T" by the addition of more modules will not excessively complicate

the changes in vehicle dynamics.

3.4.3.2.11 Summary of On-Orbit FIiKht D¥namics

The flight dynamics of the configurations have been studied in detail for the earth

fixed (LVLH) attitude hold. Using mass properties management to control the system

inertias, the TEA trim adjustments the momentum accumulation can be reduced to

zero. Propellsnt resupply weight of up to 700 Ibs. for orbit maintenance does not

seem to be a critical item.

The "T" configuration because of the use of the deployable truss to support the

solar array, causes a higher frequency of the first array bending mode. Increased

in the size of the solar a-_ay for growth versions will lower this frequency.

3.4.3.3 Communications Evaluation

The communication subsystem consists of hardware required to establish

communication links between the Space Station and various vehicles. Antenna

requirements for the subsystem are essentially the sum total of those

requirements developed by considering each link separately. In this

=..
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subsection, we will develop antenna specifications for the big "T"

configuration by sequentially describing each operating link. Information on

RF coverage, number of required antennas, type, makeup and size of these

antennas, and their estimated locations on the Space Station structure are

given. Also, the ease of procurement or development of such antennas is

discussed. The antenna design selected for this configuration to meet each

required link coverage _zas based on studies that have been completed to date.

Further study and evaluation could dictate alternative options that might be

more advantageous based on numbers of antennas required and development risks.

A summary of the antenna requirements for the big "T" configuration is given

in table 3.4.3.3-I. The antenna locations for the IOC and growth big "T"

configuration is shown in figure 2.4-I and 2.4-2.

a. Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) Link - This is an S-band link that

supports two-way communication between the Space Station and the Space Shuttle

Orbiter. Only one SSO is supported in IOC and two SSO's are supported in the

growth version. The coverage required is limited to the hemisphere below the

Space Station and extends to about 50 km in most directions except in s small

sector directly behind the Space Station where it extends all the way to 2000
kin.

The link is to be served with one medium gain (30 dB) phased array

antenna made up of about 500 elements and measuring about I0 feet in diameter.

The optimum location for such an antenna is somewhere on the bottom portion of

the Space Station in such a way that the lower hemisphere is visible and

unobstructed by Space Station structure elements. On this configuration, the

antenna is mounted to the underside of the solar panel support truss.
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Procurement of this antenna represents routine design and development

effort if the array is passive (electronics separate from antenna elements).

However, some risk is introduced in the development if the array is active

with monolithic design (electronics combined with the antenna elements in one

package).

b. Multiple Access (MA) Link - This is a K-band link that supports two-way

communication between the Space Station and the EMU, FF, and OMV vehicles.

The coverage is divided into two parts. The far range (to 2,000 km) coverage

is a 20 ° conical sector centered about the velocity vector in the forward and

aft directions. For short range, the coverage if 4 pi - steroidal to about

400 km.

Two high gain (41 dB) multlbeam phased array antennas made up of

about 16,000 elements and measuring about 28 inches in diameter each will

serve the far range sectors. These antennas must be mounted on the Space

Station in such a way that their broadside direction is along the flight path.

On this configuration, they are located on the section of the truss protruding

on either side of the solar panel.

The above specification for the two high gain antennas assured an

operating frequency %n the Ka-band at about 28 GHz. There will be medium

amount of risk associated with the development of such a large array antenna

(16,000 elements) in the passive mode. The risk becomes high if the array

design is active and monalithlc. The design difficulty can be reduced

considerably by moving to a lower frequency like Ku-band where an array size

of about 1,000 elements will be sufficient due to lower antenna gain (30 dB)

and higher antenna efficiency.

Generally, two more antennas are needed to complete the spherical

coverage required for short range. These two antennas are medium gain (27 dB
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at F_-band) multibeam phased arrays _-here each is comprised of 640 elements

and measures about six inches in diameter. Their placement on the Space

Station is designed so that one will view the bulk of the upper hemisphere and

the other will view the bulk of the lower hemisphere. They are located one on

the topside of the solar panel truss and the other on the underside of the

leftmost habitat module.

Procurement of the above two antennas represents routine development

effort if the array is passive and minimal risk if the array is active and

monolithis irrespective of whether the design frequency is in the Ka or Ku

bands.

c. Trackin_ and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) link - This is a dual

S/Ku-band link that supports two-way communication between the Space Station

and the TDRS satellite. The coverage required is hemispherical £n the

elevation plane and forms an 80* sector in the azrimuth plane.

The link is to be served with a dual-feed, dual-frequency

mechanically steerable parabolic reflector of nine feet diameter. This

antenna must be located on the topside of the Space Station in such a way that

the upper hemisphere is visible. On this configuration, it is located on the

topside of the truss section pratruding next to the solar panel.

Procurement of this antenn_ is subject to a medium level of risk

arising from the adaptation of the two feed systems to the mechanically

steerable parabolic reflector.

d. TV Links to FF's and OMV's - These are independent Ku-band links

relaying digital TV signals from the FF's and OMV's back to the Space Station.

Two links are needed in the IOC stage increasing to six links in the growth

stage. The coverage on each link will be a 20 ° cone out to 2,000 km for far

range coverage and a hemisphere below the station extending 50 km.
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Each link can best be served by high gain conformal phased arrays to

obtain a spherical coverage with minimum number of antennas. Each array will

base a diameter of about four feet. On this configuration, two arrays are

reqcired per link where one is located on the top of the solar panel truss and

the other located on the bottom of either the habitat module (IOC) or the lab

modules (growth).

The antenna arrays for the TV links represent high risk development

items due to the large number of elements that would be involved in the

design.

e. Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Link - This is a K-band link

supporting two-way communication with the OTV vehicle in the growth

configuration only. The coverage is a full sphere with a maximum radius of

i00 km.

The link can be served by a pair of medium gain phased array antennas

each covering one hemisphere. The size of each array is 400 elements at

Ka-hand frequency and measures about five inches in diameter. The placement

of these antennas on the Space Station is as follows: one antenna is located

on top of the solar panel truss and the other on the underside of the leftmost

habitat module.

The development of the array pair presents mo risk if the array is

passive. Minimum risk results if the array is active.

f. Tracking Links

Four links will be used to provide Space Station position and attitude

information, and to provide relative position and velocity information on

other Space Colony vehicles and objects within specified volumes of concern.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) Satellite Constellation Link is an L-band
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receive-only navigation and tracking link. The Space Station GPS antenna must

be able to receive code tracking information from a group of four satellites

simultaneously. The antenna coverage consists of a |60 ° cone centered about

the Space Station local vertical.

The link would be satisfactorily served by a low gain omnidirectional

antenna. This antenna must be mounted on the Space Station in such _ way that

most of the upper hemisphere is clearly visible. On this configuration, it is

mounted on the left solar panel boom.

Procurement of such an antenna is routine, and there is no

development risk involved.

A Shuttle Rendezvous Radar link will be completed by a transponder

onboard the Space Station. Two transponders and two omnidirectional antennas

will be used for this llnk.

Rendezvous radar links will be used to maintain continuous position

and velocity data on vehicles that are approachil_g the Space Station during

the implementation of flight plans which involve docking. Similar position

and velocity data will be provided for vehicles that are departing, and are

within a specified range of concern. Two antennas, directed force and aft

along the velocity vector, will be used for this function; each antenna is

expected to be approximately three feet in diameter.

Multiple vehicle tracking will be accomplished by Search _nd Track

Radars which will maintain updated position information on vehicles at

distances as great as 2,000 km. A minimum of five antennas will be used for

this purpose, to provide coverage of the fore and aft directions along the

velocity vector. A maxlmum of four antennas will be used to provide complete

coverage of a specified vc!ume around the Space Staticn.
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3.4.3.4 Elements/Utilities Interface and Mechanisms Evaluation

3.4.3.4.1 General

The "T" configuration is made up of two large truss surfaces which comprise

the basic structure to which other elements, including modules, are attached.

The _tandard berthing interface is used fo_ joining module-to-module, though

alternate schemes for routing of some utilities outside the berthing interface

offer some advantages. With regard to mechanisms, the rotary joint between

the array truss and the vertical truss is a dominant feature, particularly in

considering assembly.

As for the delta truss configuration, much of the mechanical systems and

interface study effort has focused on assembly of major station elements and

on concepts for utilities wirin_ and plumbing. A major objective is to

develop concepts which are compatible with manipulator operations and minimize

EVA requirements. In some cases, more detailed design activity will be

required to fully establish practical _vels of manipulator versus EVA

operations. For ex_mple, concepts for placement of station electrical wiring

using the manipulator appear practical, but limited use of EVA for mating of

connectors may avert the need for development of sophisticated mechanisms for

that limited purpose. There is a need for more specific trade studies of EVA

versus manipulator activities as well as continued evaluation of manipulator

capability and complexity of manipulator operations versus capability of

assembly mechanisms.

3.4.3.4 2 Berthing Mechanism

Berthing involves use of a manipulator to achieve flnal closure of two

spacecraft or assembly elements, thereby insuring relatively small

misalignments and contact velocities. Contact energy attenuation requirements
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are low and alignment guides are shorter than would be required for docking

operations. The bertnlng interface comprises alignment guides, structural

latches, a telescoping pressure tunnel, retract/extend actuators, utilities

interconnect provisions and supporting structure (see figure 3.4.3.4-I). Four

alignment guides are incorporated to provide 90 ° indexing for stat_on

elements. Guide length of 5.75 '_w111 accommodate expected mlsallg_.meats for

berthing operations, lhe manipulator, aided by the alignment guides and other

sensors as required, brings the interfaces within the envelope of the combined

capture/structural latches. Operation of these eight latches, located on the

alignment guides, completes the structural mating of the interface. The

structural latches are sized to carry the full pressure load and all

dynamically induced loads across the interface. Within the 15" length of the

berthing mechanism, a 0" stroke of the mating interface will be provided by

three pairs of electromechanlcal actuators. After structural mating is

accomplished, these actuators will be fully extended.

The telescoping pressure tunnel, shown in figure 3.4.3.4-2, is extended by

independent small electremechanlcal actuators. The tunnel concept

incorporates redundant pressure seals and a complete set of tunnel elements

may be extended from either side of the interface.

Truss mounting of the modules may greatly modify the requirements for the

berthing interface. If modules can be berthed first to the truss attachment

structure, the module _o module interface can be simplified. Further, the

truss attachment may reduce the loads across tne berthing interface, thereby

reducing structural requirements. These effects could not be evaluated in

sufficient depth to warrant changing the baseline berthing mechanism at this

time.
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The size and type of utilitle_ interconnects which must cross the berthing

interface are shown in table 3.4.3.4-I_ Utilities may be routed through the

berthing interface in the same manner as for the building block configuration.

Alternately, the close proximity of the truss structure provides the option of

installing some utilities bu3ses on the truss structure, with independent

parallel connections to the modules. This is a natural choice for thermal

control since the freon fluid and vapoz busses must be ocated outside the

modules and the system is necessarily plumbed with this parallel structure.

The advantage of truss mounting the main supply busses is that a module may be

removed without interrupting service to the remaining modules. Concepts for

truss mounting of the electrical power and thermal transport busses are

described in section 3.4.3.4_4.

3.4.3.4.3 Array Truss Rotary Joint

For optimum energy collection efficiency, the array truss must be rotated

17 ° relative to other station elements. The energy storage and conditioning

truss (beam) is therefore mounted to the vertical truss through a system of

hinges and linear actuators as shown in figure 3.4.3.4-3 and 3.4.3.4-4. These

hinge and actuator mechanisms must be designed as much for ease of assembly as

for assembled function. Attachment of the mechanisms to the truss structure

will be as described in section 3.4.3.4.5. Details of the assembly process

and details of mechanisms design have not been developed. The power system

radiators are mounted on the array truss and radiators for other elements are

mounted on the vertical truss such that thermal control fluid and vapor loops

do not cross the rotary Joint. As the energy storage and conversion (ES/C)

modules are also mounted on the array truss, only AC power must be delivered

across the rotary joint. Flexible couplings should accommodate the required

± 17 ° rotation.
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3.4.3.4.4 Truss Mounted Utilities Interfaces

Figure 3.4.3.4-5 illustrates a concept for power distribution from the solar

arrays to the various modules. The solar arrays and ES/C modules are located

on the array truss. DC power is delivered from the solar arrays to the ES/C

modules with two pairs of #4 wire with two pin connectors at each end as

shown. The power Is converted at this point into three phase 400 VAC and four

distribution busses are routed from each ES/C module down near the base of the

vertical truss structure. These four busses are connected to a main

distribution four bus system which is attached to and encircles the truss

structure. Each module is then connected to these mmin distribution busses.

Each module will contain four distribution busses for redundancy. Only two

busses will be activated as supply busses at a given time. All connections

within the AC power distribution circuit will be made with contactless

(inductive) connectors.

Installation cf the power distribution system need not involve stringing wire.

Prior JSC study efforts proposed use of cable trays which could be attached to

the truss elements with simple push on clamps. Cable runs longer than the

Orbiter PLB could be accommodated with folding cable tray assemblies. Many

details remain to be worked, but placement of the power distribution system

using the manipulator does not appear impractical. EVA may be more attractive

for connecting the various elements.

Details of the thermal transport concept are less well developed. Freon fluid

and vapor busses must be connected from the truss mounted radiators to the

various modules. Schematically, the concept is the same as for power

distribution. Fluid and vapor lines will be routed from the radiators to main

busses which are attached to and encircle the truss structure near the

location of the modules. Each module will be independently connected to the

,'I'_ECEDING PAGE BLANX NOr FILMED

.#. _.-
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main busses; therefore, removal of a module will not interrupt service to the

other modules. A typical module conne_tlen arr2ngement is shown in figure

3.4.3.4-6. Precharged line segments will be mounted to the truss structure

and connected to form the thermal transport system. Use of tubing trays which

easily attach to the truss structure may simplify the placement process but

many connections m_st be made and verified. Significant EVA, or manipulator

assisted EVA, may be required.

3.4.3.4.5 Element-to-Truss Attachment

Large elements must be attached to the truss structure at the nodes where

significant loads can be tolerated. The nodes will be designed to accept

quick operating push in (pip pin) connectors and more sophisticated connectors

capable of withstanding higher tensile loading. For low mass items such as

cable trays, simple push on clamps which attach directly to the truss elements

(approximately 2" diameter tubing) may be adequate.

Each special truss attachment requirement must be worked in detail. Prior JSC

studies identified several practical attachment concepts, including multiple

tripod arrangements for attaching modules (or the OTV). For this study, a

tripod module a_tachment scheme was evaluated for the purpose of weight

estimation. Four tripods are employed with each of the 12 legs attached to a

truss node. Four lightweight retention fittings, which interface with the

standard trunnions used to mount the module in the PLB, are attached to the

upper ends of the tripods. Estimated weight for this concept is 0.5% of the

attached module weight, so an attachment weight penalty of 0.5% of the weight

of all elements attached to the truss was amsessed.

The number of nodes available for attachment is quite limited so detailed

design of attachment concepts will be an important process and one which may

influence slight modifications in station element placement.
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Certain nodes are exposed in the packaged condition of the truss. These nodes

are ideal f_r attachment, prior to deployment, of one or more manipulator

grapple fixtures to facilitate assembly.

Of particular interest for the "T" configuration is the assembly of the rotary

joint between the array truss and the vertical truss. The hinges and

actuators must be attached to load carrying nodes so the geometry of

attachment bracketry is restricted. It may be necessary to bypass the rotary

joint elements with a more easily accomplished temporary attachment to hold

these large structures in place while the rotary joint is completed.

3.4.3.4.6 Manipulator Systems

The Space Station manipulator will be the standard Orbiter RMS unless further

detailed evaluation of the assembly process establishes the need for greater

reach capability. The RMS shoulder will be mounted to a berthing interface

mechanism modified to accommodate RMS power and control utilities only.

Through the berthing interface, the manipulator may be stationed at any

available berthing port. A special manipulator berthing port will be mounted

to the vertical truss structure in position to aid in station assembly and to

service the OMV hangar. Two additional manipulators will be located to

service the added hangars and the satellite servicing facility on the growth

configuration.

3.4.3.4.7 Hangar and Satellite Servicin_ Mechanisms

The ONV and OTV hangars will be attached to the vertical truss structure.

hangar doors will be provided with conventional hinge, latch, and drive

mechanisms. The satellite servicing area comprises beams attached to the

vertical truss structure. The beams, representative of the Orbiter PLB

longerons and keel, will incorporate lightweight Orbiter payload retention

All
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fittings which mate with standard trunnion fittings on large .,a_elllte

elements. The OMV and OTV hangars will include similar beam assemblies.

Utilites will be brought to the service/storage facilities from the main

utilities busses, as for modules.

3.4.3.5 Thermal Control Concept Evaluation

3.4.3.5.1 Introduction

Engineering evaluation considerations considered during this study were:

o Vehicle thermal environment (i.e., view factors, blockage, heat

fluxes)

o

o

o

o

o

Radiator area requirements

Orbiter impacts

Design complexity

Verification complexity

Surface contamination sensitivity

o Hardware commonality

o Technology status

The following discussions will present a system overview and will assess how

well the "T" vehicle configuration satisfies these factors.

3.4.3.5.2 System Overview

The candidate Active Thermal Control Subsystem (ATCS), schematically

illustrated by figure 3.4.3.5-I, is a hybrid design concept that maximizes the

use of loccl thermal control for individual station modules and satisfies the

remaining thermal control requirements with a centralized system. Each

station module will contain a heat collection and transport system similar in

function to the Shuttle Orbiter cabin design (i.e., a pumping system,

coldplates, heat exchangers, plumbing lines and flow control valves). These
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individual station module systems will be integrated with a central transport

system. In addition, each station module will have heat pipe space radiators

(operating at about 70°F) integrated with the module meteroid protection

shield. The size of these radiators wfll vary from module to module depending

on surface area availability considering docking ports, windows, thermal

blockage, etc.

When waste heat in a station module exceeds its thermal capacity, the excess

heat will be transferred to a central collection and transport circuit for

delivery to a central truss-mounted radiator attached in the near vicinity of

the station modules. A separate high temperature radiator (operating at about

160°F) will be attached to the underside of the solar array truss to reject

electrical power system waste heat. Because the transport circuit (or

"thermal bus") uses a two-phase working fluid that transfers heat by

evaporation and condensation rather than by sensible heat changes of a single

phase coolant, it operates at a constant temperature over the entire length of

the loop. Furthermore, this "thermal bus" is capable of transporting large

thermal loads over long dis%ences with pumping requirements that a_e very

small compared to single rnase fluid systems. Table 3.4.3.5-I summarizes the

IOC weight and power estimates for the candidate ATCS concept.

A vehicle thermal system design which judiciously applies thermal coatings,

vacuum type insulations, isolators, and heaters will be selected for those

systems and elements which are not integrated into the ATCS. The system will

be selected to minimize the addition of electrical heat for thermal control

purposes. The systems which appear to require such a design, at this time,

are the communications (antennas), propulsion remote manipulator, and control

moment gyros. Heaters in these systems will eliminate thermostats and their
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Table 3.4.3.5-1. IOC Active Thermal Control

Subsystem Characteristics

STATION

C/C 1

LAB 1

LAB2

HABI

LOGI

MODULE*

TRUSS

POWER

SYSTEM

TRUSS**

ELEMENT

TOTALS

DRY

WEIGHT (LBS)

WET

1,345 1,465

2,621 2,945

1,803
2,002

2,452 2,591

485

10,785

4,139

514

10,915

4,269

23,630 24,701

POWER (KW)

0.33

0.89

O.52

0.33

0.06

0.22

0.16

2.51

*TRUSS-MOUNTED RADIATORS AND ASSOCIATED TR_SPORT SYSTEM LOCATED
ADJACENT TO STATION MODULES.

**TRUSS-MOUNTED RADIATORS AND ASSOCIATED TRANSPORT SYSTEM LOCATED
ON UNDERSIDE OF "T" SOLAR ARRAY STRUCTURE.
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inherent failure modes by using sensors to feed software logic for heater

control.

An insulation/coating system will be selected for the habitable areas and

_ower generation systems which compliments the active heat rejection systems.

Insulations and ceatings will be _pplied to unpressurlzed areas such as the

satellite service structure, OMV and OTV hangars in order to bound the thermal

environments within the payloads design envelopes thereby minimizing operation

of the payload thermal/control systems and station power requirements.

Virtually all elements of the "T" configuration receive direct solar energy

and will require surface treatments with low solar absorption of emissivity

ratios to limit structural temperatures and heat leak into the element. This

requires the application of paints and films since this cannot be achieved

with treated metal surfaces. Surface property degradation is discussed in

section 4.2.2.3.

The insulation system is envisioned as similar to the high performance

multilaye_ insulation design applied to the Orbiter vehicle except having as

_any as 20 layers of organically coated aluminized film as opposed to the i0

layers in the Orbiter design. This results in a weight of approximately 0.25

pounds per square foot including mesh separators, attachments, ve_ting

provisions, and cover material. The insulation weight for the "T" IOC and

growth configurations _re 4,260 and 10,920 pounds respectively.

Local protection from RCS engines plume heating will De required. The extent

of the protection and its impact on design will depend on engine firing

requirements.

The propellant tanks of the monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system will be

in_ividually mounted on the command module and each will be maintained within
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temperature limits through passive thermal _ontrol. For the hot environment,

each tank (3.5 foot diameter) will be maintained below its upper temperature

limit by use of insulation and an appropriate coating. For the cold

environment, each tank and the fuel distribution system will be maintained

above its lower limit by the use of insulation and heaters. The heater

wattage needed for this purpose is shown in table 3.4.3.5-2.

Preliminary design indicates that the 25 pound thrusters will be placed in

clusters of 12 thrusters each and will be mounted on the command module next

to the propellant tanks. Passive thermal control of the thrusters and their

feedlines will be achieved through insulation of the cluster and the use of

heaters for the engines and lines. Heater wattage needed is shown in table

3.3.3.5-2.

The thermal control heaters for the propulsion system are sized based on a

50% duty cycle.

TABLE 3.4.3.5-2

PROPULSION SYSTEM HEATER REQUIREMENTS

TANKS & FUEL DISTRIBUTIO_ THRUSTERS & FEEDLINES

CONFIGURATION # TANKS TOTAL AREA HEATERS # THRUSTERS HEATERS

FT WATTS WATTS

"T" - IOC 4 154 431 24 960

"T" - GROWTH 4 154 431 24 960

The passive thermal control design of the antennas is similaz to that of the

Orbiter Ku-band antenna. Each electronics box will be of minimal thickness

with the electronics mounted directly to a cold plate radiator located on the

large face of the box. The box will be covered with silvered teflon with an

absorptance/emittance (_/_= .13/.8 The radiator area for each electronic
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box and internal heat generation for each different type of antenna is shown

in table 3.4.3.5.-3. Also shown in this table is the heater wattage needed in

each electronic package to keep the electronics above their minimum

temperature.

The heater wattage needed to maintain the gyros, gimoals, and comparator of

the S/Ku-band steerable dishes above their minimum temperatures are shown also

in table 3.4.3.5-3. The heaters for maintaining minimum temperatures are

sized based on a 50% duty cycle. Antenna heater operation will only occur

when the antenna is off two hours or more.
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3.4.3.5.3 Technical Evaluation

3.4.3.5.3.1 Thermal Environment

The orbital attitude of the big "T" configuration is a gravity gradient

stabilized earth-oriented mode. This causes constant terrestrial IR fluxes to

be impinging upon structures which are continually viewing the earth's

surface. Solar and albedo fluxes would be somewhat cyclic throughout the

orbit.

Shading of the modules and radiators from the sun by the solar array will

occur during only a portion of the orbit so adequate performance of thermal

coatings will be required. This problem becomes more severe at high solar

Beta angles due to the fact that the solar array does not shade the modules or

radiators on the sunward side of the trums. Therefore, the configuration was

analyzed at 52 ° Beta with the solar array pitched down 209 to understand what

impact a worst case thermal attitude would have on the thermal control system

architecture.

Orbital average incident thermal flux levels at Beta = 52 ° are shown for the

big "T" configuration in figure 3.4.3.5-2. Values given for the modules are

for the 50% of the surface area away from the truss structure. This is

representative of the location of body-mounted radiators, though actual

placement would be subject to optimization of incident flux, coating

performance, and blockage of space viewing factors.

The high incident solar and albedo flux levels on the sunward side module

mounted and planar radiators implies that a high performance thermal coating

be utilized (i.e. low _/E ratio) to maximize heat rejection capabilities.

Due to the differential in flux levels between the module strings and

radiators on either side of the supporting truss structure, it would indicate

that thermal load sharing be a major feature in the thermal control system
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design.

Figure 3.4.3.5-3 illustrates the average form factors to space for the various

structural elements. Space viewing is inhibited predominantly by the large

solar array and its pitch angle. Hangar placement next to planar radiator

surfaces further reduces radiation to space. The space viewing of the module

mounted radiators could be improved somewhat by mere precise location than was

analyzed in the model. The optimal location would also reduce solar/albedo

influences, though terrestrial flux would increase and the total useable area

might decrease slightly.

Though the large solar array does block space viewing by the structural

elements, it is not a continually hot structure while in the sun. The

earth-oriented mode of this configuration provides the array an average

orbital temperature of approximately 50°F. This relatively low temperature

characteristic permits the power system radiators to be positioned on the

surface of the truss structure behind the solar arrays. The local blockage by

the power system radiators of solar array backside space viewing could raise

affected cell operating temperatures by 20-40°F. How this impacts array

operating efficiencies has not been adequately assessed at this time.

The IOC version of the big "T" configuration will have higher space view

factors than the growth version, primarily because of the smaller size of the

solar array. However, incident solar flux levels will also be s7ightly higher

due to the decreased sun blockage. Thermal interaction between modules should

be of little consequence if body-mounted radiators are judiciously placed and

high performance multi-layer insulation is used between the outer skin and

pressure vessel. The IOC and growth versions of the big "T" should have

similar thermal char8cteristics.
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3.4.3.5.3.2 Radia=or Areas

Radiator area requirements initially were defined for body-mounted radiators

(integrated with station module meteoroid protective shields) to determine

heat rejection capabilities for each station module. In general, the

effectiveness of the body-mounted radiators is fairly good since blockage from

surrounding vehicle elements is no_ severe as discussed in paragraph

3.4.3.5.3.1. However, it was assumed that 50% of the cylindrical station

module wall area was not available for radiators due to interfacing structure

with the truss. As a result, body-mounted radiators reject only about 17% of

the station total waste heat as summarized in Table 3.4.3.5-4 .

Truss-mounted one-sided radiator panels were sized to reject the balance of

the vehicle waste heat not accommodated by the body-mounted radiators. For

IOC, truss-mounted radiators with a total radiatlng area of 7,314 ft a are

required to reject the balance of the station module heat loads. A separate

set of truss-mounted radiators (operating at about 160°F) are located near the

solar array to provide electrical power system heat rejection. Area

requirements for the power system radiators are 2,227 ft 2. For the growth

station, the truss-mounted radiators for the station modules increase to

15,O95 ft a and to 4,867 ft a for the power system.

The aforementioned radiators were sized to reject the total vehicle waste heat

load. Past studies have shown that the use of a thermal 3torage phase change

material can further reduce area requirements when large temperature

transients are encountered. Those transients normally result from widely

varying environmental heat fluxes and/or internally generated vehicle waste

heat. For this study, the power system radiators were selected to illustrate

the potential application of thermal storage.

Because of the difference in day/night times and the difference in



efficiencies between the fuel cell modules and the electrolysis modules, the

night time heat load for the power system is much greater than the day time

heat load. As menti_ ned, if part of the night time heat can be stored in a

phase change material for rejection during the day time, the power system

radiator area can be reduced further. One candidate for a phase change

thermal storage material for the regenerative fuel cell heat rcjection system

is Barium Hydroxide Octahydrate. Its density is 136 ib/ft 3, melting point is

172°F, and latent heat is 129 btu/ib.

Preliminary analysis shows that the use of 236 lb. of this phase change

material would reduce the required remote radiator area by about 30%*.

Required radiator area and capability and applied heating loads without and

with thermal storage are shown in figures 3.4.3.5-4 and 3.4.3.5-)

respectively. Although the weight of the phase change material and associated

hardware will probably be equivalent to the radiator weight reduction, other

design considerations such as view factors and blockage may still favor the

use of thermal storage material. In addition, a thermal storage approach

permits a non-articulated radiator to be a ¢iable station option.

(* Power system waste heat characteristics used in the thermal storage

evaluation were not the same as used in the final radiator sizes documented

earlier; however, the general conclusions reached and relative savings

demonstrated are valid.)

3.4.3.5.3.3 Orbiter Thermal Control Impacts

While the Shuttle Orbiter is docked to the station, heat rejection from the

Orbiter radiators is reduced about 15% due to blockage from surrounding

station elements. This reduction is considered acceptable since the Orbiter

probably will be powered down the majority of the time. There are no
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additional Orbiter thermal control impacts that can be identified at this

time.

3.4.3,5.3.4. Design Complexity

The primary design complexity involves the launch packaging, on-orbit

construction, and activation of the truss-mounted radiators. This operation

will require RMS to:

!. Remove radiator contact heat exchanger modules and radiator elements

from the Orbiter payload bay

2. Install contact heat exchanger modules on the station truss,

3. "Plug in" radiator elements into the contact heat exchanger. EVA

support probably will be required to make final fluid line connections.

3.4.3.5.3.5 Verification Complexity

Component level verification should follow that of previous programs with the

possible exception of life cycle tests. Items which fall into this category

are insultations, coatings, heater system components, and fluid distribution

system components. These tests with the possible exception of the heat pipe

radiators do not appear any more complex than those of past programs.

The question of verification complexity in the thermal area arises from

verification of the integrated thermal control design of the Space Station.

The recommended approach is to baseline ground thermal testing of typical

elements and interfaces based on design commonality (to the fullest extent

possible) supplemented by Orbiter in-bay or deployed testing of items such as

heat pipe radiators requiring unique environments. Testing during the Space

Station buildup would be limited to checkout type tests.

Since the thermal verification approach is not highly configuration dependent,

additional discussion is presented in the Subsystem Definition Section,

section 4.2.
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3.4.3.5.3.6 Surface Contamination

A high probability of thermal control surface degradation exists as a result

of the close proximity of RCS engines to station modules. Most surface

treatments are expected to exhibit and require low solar absorptivities which

will increase as a result of plume impingement.

The distance from RCS engines _o radiators and solar panels should minimize

contamination of these surfaces. However, detailed analyses are required to

determine acceptability.

3.4.3.5.3.7 Bi$ "T" TCS Commonality

o Within Space Station

The gravity gradient stabilized orbital attitude of the big "T" Space Station

configuration causes similar thermal environments to be incident on the

modules when averaged over the Beta angle cycle throughout the orbital year.

High incident solar fluxes on one side of the module strings st high positive

Beta angles will be incident on the opposite side for high negative Z_ta

angles. Therefore, the thermal control system will probably be designed for

environments at a median to these extremes with a full capability designed to

compensate for the total range. Since both module strings will have this

common design environment, placement of body-mounted radiators and selection

of thermal coatings will hold for both strings. The primary variables will be

the amount of internal equipment requiring thermal control and the

consolidated heat lead to be rejected from each module.

However, the command and control modules will experience somewhat different

environments from the other modules. Also, the C/C modules are mounted on the

side of the truss structure, preventing deployment of supplemental radiator

surfaces, as is possible with the module strings attached to the truss

surface. These differences decrease the overall TCS commonality to a small
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degree as thermal load sharing between modules will most likely be the design

architecture followed.

Power system thermal control will utilize common elements as the system Brz_z.

kadiators located at the outer edge of the solar array will have a better view

to space and, as a result, need not be as large as those closer to the center

of the array. However, the thermal control hardware will be the same from

unit to unit.

RCS modules and antenna packages are assumed, at this preliminary stage of

design, to share thermal control elements such as electrical heaters,

insulation, etc. with the primary vehicle TCS.

o Commonality with platform

Specific thermal control system hardware components (insulation, cold plates,

heat exchangers, radiators, etc.) from the big "T" Space Station could readily

be incorporated into a free-flying platform. Basic thermal bus architecture

would elso remain the same or similar if the platform were to require a large

thermal control capacity. The greatest divergence from the Space Station TCS

would be in heat rejection. If a module concept is utilized in the platform,

module-mounted radiators would most probably be used. However, a deployed

auxiliary radiator surface may be required to be articulated depending upon

the _latform orbital attitude. If the articulation of radiators is required,

a fluid swivel or thermal slip ring, which is not requisite for the station

heat rejection, must be developed.

The utilization of high performance thermal coatings could be more critical on

the platform than on the big "T" Space Station. This is assuming that the

platform is not in the same configuration or orbital attitude as the station,

thereby allowing greater solar impingement on associated structural elements.

v
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The degree of thermal coating performance is dependent upon the actual

platform configuration and orbital attitude.

3.4.3.5.3.8 Technology Assessment

No vehicle unique technology requirements were identified. The on-going

OAST-sponsored thermal technolog, p'ogram is further discussed in section

4.2.2.8.

3.4.3.6 Power Evaluation

3.4.3.6.1 Introduction

The Power System consists of three subsystems: Energy Conversion Subsystem

(ECS), Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS), and Power Management and Distribution

subsystem (PMAD). For the "T" configuration, the power system was designed to

supply an average of 75 KW at IOC and 150 KW for the growth phase station is

reached. The system was designed with the following groundrules:

I. Ten year operatinoal life was a design goal for the various

components.

2. A modular buildup scheme was used where practical.

3. Module changeouts were permitted to achieve the I0 year operational

life of the components and the extended life of the station.

4. EVA was minimized for buildup but was not prohibited.

5. A two hour period was baselined for an emergency energy storage

sizing criteria. This would allow for the loss of one complete changing

cycle.

6. A gravity gradient flight mode was assumed with 17 ° of Beta angle

correction available. This results in a solar array with approximately twice

the area than that of a solar oriented station.
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3.4.3.6.2 System Overview

The basic premise of the "T" configuration is to orient the array in such a

way so as to minimize the station ,_reg and thus the propellant required for

reboost. In order to accomplish this, the array is mounted so that it remains

"edge-on" to the velocity vector at all times (see figure 3.4.3.6.2-I). A

truss is provided on which the array blankets will be attached. As shown in

the illustration, the ESS/PMAD modules are located on the underside of the

array truss. This mounting will provide for short wire runs and thermal

control radiator mounting. The power transmission lines will have to run 280

feet to the station modules.

Since the array is "edge-on" to the velocity vector, the amount of sunlight

reaching the solar cells will vary throughout each light period. This is

illustrated in figure 3.4.3.6.2-i, and results in several impacts to the power

system:

I. Sunlight is available for only one-half the orbit, which means that

the energy storage system must be 25% larger than with other solar oriented

systems.

2. The current and/or power from the array will follow a sine curve

relation and therefore, the fuel cell component of the ESS will load share

with the solar array until the array output reaches the power level req_ired

by the station.

3. The ESS/PMAD modules are split in two parts in order to account for

the lightside load sharing requirements.

A breakdown of the weights is shown in table 3.4.3.6.2-I. The truss weights

are not shown with the ECS solar array.

The "T" configuration will also provide a convenient structure on which to

mount the solar array. The "T" w111 fly such that the array will remain
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Table 3.4.3.6.2-I.

SOLAR ARRAy (ECS)

IOC

Growth

REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL (ESS)

lOC

Growth

PMAD

ESS/PMAD Module

Habitat Module

Logistics Module

Laboratory Module

Comman/Control Module

"T" Configuration Power

Weight (Ibs)

9,000

18,000

Weight (Ibs)

4,689

9,377

Weight (Ibs)

210

362

22!

372

1,978

System Characteristics

Area (ft2)

30,000

60,000

Volume (ft3)

1.34

6.70

3.53

6.56

23.64

-_m "j_ A;
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nominally edge-on to the flight path. Low drag was the objective in selecting

this particular flight path/configuration and it results in an array that is

approximately twice as large as an array which is oriented to the sun.

This orientation results is an array performance that is variable during an

orbit, i.e., array is edge-on to the sun when it first appears in the light

and progresses to a point such that it is perpendicular to the sun and then

begins to decrease again. This variable output will mean that the PMAD must

be capable of managing the array and the energy storage system outputs in load

sharing modes during portions of the orbit. The array output vs. orbit

position is shown in figure 3.4.3.6.2-2.

As in the other configurations, the arrays will require a box, wireguides,

blanket, etc. (see figure 3.3.3.6.2-2). On the first launch i0,000 ft 2 of

array will be installed and will provide 25 KW for station use during buildup.

The array will be attached to the truss at periodic locations and a mechanism

will be provided to deploy and retract the array when required.

3.4.3.6.3 Technical Evaluation

The following items should be considered for the "T" configuration:

I. The array for the "T" configuration will be at least twice as large

as for a solar oriented array.

2. The ESS will be larger by approximately 25% due to the varying power

output of the solar array. This necessitates load sharing with the fuel cell

during that portion of the orbit when the power output from the solar array is

less than what is required by the station. This also means that the

electrolysis unit must accommodate power input that varies from zero to almost

twice the normal input.

3. The PMAD w_ll have to control these load sharing activities.
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4. The drag for this station will be minimized and therefore, the

reduction of propellant cost will be offset by the increase in power system

complexity and size.

5. The station could operate in a stable altitude mode with total loss

of control and the solar array would continue to supply power.

5. The array will be attached to the support truss.

7. The power transmission lines will need to be 280 feet long to go from

the ESS/PMAD modules to the station modules.

8. The ESS, composed of RFC's, does not comply with the man-rated

redundancy specification until the third ESS/PMAD module is installed.

3.4.4 Operation Accommodation Evaluation

3.4.4.1 Configuration Desisn Considerations

3.4.4.1.1 Separation from the Space Station

The big "T" IOC shown in figure 3.2.4.1-I illustrates two docking ports

located side by side (similar to the delta IOC) on the positive velocity

vector in an LVLH system. This situation lends itself to the +Vbar separation

and return scenarios presented in section 4.11.

The location of the solar arrays on the T configuration may present a problem

during the proposed separation and return. The first major burn of the +Vbar

separation sequence is a 1.0 fps radial burn performed approximately I0

minutes after initiation of the sequence. The burn is performed about I00

feet in front of and 80 feet above the docking port. The plume flowfield

resulting from this radial burn may generate excessive torques due to the

large surface area of the arrays. Figure 3.4.4.1-I illustrates the situation

of the Orbiter separating from the T. The figure shows the VRCS plume

flowfield that would result from the initial burn of the sequence as it moves

away from the port.
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Figure 3.4.4.1-I. VRCS Plume Dynamic Pressure Contours
("T" Configuration)
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3.4.4.1.2 Return to the Space Station

The velocity vector return profile described in section 4.11 represents an

adequate approach trajectory for a vehicular rendezvous with the big "T"

configuration. The procedure should present no major problems during the

return. However, concern may again arise regarding two vehicles docked

simultaneously to the station and plume impingement during the approach.

These problems will be discussed briefly in section 4.11 and should be

referred to here.

3.4.4.2 RMS Reach Capability

An integral subsystem of the Space Station will be one or more manipulators

remotely operated and used to perfrom a variety of operations. Some of the

more critical requirements of a station manipulator will be station assembly,

module removal, OMV/OT_ berthing in the hangar area, deployment of the OMV/OTV

from the hangar area, as an aid to OMV, OTV, and satellite servicing, and

possibly as an aid to Orbiter/station berthing. The analysis conducted in

support of this document emphasized the use of the current Shuttle RMS to the

maximum extent possible for assembly of the big "T" concept. A "special"

station manipulator was considered only for those operations which exceeded

the reach capability of the Shuttle RMS.

The RMS/station manipulator analysis was performed using the RMS Desk Top

Planing (RPS) developed for RMS mission planning activities and used to define

RMS payload handling capabilities and procedures for STS missions. The

program was updated and modified to include the big "T" configuration as well

as a generalized manipulator in the sense that the length of the manipulator

booms can be varied to accommodate larger reach envelopes than the current

RMS. The number of active joints can be reduced and the booms shortened so

i
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that a !iandling and Position Aid (HPA) type ol mechanism can also be

accurately simulated.

Ibe manipulator analysis included herein, is based on a kinematic model of the

RMS in that no rigid or flexible body dynamics are included. This limitation,

however, does not invalidate the _easibility of using the RMS for station

assembly since all modules handled are within the weight and inertia limits

verified for standard RMS operations. The study results are based on the

current RMS control algorithms and software and verify the reach capability as

weli as the maneuver path for both the RMS and the station manipulator. The

simulation also checks for singularities and joint reach limits. In summary,

all maneuvers studied for the big "T" configuration assembly sequence should

be valid with the exception of possible crew visibility constraints. _MS

operaL_r eye-point and CCTV views can also be generated using the RPS

simulation, and these results will be reported in future documentation.

In performing the kinematic analysis to assess the RMS capability to remove

station modules from the Orbiter payload bay and assemble the station, the

following assumptions were used.

I. Truss structure is assembled prior to module deployment

2. Port an_ starboard EMS's are available

3. Once the C/C module and an interface module are attached to the

truss structure, all remaining construction using the Orbiter RMS's will be

accomplished with the Orbiter firmly docked to the Space Station.

4. Grapple fixture location and orientation are identical on all

modules of the same type.

5. Payload bay locations consider only RMS reach capability and not

Orbiter c.g. restrictions.
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Figures 3.4.4.2-I through 3.4.4.2-9 illustrate an assembly sequence for the

IOC version of the big "T" configuration. Each figure represents a "snapshot"

of the entire maneuver that was performed on the RPS simulation to verify the

RMS reach capability and that the entire maneuver path was free of RMS

singularities and that reach limits were not encountered. Each figure label

reads as follows:
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B-F1 A-

Configuration --]

Flight Number

Component Identifier

Trajectory Step

The component identifier appears only in labels where more than one component

to be assembled is manifested in the cargo bay for that flight. The

trajectory step refers to the sequenced "snapshots" of the RMS configurations

during a specific maneuver.

Flight I carries tc orbit the truss structure as well as the C/C module and

one IM. The RMS assembly sequence shown in figures 3.4.4.2-I and 3.4.4.2-2

assumes that the truss structure is deployed and that a grapple fixture is

located at thL required position on that structure for handling with the

starboard RMS. fhe truss structure is grappled with the starboard RMS and

positioned on the starboard side of the Orbiter as shown to allow adequate

clearance when maneuvering the remaining modules with the port RMS. The C/C

module is removed from the bay and positioned correctly with respect to the

truss. The details of how it is attached to the truss are not considered in

this part of the analysis. The combined structure is then repositioned with

the starboard RMS to allow the port RMS to grapply the interface module and

berth it to the C/C module. This concludes the RMS procedures for flight one.

All following flights assume the Orbiter is rigidly docked to the Space

Station.

Figure 3.4.4.2-3 shows the Flight 2 assembly sequence once the Orbiter is

docked to the IM. The starboard RMS is required to maneuver the lab module

from the Orbiter bay to its docked position on the interface module as shown
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in the steps of the figure.

Figure 3.4.4.2-4 and 3.4.4.2-5 represent Flight 3 in which an interface module

and the Station Manipulator (SM) are brought up. One IM is placed on the C/C

module, while the second is "stored" on the IM assembly from Flight I. The

port RMS can accomplish the Flight 3 scenario alone.

Flight 4 docks the habitability module to the IM as shown in figure 3.4.4.2-6

using the port RMS.

Flight 5 which is illustrated in figures 3.4.4.2-7 and 3.4.4.2-8 is the last

flight in which module assembly can be accomplished using only the Orbiter RMS

capability. The second Lab module is docked to the Lab module already in

place, using the starboard RMS. The logistics module is then docked to the

third interface module, taken up on Flight 3, where it will stay until the

"Station Manipulator (SM) is put in place on Flight 6.

Flight 6 will require that the SM be placed on the truss structure as shown in

figure 3.4.4.2-9 to allow completion of the module assembly. With upper and

lower arm boom lengths of 50 feet and 60 feet respectively, the logistics

module and interface module can be moved from the intermediate location at

which they were placed olt Flight 5 to their final location. The remaining

interface module, tunnel, and OMV hangar can be maneuvered into position using

the SM in conjunction with the Orbiter RMS on Flight 7.

3.4.5 Safety Accommodations Evaluation

The safety accommodations provided for the IOC Phase (Phase I) were used for

the basic concept evaluation since this was considered the most critical with

respect to crew safety. The growth phase volume available increases the time
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of reaction to a leak to appcoximately one hour (se section 3.4.5.5).

Otherwise, the cotangents are applicable to both Pha_e ! and Phas_ IV.

3.4.5.1 General

The big "T" configuration would appear to satisfy the gross requirements for

crew safety if it can be assumed that the detailed design requirements and the

operational constraints presently stated in Space Station Configuration Books

3 and 6 are imposed.

3.4.5.2 All Habitable Modules (Habitat, Laboratories, Interface and C/C)

Egress Capability

Dual egress paths from each module are incorporated.

Control facility will be in the Habitat Module.

A backup Command and

3.4.5.2.1 Logistics Module

Book 3 Systems Requirements and Characteristics specifically exempts the

logistics module from the "two or more entry/egress paths." The logistics

module has only one egress path, the risk to a crewmember occupying this

volume during the occurrence of an accident forcing evacuation of the volume

could probably be reduced to an acceptable level by proper location oi

equipment, adequate materials control, elimination of potential ignition

sources, and maintenance of adequate traverse clearance during operations in

the module.

3.4.5.3 Enclosure_of Hlsh-Pressure or Hazardous Fluid Tanks

%he logistics module will be divided into a pressurized section and an

unpressurized section. High pressure and hazardous fluids will be transported
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in the unpressurized section to avoid the possibility of fluids prc_pagating

into other modules or cause overpressurization cl _:,ne or more r_dui_ -. ]_:e

separation distance of various tanks has not been de:i:le_.

3,4.5.4 isolation of Medules after Accident Occurrence

One problem that arises from the provision of dual egress routes from

habitable module is the complexity of the process cf sealing off that module

after such things as a _pill of a toxic fluid. This suggests the desirability

of a self-contained environmental control circulation system for modules such

as the laboratories to minimize the potential for cross-contamination of

modules while the hatches at each end of the contaminated module are being
closed.

3.4.5.5 Reaction Time after 0 currence of a Leak

The Safety Division position, with respect to hatch management, is that all

hatci_es should be normally open to create ease of transit from module to

module, reduce the wear on hatch mechanisms, prevent hatch opening

difficulties because of small pressure differentials, and maintain the maximum

volume for bleed down in case of a leak. Of these reasons, the last is

probably most significant, considering the large number of sealing surfaces

and the increased potential for a leak. In the IOC configuration of the big

"T", a rough calculation of the time to react to the occurrence of a leak

equivalent to a one-inch diameter hole would be about 30 minutes, assuming a

95 percent efficient orifice, an occupancy of 25% solids in the station, and a

reduction of pressure from 14 to 9.1 psia. If a leak detector sufficiently

accurate to determine the module coptaining the leak is available, this _hould

allow adequate time to react to the occurrence by evacuating and sealing o_I

the affected module.
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3.4.5.6 EVA Operations

The antenna locations are apparently such that radiation hazards to EVA

crewmembers are minimal, but some Reaction Control System (RCS) package

locations may require thruster deactivation during EVA. The system geometry

should allow ready design and implementation of adequate EVA traverse and work

station retention mechanisms.

3.4.5.7 Repair and Reactivation of Modules after an Accident

Adequate airlock provisions are provided to allow Intervehicular Activity

(IVA_ suited reentry into a module that has been isolated because of an

accident to perform necessary repair or reconfiguratlon to permit continued

use of the module.

3.4.5.8 Multiple Orbiter Docking Ports

The ability to dock with and access the Orbiter from various volumes of the

Space Station is acceptable.

3.4.6 Cost Evaluation

3.4.6.1 Groundrules and Assumptions

The following groundrules and assumptions were used in the cost analysis for

the blg "T" configuration:

o The Space Station Cost Model (SSCM) developed by Planning Research

Corporation (PRC) was used to develop hardware and system level costs.

o The concept was treated as one work package.

o The IOC configurari,,n only was costed.

o No 1o_rning was assumed.

o No exillc_t reserve was included.
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o No STS flight costs wer_ included

o Subsystem costs were allocated to the modules on the basis of weight.

o Costs are expressed in millions of 1984 constant year dollars. Since

SSCM outputs costs in 19825, the inflation adjustment was made using the NASA

R&D inflation index (1.175 for 1982 to 1984 dollars).

Program level costs (including fee) were included using the Code BO

factors.

o Complexity factors considered to be 1.0 except the following:

o Closed loop ECLS was costed using the open loop ECLS CER with 1.6

complexity factor. Factor based on CDG trade study.

o Berthing and docking adapter used a 0.8 complexity factor and used

the ASTP adapter as an analogy.

o Complexity factor of 0.6 used for fuel cell based on JSC analysis.

o GSE complexity factor of 0.8 was used, based on CDG cost estimate.

2.4.6.2 Presentation of Results

Figure 3.4.6-I presents the results of the SSCM for the big "T" approach. The

model computes the DDT&E and the first unit costs. The costs shown are for

one of each Space Station module or element (i.e., hab module, boom array,

etc.) Therefore, figure 3.4.6-I does not show the total cost of the station.

Figure 3.4.6-2 presents the DDT&E and First Unit Costs after being spread to

the different modules. The three parts to this figure present cost spreads by

module for DDT&E, Production, and total costs. As with the previous figure,

the costs shown for the production phase are for the first unit of each of the

modules.

Figure 3.4.6-3 presents the summary of the costs by quantities and types of

modules that comprise the IOC configuration. The first two cost columns recap
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FIG. 3.4,6-2A
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..SOLARARRAY 278 0 0 0 0 0 278 0 0 0

..BATTERIES 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0

..COND& REG 25 8 6 6 0 0 0 0 O 4

..FUEL CELL [47 0 0 0 0 0 [47 0 9 0

COMN& DATA 293 |_ 37 29 4 4 _ 8 0 3

ECLSS 397 143 125 53 0 0 ¢ 0 0 75

CREWPROV _ 6 54 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

THROUB_UT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SUBTOTAL 2757 484 477 308 219 200 175 $8 54 181

SYS lEST HDWE 1213 255 2_ 147 127 116 242 _ _ 84

INT,ASSY,&CIO 315 56 54 35 25 23 87 7 6 2!

SYSTESTOPN 640 l_ ll3 74 64 59 122 19 19 42

fiR SPT EONT 492 98 87 57 49 45 93 15 15 32

SYSENGR& INT 445 83 78 54) 40 _ 106 1! 11 29

PRO6B6MT 414 74 72 46 34 31 Ill ? 9 27

TOTAL 6334 1178 1107 717 558 Sll 1537 157 15| 417

FROBSPT (]4%)

MBT & INT (51)

FEE (8Z)

TOTAL

887 165 !55 TO0 78 71 215 22 21 58.42

361 67 63 41 32 29 88 9 9 2L79

607 113 106 69 53 49 147 15 15 39.96
....................................................

8189 1523 ]431 927 722 660 1987 203 196 539 376
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FIG. 3.4.6-3

BI6 T CO_I6URATION

C05I SUMMARYBY MODULE

FY8455 (IN_ILLIONS)

OTY MODULE ODTE UNIT PROD TOTAL

I CRO_ CNTRL 297 187 _87 484

! HABPlOD 263 214 2[4 477

2 LABROD 172 136 272 444

2 [/F ROB !49 70 140 289

2 AlL HOD 136 65 129 265
[ TRUSS 283 493 493 775

1 HAN6AR 44 14 14 58

I TUNNEL 44 9 ? 54

[ L06 ROD 9B 83 83 IBI

HONSUBTOTAL 1486 1271 1542 27_7

SYSTESTHOg 1273 0 0 1273

]NT,ASSY,C/O 175 140 169 344

SYSTESTOPN 640 0 0 640
6R SPT EG_T 492 0 0 492

SYSENG_ INT _35 109 133 468

PRO6NGMT 250 1_i !99 449
........................

SYSTOTAL 4651 1684 204_ 6693

PRO6SPT 651 2_ 2116 937

M6T_ [NT 265 96 !I6 382
FEE 445 I61 196 64I

PRO6TOTAL 6012 2177 264I 8_53
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the totals found in figure J.4.6-2 for DDT&E and Production (First Unit). The

third cost column is the total production costs taking into account the

quantities of each module or element. The final column is the total of the

DDT&E and Production costs and is therefore, the total of the Space Station at

IOC.

o _
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3.5 Summary Evaluation

The three Space Station configuration concepts presented met all the

requirements set forth for this study. They do perform different functions

better, depending upon thei_ design concept purpose, but they all do

reasonably well on the evaluation criteria that were imposed.

Some of the most important conclusions that can be drawn from this study

concern those variables which do no___tappear to be strong discriminators

between the th;ee quite different configurations. The first of these is cost.

Despite the attempt to minimize the total hardware requirements in the

Building Block configuratloiL, its cost to IOC, as shown in table 3.5-I, is

actually higher than that of the DelLa configuration, which includes an

extensive truss structure absent from the Building Block configuration.

Furthermore, even the addition of twice the solar array size to the "T"

resulted in its cost being only 10% greater than that of the delta; a

difference considered marginally significant at the level of the cost

analysis. Second, the number of launches to reach the IOC state was found to

be ± one launch out of seven, again not significant at the level of the

current manifesting study. The extensive vehicle dynamics study concluded

that the propellant requirements differed, between the low-drag "T" and the

relatively high drag Building Block, by less than 2,500 ibs. every 90 days,

again not a significant discriminator; zefer to table 3.5-2. The operations

study also failed to find any of the configurations unacceptable from either

an assembly or other operations standpoint; i.e., rendezvous and docking

procedures are not significantly complicated by the inertial orientation of

the Delta. Although the momentum storage requirements for the three

configurations differ somewhat, that is also not considered a discriminating

factor since all three are well within the state-of-the-art, and the cost

impact of additional CMG units is minimal.
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From a user accommodation standpoint, the use of a TEA flight mode for all

three configurations was found to be highly desirable since it significantly

reduces the need for RCS firings and hence, minimizes the periods of

acceleration disturbances and sensor contamination. The basic earth

orientation of the building block and "T" configurations is considered more

desirable than the inertial orientation of the Delta for stellar and earth

observations, but the capabilities of the Delta are found to be adequate; this

difference is not a discriminator between the configurations.

The Building Block configuration provides the opportunity for solar region

observations from a pressurized laboratory element, while the Delta provides

this capability only from the command and control module and the "T" provides

almost no such opportunity. However, there is no recognized requiremei_t for

such directly manned observations, and the placement of solar sensors on the

solar array trusses of the "T" and Delta configurations provides excellent

fields of view and minimizes the contamination encountered.

The most important discriminators from a user standpoint appear to be those

associated with versatility and growth. The way in which the Building Block

concept is configured in this study provides laboratery modules on the growth

configuration in addition to those required. This provides more user

pressurized volume than that contained in the Delta or "T" concept. However,

the utilization of these modules is severely restricted by the difficulty of

their removal for reconfiguration or repair. In addition, the extreme

difficulty of increasing the power on the Building Block concept beyond that

originally planned implies limitations to the uses of the station. The

compact nature of the Building Block also limits the usefulness of the

available berthing ports for payloads since clearance and access are limited.
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The "T" and Delta configurations provide easy access to the berthing ports for

payloads; and the exposed truss sections between the two "legs" of the module

arrangement provide large versatile and accessible areas for not only earth

viewing instruments, but unpressurized payloads of other types.

The separation of the solar and stellar viewing instruments on the solar array

truss of the "T," and of the solar instruments on the Delta, from the modules

is seen as a disadvantage from the standpoints of access by EVA or

manipulators ana for signal, command, etc., transmission. Thus, the "spread

out" configurations of the "T" and Delta provide both advantages and

inconveniences from a user standpoint.

The basic crew accommodations provided by each configuration are essentially

the same since interior _nd module arrangement options were not included in

the study. However, the external configuration was found to affect crew

accommodation in the aspects of EVA operations and external viewing. In

general, the larger Delta and "T" configurations were considered undesirable

because of the long distances between the pressurized modules and equipment

and experiments mounted on the solar arrays. These distances are considered

significant because the length of time required to reach these destinations

for equipment maintenance or experiment servicing was perceived to be

substantial and because direct visual depth perception is lost from the

position of an observer in the modules. The viewing capability thought to be

desirable includes continual direct visual contact with an EVA crewman and

with the RMS end effector from the interior, as well as the ability to

visually inspect the major elements of the station. From the viewing

standpoint, none of the configurations as defined was judged to have the
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desired number of windows, but the Delta and "T" were further considered

undesirable because the truss structure inherently obstructs some fields of

view.

The structural dynamic differences between the three configurations are

significant from s control system stanSpoint; the Building Block concept, in

particular, would require a more sophisticated design, with attendant

implications on verification, both of the structural math models and the

control software. The control and elastic body frequency ranges of the three

configurations are presented in figure 3.5-I to illustrate this point.

The interface and mechanical systems requirements of each of the three

config,_ations are found to be significantly different. The Building Block

concept utilizes a universal, although complex, interface between modules t_

provide all utility connections e well as to perform the structural

functions. In addition, a highly complex mechanism is required to connect the

oriented solar arrays, a;_tennas, and radiators to the module assembly. This

specific interface is expected to require maintenance since it is in

continuous use, and no means of performing this maintenance has been

identified. This is, in fact, viewed as a major technical challenge

associated with the Building Block configuration.

The mechanical and interface systems required with the Delta configuration are

essentially all associated with inJtial deployment or reconfigura=ion, except

for the RIMS and berthing systems common to all configurations. The many

different mechanisms associated with placement of major elements on the truss

structure have not been fully defined, but the number of different systems

involved is seen as some disadvantage. However, it is ooted that these will

each be somewhat simpler than the universal interfaces ssso_lated with the

Buildi,_g Block configuration. Notably absent from the Delta is the
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continuously meving interface with the solar array boom. Further, the

truss-mounting of all major elements makes the interfaces between modules, and

the leve[ of redundancy requi_ed to compensate for loss or remova_ of a

module, less demanding. In contrast, the large size of the Delta (and also

the "T") requires a longer reach for the RMS, and perhaps the use of more

joints in the RMS, arms than does the Building Block configuration.

The "T" configuration, although requiring a mechanism for tilting the solar

array truss, shares most attributes with the Delta from an interface and

mechanical systems standpoint. Since the rotation of the truss is only

through ± 17 ° , the problems associated with continuously moving interfaces on

the Building Block configuration are not present. Further, no moving fluid

connections appear necessary. The large truss structures associated with the

"T" and the Delta can be considered mechanisms, and an apprehension exists as

to the success of the deployment of these trusses. The most significant

uncertainty, and hence apprehension, associated with these trusses appears to

be in the addition of truss area to an already deployel truss. This operation

is required to establish the IOC "T" configuration, and hence, is seen as a

disadvantage. However, this same type of operation is also required to expand

the Delta to the growth configuration and therefore, also pertains to it.

In the thermal control area, specific differences are found in the required

radiator area on the three configurations, as shown in table 3.5-3. These

differences are inherent in the configuration, and show an advantage for the

Delta. Since the configuration also avoids the necessity for rotary joints in

the coolant loops, this is considered significant. The "T" configuration

suffers the disadvantage of not only requiring added radiator area for the

power modules because of the oversized power module capability, but also
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because the viewfactors of the radiators which reject heat from the modules is

poor.

The Delta configuration appears to be preferable from a power system standpoint.

The solar array can be expanded in any desired increments, with individual packaged

modules consisting of solar array, conversion and storage equipment, and radiator

panels. No moving connections are required. The oversizing of the array by 10% to

account for Beta angle losses is not a significant penalty. The Building Block

configuration, on the other hand, is limited in power growth with planar solar

arrays. Rotating joints capable of transmitting conditioned power are required on

the Building Block configuration. The "T" configuration, while sharing some of the

attributed of the Delta, requires twice the capacity in the solar array and

electrolysis units, and to minimize storage requirements, a more complex power

control system is envisioned which takes advantage of the power available from the

array at low sun incid_ace angles.

The power profile analysis discussed in 4.12, while not unique to

configurations, is noteworthy here in that the power levels required at IOC

for operation of the Space Station, exclusive of that icated to payloads,

was found to be on-the-order of 50 KW. Thus, if the payload power levels of

60 KW for IOC and 120 KW for growth are accurate, the IOC station may require

50% more power than currently projected. Some level of power above 150 KW

would also be expected for the growth station. 02 this basis, the

practicality of adding power to the station in increments and without severe

penalties should be considered an extremely attractive feature. This feature

is most evident in the Delta, while it appears to be totally absent in the

Building Block configuration. The "T" configuration, while it possesses the

.,. ° .
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capability of additions Lo the truss size, may raise the issue of practicality

above the 150 KW level simply due to the extremely large cell array required. One

other disadvantage to the Building Block configuration is associated with the

minimal structure of the deployed solar array and the requirement for the OMV,

Orbiter, OTV, etc. to operate in close proximity to the arrays, since they are

mounted on booms connected to the module assembly. This disadvantage is that

plumes from the RCS of the proximity-operating vehicles will of necessity impact

the array at significant incidence angles and at relatively close distances. The

resulting forces could disturb not only the solar array blanket, but also the

entire, higherly flexible structure. Although detailed analysis remains to be

accomplished, the resulting motions could cause severe problems with the structure,

blanket, and perhaps with vehicle attitude control.

The communications system is shown to be very sensitive to vehicle orientation,

highly favoring the velocity-vector orientation of the Building Block configuration

and "T" concepts. This derives from the requirement to communicate with proximity-

operating vehicles in basically the same orbit. To meet a full time coverage

requirement for such communications spherical coverage is required on the Delta.

Antenna requirements are summarized in table 3.5-4. Although this is not viewed as

a technology problem, some system complexity is added to manage the many more

antennas the delta requires in addition to their cost and maintenance requirements.

The significant conclusions that can be reached on the basis of the current study

seem to be as follows:

i. The design driver of minimum propellant for RC$ orbit altitude maintenance

appear not to be important in selecting a station concept for the 270 n.m.

altitude. If lower altitudes are required, this could alter the propellant usage

considerably. Proper design and implementation of any concept appear to be capable
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of reducing differences to a negligible level.

2. While the users tend to prefer a velocity-vector, local vertical

orientation, an inertially-oriented station appears to be adequate from both the

standpoint of user requirements and proximity operations.

3. From the system and subsystem engineering evaluation, the BB and "T"

configuration were similar with respect to the communications and tracking

function; however, the Delta configuration requires additional antenna for the same

coverage.

4. A significant difference from the user and crew operations perspective is

that the Delta and "T" place some of the equipment, including observation

instruments, significant distances from the pressurized modules. Thus, these

configurations imply the use of "long distance" EVA and RMS operations, seen as

undesirable.

5. From the standpoint of growth and mission versatility, the Delta and (to a

lesser extent) the "T" are seen to be advantageous.

6. Absence of detail in the interfaces between the truss and subsystems,

payloads, modules, etc., in the nature of the OMV and OTV hangar structure, and in

the RMS, Orbiter, EVA, etc., operations associated with all three configurations

appears to be primary impediment to a complete evaluation.
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